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The opposing effects of temperature on gas solubility and chemical

reaction rate imply oscillations in gas-liquid reactors. In this study

a model is proposed for a specific class of gas-liquid reactors and is

investigated to establish the basis for such oscillations.

We study the class of gas-liquid continuously fed stirred tank

reactors where excess gas is bubbled through the liquid and where the

reaction occurs in the liquid phase. The model accounts for the inter-

facial temperature rise due to fast reaction which can significantly

affect enhanced absorption and which has been neglected in previous

studies. Six characteristic times scale the individual processes occur-

ring in the reactor and these allow us to identify two controlling

regimes of reactor performance and five operating regions. A maximum

of five steady states is possible with at most one in each region.

Uniqueness and multiplicity conditions are given for the steady

states and their stability is ascertained. These conditions completely

specify the parameter space for a reactor with unenhanced absorption.
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The predictions of the model agree with the experimental results for

the chlorination of decane.

Three multiplicity patterns are found: s-shaped, mushroom and

isola. A method for predicting the existence of isolas and mushrooms

is given. For a single-phase reactor the roots of a fifth degree

polynomial determine precisely where isolas exist. A previously

hypothesized result, that isolas and mushrooms are not possible for

an adiabatic reactor, is proven. For a two-phase, gas-liquid reactor

the conclusions are less sharp but yield the result that these phenom-

ena can not exist for an adiabatic reactor.

Directions in the search for oscillations are given. The opera-

ting region of most interest is the mass transfer controlled region

and general conditions for the existence of oscillations are discussed.

The results herein indicate how the model can be simplified to quantify

these oscillations.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

If a reactor could control its feed rate, varying it with time,

then there would appear to be a physical basis for anticipating and

explaining a natural oscillation in the reactor's performance. The

elementary fact that reaction rates increase with temperature whereas

absorption rates decrease suggests that a two-phase system where

dissolved A reacts with B in the liquid phase but where A is fed in

the gas phase should exhibit this phenomenon.

In particular, if a gas containing A is bubbled through a liquid

containing B then the feed rate of A into the reacting liquid depends

on the saturation concentration of A, a strong function of temperature.

Thus it is anticipated that if a system cools, the solubility of A in-

creases, resulting in an increase in the rate of absorption, in the con-

centration of A in the liquid, in the generation of heat via reaction,

and hence in the temperature. So cold systems show a tendency to heat

up. Conversely, in hot systems the decreased solubility of A reduces

the rate of absorption, the rate of reaction and hence the generation of

heat, cooling the system. This seems to suggest that oscillations are

characteristic of such two-phase systems. However, these oscillations

can not be like those found in single-phase reactors which can only

originate in the nonlinearity of the reaction rate. Here the primary

cause is the interaction of the temperature-dependent solubility and

the rate of reaction. The ultimate objective of this study then is to

find conditions which will guarantee the existence of such oscillations

1
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and to show that they are relatively commonplace. But before this can

be done a model of the system must be constructed and its multiplicity

and stability implications investigated. This then is the primary

objective of this study.

In a single-phase continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR)l for a

simple but important class of reactions, the model equations are simple

and the multiplicity and stability problems are essentially resolved.

But in two-phase systems the model equations are more complex and

results have been obtained only in simple limiting cases. Most recent

investigations have focused on the special case where one reactant

enters in the gas phase and another nonvolatile reactant enters in the

liquid phase with reaction occurring in the liquid phase only. The

models proposed for this system are simplified so that they resemble the

single-phase model for which the method of analysis is well established.

But this simplification confuses the physics and may alter the interac-

tion of the mass transfer and the reaction processes. And it is just

this interaction between gas solubility and reaction that must exist

to produce the above scenario for oscillations. So a model must be

constructed which is capable of describing the requisite physics for

natural oscillations. That is, the opposing effects of temperature on

the solubility of the gaseous reactant and on the reaction rate must be

adequately described so that the competition between reaction and mass

transfer is evident. This requires a temperature-dependent solubility

(Henry's law constant) and separate descriptions of the mass transfer

and the reaction processes.

MhenameCSTR identifies an idealization satisfying the following con-
dition: on some scale the contents of the reactor are spatially uniform.



In full generality such a model would be too complex to give useful

conditions for multiplicity and stability so a less general case but one

that still contains the above physics is necessary, f^ny of the gas-

liquid reactions carried out in a CSTR involve a pure gas (and/or a gas

fed in excess) and a liquid reactant, e.g. chlorination, hydrogenation,

nitration, oxidation and sulfonation. The gaseous reactant dissolves in

the liquid and reacts forming a liquid product. If a gaseous product is

formed, it is often so dilute that there is no significant effect on the

gas phase. Under these conditions the only influence the gas phase

exerts on the reactor is through the pressure dependence of the solubil-

ity (partial pressure if not pure but only fed in excess), obviating the

gas-phase mass balance. For this reaction scheme it should be possible

to analyze the multiplicity, stability and oscillatory behavior of a

two-phase CSTR without neglecting the requisite physics for natural

oscillations. Thus with this description of the system such phenomena

can be sought.



CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

Models for single-phase CSTR's and their multiplicity and stability

analysis were developed over the years 1955-1976, culminating in Poore's

method of analysis, see Poore (1973). Before this the classical method

was graphical. The steady state mass balance was solved and substituted

into the energy balance. This was written in the form: rate of genera-

tion of heat equals the rate of removal. When these two functions are

plotted versus temperature their intersections are the steady states.

The heat removal function is a straight line hence the shape of the heat

generation function determines the number of possible steady states.

For a first order reaction this is

Tk

1 + xk

where x is the holding time and k is the rate constant. This function

is s-shaped with respect to temperature and thus the maximum number of

steady states is three (Figure 2.1). In addition to providing multi-

plicity information these graphs give the first of two conditions for

stability, the slope condition. This is the determinant condition for

the corresponding linearized system and is a sufficient condition for

instability and a necessary one for stability:

If the slope of the heat removal function at a steady state is less

than the slope of the heat generation function then the steady

'The analysis for a single-phase CSTR is summarized in Appendix A.

4



Qp: 3 solutions

Figure 2.1. Heat generation and heat removal functions versus
temperature for a single-phase CSTR.



state is unstable.

For example, in Figure 2.1 the above is true for steady state B; hence it

is unstable. That is, if the reactor is operating at B and is perturbed

to a slightly higher temperature, then the graph shows that the rate of

heat generation is now greater than the rate of removal; thus the tem-

perature continues to rise, ultimately reaching steady state C. Simi-

larly if a perturbation lowers the temperature the steady state shifts

to A. For steady states A and C the above does not hold so they may be

stable.

This graphical technique gives a necessary, but not sufficient,

condition for stability and limited information on regions in phase

space of uniqueness and multiplicity. Poore's technique completes the

former and generalizes the latter but it is model bound and works only

because the single-phase system is so nice. For a CSTR the dynamic

equations are ordinary differential equations in only two state vari-

ables and hence the linearized system can be characterized by the deter-

minant and the trace of the Jacobian. Also because the system has at

most three steady states, the determinant and trace conditions lead to

quadratic equations in the temperature which can be solved explicitly

to obtain the critical points for uniqueness and stability. From this,

regions in phase space for uniqueness and stability can be determined

for simple kinetics. Also oscillations in temperature and concentration

due to the nonlinearity of the reaction rate constant can be found. If

the system were more complex this would be much more difficult, and might

be impossible.

In conjunction with the development of the single-phase CSTR model

Schmitz and Amundson (1963a-d) proposed a model for a two-phase CSTR. The
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model is quite general with reaction possible in both phases and heat

and mass transfer between phases. The analysis is only manageable be-

cause they assume dilute systems and represent the transport processes

in their simplest possible forms. With these simplifications the model

becomes very similar to two single-phase reactors with linear coupling.

Since the multiplicity and stability analysis was not well developed at

the time, only partial answers were possible for these questions. ^ For

the limiting cases of physical equilibrium and chemical equilibrium the

model takes particularly simple forms: the first is very similar to the

single-phase model and the latter is linear; hence only a unique stable

steady state exists.

There are two problems with this model. Most gas-liquid reactors

are not this complex and the transport processes are not this simple.

In the preceding model mass transfer and reaction are treated as inde-

pendent phenomena but in fact the two interact. In particular, chemical

reaction enhances mass transfer by sharpening the concentration gradient

at the interface. This enhancement can be significant and needs to be

taken into account. Similarly the interfacial temperature may be

greater than that in the bulk due to reaction near the interface. This

rise needs to be investigated and included because it is the interfacial

temperature that determines the solubility of gas.

On the other hand the reactor model is too general, e.g. reaction

in both phases, heat and mass transfer resistances in both phases, etc.,

thus making analysis difficult. Fortunately many systems of industrial

2one result which is of interest in our work is that for a system in

thermal equilibrium with reaction in one phase only up to three steady

states are possible (Henry's law is also independent of temperature).



importance are simpler. Most involve reactions in the liquid phase only

with one reactant fed in each phase. Also heat transfer to the gas

phase is often negligible due to its low heat capacity and the fact that

the most important temperature of the gas is its interfacial temperature

which is usually equal to that of the liquid. For example Ding et al

.

(1974) studied the chlorination of n-decane in an adiabatic CSTR. Pure

chlorine was bubbled through liquid decane where it dissolved and re-

acted. Multiple steady states were observed over a range of holding

times. Two stable steady states were found and one unstable state was

located via a feedback control scheme.

Hoffman et al. (1975) in an effort to understand Ding et al . (1974)

and account for the enhancement of mass transfer via reaction modelled

this system using a reaction factor. When a reaction factor is used the

rate of mass transfer is defined as

E^ k° a C,.

where E* is the reaction factor which accounts for the enhancement and

is a function of the rate of reaction near the interface, k° is the

mass transfer coefficient with no reaction, a is the specific surface

area, and C.. is the interfacial concentration of the gas A in the

liquid. Then the reaction factor is found via a theory for the dif-

fusion and reaction processes near the interface.-^

^Alternatively one could have used the more common enhancement factor

<p which is the ratio of the mass transfer rate with and without reac-

tion. With this the rate of mass transfer is

* K ' (^Ai
-

'-A.^

where C/\^ is the dissolved gas concentration in the bulk liquid. Thus

the reaction factor is smaller than the enhancement factor by

E* = M1 -C,,/C,.) .



The Hoffman model is the basis for all the recent studies of two-

phase reactors but it pertains only to the class of well-mixed systems

(CSTR) where the reaction

A + V B -»- Products

occurs in the liquid phase and where the reactant A is fed in the gas

and the nonvolatile reactant B in the liquid. For this system it is the

most complete description available and includes most of the important

phenomena. For this reason it will be reviewed more fully.

The model consists of two overall mass balances, one for each reac-

tant, and an overall energy balance. This differs from previous models

in that the balances are not written for each phase and the reaction

term is replaced by the reaction factor term R^V = E* k[ a C^^. V - q C^^

so it is unnecessary to describe the reaction in the bulk. Thus the

rate of reaction is the rate of mass transfer (or absorption) to the

liquid minus the rate at which unreacted A flows out of the reactor with

the liquid. This leaves five unknowns (the concentration of A in the

gas, in the liquid, and at the interface, the concentration of B, and

the temperature) with only four equations (three overall balances and the

Henry's law equilibrium relationship for the interface). Thus another

equation is necessary, relating the bulk concentration C^ to the other

variables. In general such a relationship would be derived from a mass

balance on either of the phases, leading to separate terms for mass

transfer and reaction, but the liquid-phase mass balance has already

been used to define the reaction rate. Hoffman et al . (1975) circum-

vent the need for another equation via the use of a clever boundary

condition which determines C. from the interfacial model. This is

unusual because the interfacial model is normally used only to determine
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the reaction factor. With the bulk concentration determined from an

interfacial model the choice for this model assumes undue importance.

The reaction factor, like a mass transfer coefficient, is found by

modelling the interfacial region, calculating the flux at the interface

and equating it with the mass transfer rate in the reaction factor form:

E* k° a C,. V .

Several interfacial models can be used but the results, at least for the

enhancement factor (the ratio of the mass transfer coefficients with and

without reaction, see previous footnote), are insensitive to the one

chosen. Hoffman et al. chose the simplest, the film theory. 4 To deter-

mine the reaction factor Hatta's film theory is followed, including

corrections to his final result, except that a new boundary condition at

the bulk liquid is used. This condition accounts for reaction in the

bulk and effectively defines the reaction rate in a mass balance on the

liquid phase. Hatta's model is for the steady state diffusion and reac-

tion (pseudo-first order because B is assumed to be in excess) of a gas

A through a stagnant liquid film. At the gas-liquid interface, the gas

concentration is C.. whereas at the bulk liquid boundary it is zero.

4
Although the main features of results derived from the film theory are

usually correct, e.g. the reaction factor, occasionally this theory
gives incorrect parameter dependencies. Thus using this model to deter-

mine the bulk concentration C/\£ may be suspect. This result needs to be

verified and compared with the other more physically plausible models,

e.g. penetration and surface-renewal. Also these models were con-

structed to estimate the rate of mass transfer at the interface and

extrapolating their results to the bulk to obtain a quantitative value

seems unjustified. There is some question as to whether the film model

is the proper choice since this is a steady state model and the mass

transfer process it describes is a dynamic one. A more appropriate
choice might have been the time-varying models from the penetration or

surface-renewal theories.
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But in Hoffman's model this zero boundary condition is replaced by a

flux condition. The flux from the film to the bulk is equated with the

rate of reaction of A in the bulk plus the loss of A due to the unre-

acted A flowing out with the liquid:

dC,
-V a D —^ = V k C^ Cg (e - a 6) + q C^ '

Here C. is the concentration at the film-bulk boundary which is assumed

equal to the bulk concentration.

Solving the diffusion-reaction equation with this boundary con-

dition yields a reaction factor similar to Hatta's and an expression for

C, . But Hatta's result was for the liquid reactant B in excess and its

concentration equal to the bulk concentration. Historically this was

corrected by van Krevelen and Hoftijzer (1948) who estimated the inter-

facial concentration of B and used this in the film theory equations.

Thus the model is still pseudo-first order but with a more accurate

estimate of the B concentration. Hoffman et al. (1975) also use this

correction to account for the lower value of the B concentration due to

reaction. But originally this correction was only valid for C^^ equal

to zero, so an additional correction due to Teramoto et al. (1969) is

also used. The resulting equations for E* and C, must then be solved

iteratively with the original reactor equations to determine the steady

state.

This technique appears to be somewhat backwards. Here the liquid

phase mass balance is placed in the interfacial model in the form of a

boundary condition. From this both the reaction factor and the liquid

phase concentration of A are calculated. Normally an interfacial model

is used just to estimate the enhancement of the mass transfer rate which

is then substituted into the mass balance. As shown in Sherwood,
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Pigford and VJilke (1975) the interfacial model used for this is not

very important since the results are all similar. But in the analysis

of Hoffman et al . (1975) not only is the enhancement found but also the

liquid concentration. This would appear to make the choice of inter-

facial model quite important. This technique does have an obvious

drawback, confusion. Combining the liquid balance with the interfacial

model and using the two corrections discussed in the last paragraph

yields a system where the physics have been scrambled. That is because

all the reaction has been obscured in the function E*, any structure the

system once had is lost. Thus none of the recent authors can describe

their results so that it is clear physically which processes are impor-

tant and when they are important. As an example of some unnecessary

confusion and complexity, consider the two corrections used in the film

theory. These are not needed together. The van Krevelen-Hoftijzer

correction accounts for the lower concentration of the liquid reactant

at the interface which is necessary only for fast reactions, whereas

the Teramoto correction is used when the gas concentration in the bulk

liquid is nonzero which happens only for slow reaction. 5 Thus adding the

Teramoto correction to that of van Krevelen-Hoftijzer is an unnecessary

complication which, even though it does not create any error, obfuscates

the results with extraneous complexities. This can lead to errors in

the calculation scheme if not handled properly.

^This can be shown via a time scale argument which will be explained in

the text. Astarita (1967) also discusses when the bulk concentration

goes to zero and finds this to be true for fast reactions. Some con-

ditions are given in the literature for the bulk concentration to go to

zero and they are in terms of the Hatta number, see van Oierendonck and

Nelemans (1972).
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Solving the model equations numerically Hoffman et al. (1975) find

up to five steady states with at least two unstable. The slope condi-

tion which is a necessary condition for stability and also a sufficient

condition for uniqueness can not be used to find regions of guaranteed

stability or uniqueness due to the iterative nature of the solution.

Thus the utility of the model is reduced because of its inherent com-

plexity. Yet its complexity does not seem necessary or even appropriate

considering the interfacial model and corrections which are used.

Sharma et al. (1976) extend this analysis to two consecutive reac-

tions in the liquid phase of a nonadiabatic CSTR and find up to seven

steady states. They are also able to fit their model to the data of

Ding et al . (1974) and predict the ignition and extinction points quite

closely. A parametric study revealed the existence of an isola. An

isola is a multiplicity pattern where a shift from the low temperature

to the high temperature steady state can not occur by increasing or

decreasing the independent parameter, e.g. the residence time.

Raghuram and Shah (1977) simplify Hoffman's model in order to

obtain explicit formulae for uniqueness and multiplicity. The most

important assumption is that the liquid reactant B is in excess and the

concentration of B in the film is the same as that in the bulk. Thus in

Hoffman's film theory the van Krevelen-Hofti jzer and the Teramoto cor-

rections are not necessary, and analytical expressions for the reaction

factor and the concentration of the gas in the bulk liquid can be writ-

ten explicitly. This obviates Hoffman's iteration thereby allowing

conditions for uniqueness and multiplicity to be deduced. In addition

they assume that the volumetric flow rates of the gas in and out of the

reactor are the same, whereas Hoffman et al. (1975) correct the flow
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rates for the gas that is transferred to the liquid. This is true if

the reactant gas is dilute in the gas phase, or if very little gas is

transferred, or if the gas flow rate is very large and in excess.

Raghuram and Shah (1977) also analyze the case of instantaneous reaction

where the reaction factor is very simple and the concentration of gas in

the bulk is zero.

An observation on the expression of Henry's law used by Raghuram

and Shah (1977) seems pertinent. Henry's law is a proportionality be-

tween the partial pressure of a gas and its mole fraction in the liquid:

P, = H(T) X,

where H(T), the Henry's law constant, can be represented via

-Hs/RT
H(T) = Ho e

They write it in terms of the molar concentration in both phases

and presume

-H./RT

H'(T) = H^; e
^

But if C^ = P^/RT and C^. = p X^ then

H'(T) = H(T)/pRT .

It appears that Raghuram and Shah have missed a factor of 1/T.

The result of this simplified model is a seemingly explicit

inequality (slope condition) for uniqueness and stability. This

inequality is a sufficient condition for uniqueness and a necessary

condition for stability. Unfortunately the inequality is not fully

explicit requiring a solution of the steady state equations for its

evaluation. This makes it very difficult to determine regions of

uniqueness, multiplicity, and stability in parameter space. But for a
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specific system (Ding et al., 1974) where the values of the parameters

are taken from Hoffman et al. (1975) they are able to show numerically

regions of one, three or five steady states. A result more conservative

than the slope condition but explicit is also deduced from the inequal-

ity and is a sufficient condition for uniqueness. This condition is

that the activation energy of the reaction be less than twice the heat

of solution (where the heat of solution is the exponent in Henry's law).

It is a very weak condition in that it is almost ne^jer true except for

very slow reactions.

More explicit results are found for two special cases, fast reac-

tion and instantaneous reaction. For both, the reaction occurs near the

interface and the bulk concentration of the gas is zero. The corre-

sponding reaction factors are simple. For fast reaction Raghuram and

Shah (1977) find up to three steady states whereas for instantaneous

reaction the steady state is always unique. They conclude that "the

possibility of five steady states is a direct consequence of the liquid

phase concentration of the gaseous reactant being nonzero." Again the

formulation of their model, like Hoffman's, confuses the physics so an

interpretation of the results becomes difficult. Accounting for the

finite value of the bulk concentration in the fast reaction model can

not give five steady states, in fact we will show that the bulk concen-

tration is vanishingly small here. The reason only three are possible

is that the fast reaction model holds only in the region where the reac-

tion is fast. Thus any solutions in the regions of slow reaction or

physical absorption without reaction are lost. That is, simplifying a

general model to a specific region can only give useful results perti-

nent to that region and can not be expected to give results pertaining
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to the solution of the general model outside this region. Thus if

any solutions are found outside the assumed region they are probably

meaningless. This will be shown in the text. Raghuram et al. (1979)

extend this analysis to a nonadiabatic CSTR and to a cascade of n CSTRs.

They obtain five steady states but only for an extremely narrow range of

parameters, thus concluding that five steady states are probably not

physically observable for a gas-liquid reactor.

Huang and Varma (1981a) use a simplified version of Raghuram and

Shah's (1977) model for fast reaction to determine explcit necessary and

sufficient conditions for uniqueness and multiplicity, and for stabil-

ity. They also predict the direction and stability of limit cycles.

Their model is the same as Raghuram and Shah's except that they assume

that the concentration of B is constant at the feed composition and

their reactor is nonadiabatic. The fast reaction assumption implies

that the reaction factor has the simple form

and that the bulk liquid concentration of the gas is zero hence no

iteration is necessary. The model then consists of two equations, one

for the gas concentration and one for the temperature. But due to the

form of the reaction factor and Henry's law these equations are equiva-

lent to those for a single-phase CSTR. In establishing the equivalence

it is necessary only to identify the apparent activation energy with one

half the activation energy minus the heat of solution:

Thus the entire theory of single-phase reactors (Uppal et al., 1974

and 1976) can be applied to this problem although Huang and Varma

(1981a) do not avail themselves of this.
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Sufficient conditions for uniqueness are obtained in terms of the

parameters, free of the steady state temperature. Thus these conditions

can be used without solving the steady state equations and as such are

a great simplification over the results of Raghuram and Shah (1977).

Also, simplifying the sufficient condition for uniqueness gives a sim-

ilar condition to that of Raghuram and Shah (1977):

E < 2H^ + 8RT. Huang and Varma (1981a) (2.1)

E < 2H3 Raghuram and Shah (1977). (2.2)

The two models give the same maximum number of steady states, three as

expected. Comparing a prediction of Huang and Varma' s (1981a) model

with the data of Ding et al . (1974) shows a reasonable prediction of

the ignition and extinction points and a qualitative prediction of the

multiplicity pattern, even though the reaction of Ding et al . was not

fast. But it should be noted that not all the parameters necessary

for this model were found or reported by Ding et al . so there is some

discrepancy between the values used by Huang and Varma (1981a) and those

used by the previous authors. Apparently some of these parameters have

been used to fit the authors' model to the data of Ding et al . (1974).

Finally Huang and Varma (1981a) find conditions implying the existence

of limit cycles but the corresponding values of the parameters necessary

are unrealistic, vis-a-vis a gas-liquid reactor.

Both Raghuram and Shah's (1977) and Huang and Varma' s (1981a)

models are fast reaction models and make sense only when the reaction is

fast. That is, if the model predicts a solution outside the fast reac-

tion region the solution is meaningless. Limiting cases are instructive

here. If the rate constant k^ goes to zero the reaction factor E* goes

to zero and the mass transfer from the gas to the liquid vanishes. But
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of course there are nonreactive conditions under which the amount

absorbed can be quite large. So any solution found that is in the slow

reaction region is incorrect or at the least is suspect. Conversely, in

the opposite limit of instantaneous reaction (k^ > »), the reaction fac-

tor overpredicts the rate of mass transfer, viz.,

1 imit E* ^ °° .

But in reality the reaction factor is bounded, viz.,

E* < 1 . Cg^^ / V C,.

where Cn is the bulk concentration of the liquid phase reactant and

\) is the stoichiometric coefficient. Again any result here is meaning-

less. Finally it will be shown in the text that of the three steady

states found from this model, two are outside its region of applicabil-

ity and the one remaining solution, which is the only real steady state

for a gas-liquid reactor, is the middle unstable steady state. Hence

the multiplicity and stability results of this model do not apply to any

real system.

Huang and Varma (1981b) remove the requirement of fast reaction

allowing all reaction regimes, the concomitant price being a return to

the complex model of Hoffman et al . (1975) and numerical solutions. The

film theory used is identical to that of Hoffman et al . but the overall

balances for the reactor differ as they did in the previous paper. Pre-

dicted results for the experiment of Ding et al . (1974) using values of

the parameters as given by Sharma et al . (1976) show reasonable agree-

ment with the data for short residence times and for the prediction of

the extinction point. The numerical results also show the existence of

an isola, a multiplicity pattern where no ignition point from the low
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temperature steady state exists and two extinction points exist for the

high temperature branch. For the adiabatic case an isola with five

steady states was found to be possible. But even a small heat loss

reduced the system to three steady states. Explicit conditions for

uniqueness and stability are not possible due to the complexity of the

model. As in the previous papers little insight into the interaction

of the mass transfer and reaction processes is obtained.

All the models incorporating the reaction factor suffer from con-

fusion due to their combination of mass transfer and reaction into one

complex function E*. This complexity essentially eliminates the possi-

bility of a multiplicity analysis. Also the results from the inter-

facial model are extrapolated to deduce results in the bulk liquid,

whereas originally these models were hypothesized to estimate the mass

transfer coefficient only. This has not been justified and at the least

makes one uncomfortable. Thus if an understanding of a gas-liquid

reactor is to be found, the model should handle the reaction and mass

transfer processes separately except where the mass transfer process is

influenced by interfacial reaction. Here an interfacial model should be

used only to determine the factors describing this interaction.

None of the previous studies in this area is based upon a model

that captures the full effect of the temperature interaction between

gas solubility and liquid phase reaction. Schmitz and Amundson (1963a-d)

neglect the effect of temperature on the distribution coefficient

(Henry's law constant). Hoffman et al . (1975) and the studies based on

this work assume the temperature is everywhere uniform even though all

the reaction may take place in the neighborhood of the interface, cf.

the fast reaction studies. Whenever mass transfer is enhanced, i.e.
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whenever appreciable reaction takes place in the interfacial region,

the interfacial temperature will be greater than the bulk temperature.

Because heats of reaction and solution can be large, this effect could

be significant. And it is just the highly exothermic systems that

would be of interest when searching for unusual phenomena such as

oscillations, where the surface temperature rise is especially likely

to be important. Because temperature sensitivity seems to be required

for natural oscillations and this sensitivity appears in the gas solu-

bility which is determined by the interfacial temperature, the over-

looked phenomenon of an interfacial temperature rise would seem to be

of importance.

Interfacial temperature rises in gas absorption with and without

reaction have been observed. Recently Verma and Delancy (1975) found

temperature rises in the nonreacting systems ammonia-water and propane-

decane. They predicted this increase to be as large as 18°C. In

reacting systems larger values have been observed. Beenackers (1978)

estimated from flux measurements a rise up to 50°C. Mann and CI egg

(1975) and Mann and Moyes (1977) indirectly measured temperature rises

up to 53°C for chlorination and 58°C for sulfonation using a laminar jet

technique. Temperature increases of this magnitude will significantly

affect reaction rates and solubilities, hence they should be accounted

for in absorption-reaction systems.

Recent theoretical analyses have been able to predict large tem-

perature rises similar to those observed experimentally. Shah (1972)

constructs numerical "solutions" to the partial differential equations

from the penetration theory model for mass and energy diffusion with

reaction and shows that large temperature rises are possible. CI egg
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and Mann (1969) obtain an expression for the rise but it is quite com-

plicated even after some strong restrictions are made. The analysis is

similar to the early work of Danckwerts (1951), who noted that since the

thermal diffusivity is much greater than the mass diffusivity, the dis-

tance over which the thermal gradient exists is much greater than that

over which the concentration gradient exists. Thus the mass transfer

and reaction process appears to take place at a constant temperature,

whereas in the heat transfer process, the heat of reaction appears as an

interfacial flux. But Danckwerts assumed the interfacial concentration

of the gas, the solubility, to be constant, i.e. independent of tem-

perature. CI egg and Mann (1959) correct this but approximate the solu-

bility with a linear relationship. This restricts their results to a

small region about the initial temperature. Also they use a temperature

independent rate constant. This weakens their results because as solu-

bility decreases with temperature, resulting in a lower prediction for

the temperature rise, the reaction rate increases thereby enhancing the

rise. But even with the latter assumption, the predictions demonstrate

the possibility of a large interfacial temperature rise for the chlori-

nation of toluene.

Mann and Moyes (1977) derive a relatively simple transcendental

equation for the interfacial temperature using the film theory. As

above they assume the thermal diffusivity to be greater than the molec-

ular diffusivity and hence the film thickness for mass transfer to be

much less than the film thickness for heat transfer. The mass trans-

fer problem can then be solved at a constant temperature, that of the

interface. The temperature rise is obtained via an overall energy

balance over the heat transfer film. The rate of energy transport to
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the bulk can be equated to the heat of solution times the mass flux at

the interface plus the heat of reaction times the excess flux into the

film, i.e. the difference between the mass flux in and out of the film.

From this it is possible to obtain for a general reaction a transcenden-

tal equation for the interfacial temperature, but Mann and Moyes did so

only for the two limiting cases: no reaction and fast reaction. If a

linear solubility relationship is used, the no reaction case gives an

explicit expression for the interfacial temperature. This is not pos-

sible for the fast reaction limit unless the rate constant is indepen-

dent of temperature. The general expression that can be obtained from

this technique, see Appendix B, is applicable over the range of no

reaction to fast reaction. However, it is not applicable when the reac-

tion is not first order, i.e. when the liquid reactant is not in excess,

and when the reaction becomes instantaneous. But the correction is

straightforward and involves only correcting the enhancement factor for

these cases. This technique presents the same problem that is encoun-

tered whenever the film theory is used. Even though the result seems

reasonable the physical basis for the calculation is suspect, especially

in this particular case. The existence of a stagnant film is difficult

to believe in a turbulent system but it is even more improbable for two

films of different thicknesses to exist. The technique used by Mann and

Moyes assumes a different film thickness for mass and heat transfer,

with the latter being much greater than the former. ^ This does not

agree with the film theory view that a stagnant film separates the

^Mote: if the film thicknesses a re the same the temperature rise is

less than the above by factor of \}a / d or about ten!
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gas from the bulk liquid. Here the bulk liquid is characterized by a

uniform concentration and temperature whereas in the above analysis the

mass transfer film does not contact liquid with the bulk temperature.

It will be shown that this inconsistency can be avoided by using the

surface-renewal theory and the result can be generalized for all reac-

tion rates up to instantaneous.

With this background a model for gas-liquid reactors is constructed

which contains the processes necessary for understanding the natural

oscillations expected. It contains separate terms for the chemical

reaction and the mass transfer processes. The role of the reaction in

enhancing the mass transfer coefficient is deduced via the surface-

renewal theory. The enhancement factor is then approximated piecewise

by very simple explicit expressions of reasonable accuracy in the slow,

fast and instantaneous reaction regimes. Simultaneously the reaction-

induced surface temperature rise is deduced via the surface-renewal

theory. These are used together with a temperature dependent form of

Henry's law to represent the gas solubility.



CHAPTER THREE

MODEL FOR ABSORPTION AND REACTION IN A GAS-LIQUID CSTR

A simple method for contacting a gaseous reactant with a liquid

reactant is to bubble the gas through the agitated liquid. In general

each component of each phase may transfer to the other phase and react.

The resulting system may exhibit multiple reactions in each phase and

mass and energy transport between them. The concentrations and tem-

perature of each phase and their dependence on the reactor parameters

must be taken into account. In this generality the complexity of the

process precludes all but the most superficial results.

For a large class of important reactions, viz., for chlorinations,

hydrogenations, oxidations, etc., the reaction takes place in the liquid

phase only. Here a pure gas A is bubbled through a nonvolatile liquid

containing a reactant B into which the gas absorbs and reacts, via

A + V B -> Products. The gas is often supplied in excess, obviating a

mass balance for this phase and implying that the only way the gas phase

can affect the two-phase reactor is through the pressure dependence of

the solubility. For this type of reaction the physical phenomena imply

a reactor model that strikes a reasonable balance between the possibili-

ties of in-depth analysis and physically interesting predictions.

We investigate this simple class of two-phase, continuous stirred-

tank reactors. The assumptions that define this class are:

Al. The gas flow rate is greatly in excess of that required for absorp-

tion so that the interfacial area, a, is constant in space and time.

A2. The partial pressure of gas A, P^, is constant in space and time.

24
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A3. The reactant A enters the reactor only in the gas phase.

A4. The liquid-phase solvent, the reactant B and the products are

nonvolatile.

A5. The reaction occurs only in the liquid phase.

A6. Thermal equilibrium exists between the two phases and the thermal

capacity of the gas phase is vani shingly small.

A7. Physical equilibrium exists at the interface between the phases and

can be described by a temperature dependent Henry's law constant:

Pa = H(T) C^.(T) (3.1)

-H^/RT
H(T) = H e ^

A8. Mass transfer is controlled by the liquid phase.

A9. The volume of the interfacial "film" is much less than that of the

bulk liquid.

The first five assumptions obviate balances on the gas phase. Now

the system is like a single-phase (liquid) reactor with separate feeds

for each reactant, component A via absorption and component B in the

liquid feed. Therefore the feed rate of A is controlled by the reactor

temperature and this is an essential part of the natural oscillation

scheme proposed. Assumptions six and seven describe the temperature

dependence of the solubility. The interfacial concentration of A is a

decreasing function of temperature and an increasing function of the

partial pressure of gas A. This pressure dependence is the only influ-

ence the gas phase will have on the gas-liquid reactor. The last

By film we do not mean to suggest the film theory of intraphase mass

transfer. Here film refers to regions where concentration variations

are significant; bulk refers to regions where they are not.
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assumption makes it unnecessary to distinguish between the bulk liquid

volume and the total liquid volume because in most systems this differ-

ence is vani shingly small.

The model consists of two parts, the overall mass and energy bal-

ances describing the performance of the system and the interfacial mass

and energy balances describing the absorption process. The second

establishes the feed rate of A in the first. The overall mass balances

for A and B in the bulk liquid are

V^=-^C, -VkCgC, .V,k° a(C,. -C,)(l -f^.) (3.2)

V^= ^(^3, - C3) - vV k Cg C, - vV ^ k° a(C,. - C,)f.. (3.3)

The similarity to the single-phase reactor equations is evident, see

Appendix A. The only difference in the first balance is that the feed

rate of A is the rate of mass transfer to the bulk liquid. This is the

product of the overall rate of mass transfer times the fraction that

does not react in the interfacial region, (1 - f^-). Tlie feed rate is a

function of temperature hence the conditions inside the reactor control

the feed as described in the introduction. That is, if a system becomes

cold the solubility of A, C^^. , increases resulting in a larger feed rate

or rate of absorption, V 4> k° a (C^. - C^), which increases the con-

centration of A in the liquid, the generation of heat via reaction and

hence the temperature. So cold systems show a tendency to heat up.

Conversely in hot systems the decreased solubility of A reduces the

rate of absorption hence the rate of reaction, the generation of heat

and the temperature. We note that this description holds when there

is no enhancement of mass transfer, i.e. when ^ = 1 and f^. = 0.
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Otherwise, inasmuch as <^ and f. increase with temperature, the rate

of absorption and heat generation may not follow the above, depending

on the interaction of the solubility and the interfacial reaction.

Consequently we anticipate that oscillations will be found even when

there is not enhancement. The balance on B is also similar to the

corresponding balance for the single-phase reactor except that there are

two reaction terms, one for reaction in the bulk and the other for reac-

tion near the interface. The reaction near the interface is the product

of the rate of mass transfer of A and the fraction of A absorbed that

reacts, f.

.

The energy balance is also very similar to that of the single-phase

reactor, viz.,

V p Cp II = q p Cp(T, - T) - U S^(T - TJ . H3 V * k° a(C,. - C^)

4. Hj^ [V k Cg C^ + V ^ k° a(C^. - C^)f.] . (3.4)

The only difference is that the source term is more complex. Here there

are three sources, the heat of solution, H^,, the heat of reaction, Hj,,

in the bulk and the heat of reaction in the interfacial region. 2 The

generation terms also follow the scenario for oscillations, being large

for high mass transfer rates corresponding to high interfacial gas con-

centrations and low temperatures and vice versa.

Before this system of equations becomes a complete representation

of the reactor performance a model for the interfacial processes is

needed so that the enhancement factor, <^ , the fraction that reacts in

The heat of solution, Hs, is normally positive and the heat of reac-

tion, Hr, is positive for exothermic reactions.
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the interfacial region, f
.

, and the interfacial temperature, T
. , can be

estimated. Several physical descriptions of the contacting of a gas and

liquid are available. The most common models are from the film, pene-

tration and surface-renewal theories. But because all the models con-

tain an unknown constant which sets the mass transfer coefficient, k°,

and because our purpose is not so much to get the right numbers for a

specific system but to get a general picture of how the performance of

the mass transfer process changes from system to system over a wide

range of systems, k° is to be viewed as a free parameter, defining the

contacting. Thus what we seek from these theories is a way of pre-

dicting the enhancement of k° via reaction. Sherwood, Pigford and Wilke

(1975) say that these standard models are interchangeable for this pur-

pose. So we will adopt the model that is most physically plausible for

this system and yields the quantities sought most easily.

The film theory, which is a steady state description of the mass

transfer process, is less appealing physically than the others because

the mass transfer process between a system of rising bubbles and an agi-

tated liquid is a dynamic one. For a rising gas bubble the simplest

physical picture suggests the penetration model insofar as the liquid

elements attach themselves at the leading edge of the bubble, flow

around the surface and detach at the trailing edge, thereby contacting

the gas for the length of time necessary for the bubble to pass. But

for a system of variously sized bubbles and for a well-mixed liquid this

contact time might be random, suggesting the surface-renewal theory

which averages the penetration theory results over a distribution of

contact times. We adopt this model for these reasons and because cer-

tain quantities of interest can most easily be found.
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At the gas-liquid interface the concentration of A is established

by the condition that the liquid phase be in equilibrium with the gas

phase whose state we are free to set. The A that dissolves reacts with

B while diffusing away from the interface; the B that reacts is replaced

by diffusion from the bulk, thus obtaining

2

I^= n 1^- k c C (3.5)

3t 3z

^-.0,^...C,C, . (3.6,

3t 3Z

Because the absorption and the reaction processes generate heat, a tem-

perature gradient or at least a temperature rise can be expected. This

is not considered in the standard models mentioned but can be handled in

a similar fashion. The heat of absorption is released at the interface

whereas the heat of reaction is generated in the liquid phase bordering

the interface. Whence an energy balance on this region gives

3t 3Z

We can not write the solution to Equations 3.5-3.7, as simple as they

are. However, because the thermal diffusivity, a = 'A /p Cp, is much

greater than the molecular diffusivity, D, (this is almost always true

for a gas-liquid system) we may construct a useful approximation to the

solution. This condition, a >> D, implies that the characteristic

distance over which the temperature variation is significant is much

greater than the corresponding distance for the concentration vari-

ation. Thus we may assume that the absorption-reaction process takes

place at a uniform temperature and that the heat generation in the

energy balance can be taken to be released at the interface. This

allows us to investigate Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 independently of the energy
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balance equation, Eq. 3.7, and we may do this assuming a uniform tem-

perature T. . This temperature is not necessarily the bulk temperature T

and must be set so that Eqs. 3.5-3.7 are compatible. We therefore add

the assumption:

AlO. The thermal diffusivity a is much greater than the molecular dif-

fusivity D; therefore the absorption-reaction process takes place

isothermal ly at the interfacial temperature T^

.

The interfacial equations, Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6, remain dependent on

the reactor equations through the initial and the boundary conditions:

at t = C^ = C^^ Cg = Cg^

at z = (interface) C^ =
^^Ai^^i^

A<:^/(^z = (3.8)

as z - » C^ = C^^ Cg = Cg^

where the subscript a denotes the value in the bulk liquid. What makes

it possible for us to get the information that we seek is that the phys-

ics of gas-liquid reactions enables us to handle the problem for reac-

tant B via a useful approximation (to be discussed) and to uncouple the

interfacial and bulk equations for reactant A. The latter follows on

comparing the time scales of the several processes necessary in gas-

liquid absorption and reaction. In particular, we can show that when-

ever mass transfer is enhanced by reaction the bulk liquid concentration

of A is vanishingly small, i.e. whenever ^ is other than one and f^. is

other than zero their correct values are found by assuming that the bulk

concentration of A is zero, C^ =0. This means either that (*> = 1 and

f. = (and the interfacial equation for A becomes very simple) or that

we can investigate the interfacial equation for A independently of the

overall reactor equations. Thus the equations are independent of the

bulk. This will now be shown.
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To each process in the reactor we associate a characteristic time.

This is a measure of the relative speed of the process. A long time

signifies a slow pr^ocess, whereas a short time signifies a fast one.

These times can be used to scale the processes. Six characteristic

times are apparent (Table 3.1); four originate in the reactor model and

two in the absorption model. In the reactor equations, Eqs. 3.2-3.4, we

identify a holding time t which characterizes the feed rate of B, a mass

transfer time t.- which characterizes the feed rate of A, a reaction time

Tp and a heat transfer time !„. In the absorption model we find an

average interfacial exposure or contact time x. and an interfacial reac-

tion time Tp.. The interfacial reaction time differs from the bulk

reaction time because the temperature and composition of the bulk and

interface may differ.

Mass transfer is enhanced via reaction near the interface. This is

significant if the interfacial reaction rate is fast compared to the

exposure time of the liquid to the gas, that is, if the interfacial

reaction time is less than or equal to the interfacial exposure time,

viz., if3

^- ^ ^Ri •

Suppose we have enhanced absorption and consider the corresponding con-

ditions in the bulk liquid. The bulk reaction time is always greater

than or equal to the interfacial reaction time because the bulk tem-

perature is always less than or equal to the interfacial temperature.

3ln the following we are speaking qualitatively. Hence the symbol
~ will denote an approximate equality or an order of magnitude rela-

tionship between two quantities.
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TABLE 3.1

CHARACTERISTIC TIMES

Reactor

Holding Time x = V / q

Reaction Time x^^ = 1 / k C^

Mass Transfer Time xj^ = 1 / k^^ a

Heat Transfer Time x^ = p Cp V / U S^

Absorption Process

Exposure Time t^. = D / (k|^)

Reaction Time xj^^. = 1 / k(T^) C
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At the first sign of enhancement the two temperatures are nearly the

same (because little reaction has occurred at the interface) and we have

It is the nature of gas-liquid systems that the mass transfer time is

much greater than the interfacial exposure time, see Astarita (1967),

viz.,

T^M » T^,-

whence, at the onset of enhancement

^M
''

^R
•

It follows that the reaction rate in the bulk is very fast as compared

with the feed rate of A (mass transfer rate) and hence that mass trans-

fer is the controlling process when enhancement begins. This implies

that the bulk concentration of A must be vanishingly small and that we

may take the initial and boundary conditions appropriate to the absorp-

tion model to be

at t =
^A

" °

at z = C^ = C^.(T.) (3.9)

as z > "
^A

" ^

thereby uncoupling the interfacial and bulk problems. This continues to

hold throughout the enhanced mass transfer region because

T., >> T. ~ Tn (onset) > Tn (enhanced)
n 1 R K

We can construct the solution of the absorption model equations,

Eqs. 3.5, 3.6 and 3.9, in two limiting cases: reactant B in excess and

instantaneous reaction. The first is almost always true for a practical

gas-liquid reaction. That is, the concentration of the liquid phase

reactant is usually much greater than the concentration of the dissolved
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gaseous reactant. Thus to a reasonable approximation the concentration

of 3 is constant throughout the reactor (albeit not necessarily at the

feed value). The interfacial model is then reduced to a single dif-

fusion equation with pseudo-first order reaction. Solving this linear

equation for an exposure time t and averaging the result over all the

elements of liquid at the interface assuming a random distribution of

exposure times

obtains the mass transfer coefficient, k^, and enhancement factor, 9,

see Appendix C:

<t.

= k^/k" = ^/l + x./Xf^. (3.10)

where k° is the mass transfer coefficient without reaction. The frac-

tion of A that reacts near the interface in the process of absorption is

the ratio of the rate of reaction to the rate of absorption, viz.,

(1/T,.) /; e"^^'^' [ /; k Cg C^ dz (Va)] dt

^'
V * k[ a C,.

Using results in Appendix C obtains

f. =-r^ ^ .
(3.11)

' 1 " ^i/^Ri

This is the same as the fraction that reacts in a single-phase CSTR with

holding time x. and reaction time x^
.

, see Appendix A.

The time scale argument given previously now can be understood

better. When the ratio t^./xj^^. is much less than one, practically no

reaction and hence no enhancement occurs, i.e. <p ~ 1, f^ ~ 0. Only when

the ratio is of the order of one does the enhancement become important.
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It follows that if the bulk concentration of A becomes significant so

that the above boundary conditions, Eq. 3.9, become inappropriate, the

above result nonetheless exhibits the correct limit.

The second limiting case which admits simple results is that in

which the interfacial reaction becomes instantaneous. This means that

the reactants A and B can not coexist together in the liquid, that is

they react immediately upon contact. Thus when an element of liquid

first contacts the gas all of the liquid reactant B at the interface is

instantly consumed. As the absorption of A progresses a reaction plane

moves into the liquid. At this plane and only there the reaction takes

place and the concentrations of A and B vanish, see Figure 3.1. This

uncouples the diffusion and reaction equations for A and B by removing

the reaction. To the left of the plane, A diffuses from the interface

to the reaction plane; to the right B diffuses from the bulk to the

plane. Solving the two diffusion equations and equating the fluxes at

the reaction plane, adjusted for the stoichiometry, gives the concen-

tration profiles and the position of the reaction plane, see Appendix C.

Averaging the flux at the interface over all exposure times obtains the

enhancement factor, viz.,

, = ,. Hl.^ .
(3.12)

^ ^^Ai

This is the upper bound for the enhancement factor. On comparing this

with the previous expression for ^ we can estimate the condition for the

onset of instantaneous reaction, viz.,**

^This is an estimate because in the first expression Cb = Cgj^ everywhere

and in the second Cg vanishes throughout part of the interfacial region.

Evidently there is a transition region and its description is the aim of

the van Krevelen-Hoftijzer approximation.
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Interface Reaction
Front

Figure 3.1. Concentration profiles near the interface for instantaneous

reaction.
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That is, whenever the noninstantaneous enhancement factor exceeds the

instantaneous value then the latter must be used. Whenever enhancement

is significant, t./tq. is much greater than one and because Cg^/vC^^. is

almost always much greater than one, a simpler form of the above con-

dition is possible, viz.,

1L>(^\ .
(3.13)

All of this is consistent with the intuitive idea that the fraction that

reacts for instantaneous reaction must be approximately one.

There appears to be three limiting cases for the enhancement factor

corresponding to slow, fast and instantaneous interfacial reaction:

,j)
= 1 slow

* =y/l + T./t^. fast (3.14)

(b = 1 + Cn /vC,. instantaneous.
^ Bii At

This can be seen in Figure 3.2 where the enhancement factor is plotted

against the rate constant (similar to a plot against temperature). Now

that the enhancement factor is known for the limiting cases we must

establish what happens in the transition region between fast and instan-

taneous reaction. The fast reaction expression, because it is based on

B in excess, breaks down when the concentration of B becomes small near

the interface. But the reaction does not become instantaneous until B

goes to zero there. So in the transition region the variation in the

concentration of B must be considered. This can be done using the

van Krevelen-Hoftijzer approximation, see Sherwood, Pigford and Wilke

(1975), which corrects for the variation in the concentration of 3 by

making an estimate of its interfacial value and using that in place of
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the bulk concentration in the excess B result. The interfacial con-

centration of B is estimated by equating the rate of diffusion of B

toward the interface, stoichiometrically corrected, to the excess rate

of absorption of A, i.e. the fraction that reacts. This concentration

can be used in place of Cn„ in the original calculation of the enhance-

ment factor to obtain

(3.15)

where K is the instantaneous enhancement factor, Eq. 3.12.

This result is shown in Sherwood, Pigford and Wilke (1975, p 328)

to correctly bridge the limiting conditions of excess B and instanta-

neous reaction. But this result is more complicated than the previous

ones and using it makes the analyses to follow quite difficult. How

much error would be introduced by replacing this intermediate regime

result by an extrapolation of its limits? The transition region is

small as illustrated in Figure 2.3 and the enhancement factor does not

differ greatly from the extrapolation of its limits. This suggests that

without the loss of any important phenomena, we can represent the tran-

sition region by this approximation. Thus in keeping with the desire

for a simple model, the enhancement factor will be approximated by

extrapolating these two limiting cases to their intersection in the

transition region.

The results of the interfacial model are:

for <
I

^Ri \ "^Ai

*
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i . / ^BJi
^"^ ^'' T^^iZTJ '^'" *I ^ ^ " V^Si

f^. = 1 . (3.16)

Both the enhancement factor and the fraction that reacts are S-shaped

functions of temperature. In fact f. is the same function that deter-

mines the multiplicity in a single-phase CSTR if x- is the holding time.

The function f. varies from zero to one. The enhancement factor ranges

from one to <)), where (j). depends on temperature through the gas solubil-

ity, i.e. C.. . Both functions increase monotonically with temperature.

But the temperature they depend on is the interfacial temperature which

has yet to be determined.

Just as reaction near the interface increases the concentration

gradient, and hence the mass transfer, it increases the local temper-

ature through the heat of reaction. The interfacial temperature can

also rise due to the release of the heat of solution of the gas upon

absorption. We can construct the solution of the energy balance

equation, Eq. 3.7, in two special cases: that of no reaction where

the temperature rise is due solely to the heat of solution and that of

instantaneous reaction where the heat of solution is vanishingly small.

The temperature rise due to gas absorption without reaction will be

found first.

For no reaction the concentration and temperature near the inter-

face are described by the diffusion equations:

3C 9^C,
_^= D—

^

at 8z

il - ill
9t 3Z^
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with the initial and boundary conditions:

at t =

at z =

Ca = °

S^c^idi)

as z C, -0

T = T,

T = T,

The relationship between C.. and T^. is given by Henry's law, viz.,

Pft Pa H /RT

C = = — e
Ai H(T.) Ho

where P. is the gas partial pressure and H(T^. ) is the Henry's law coef-

ficient which depends on the heat of solution H^. The solution of these

equations is given in Appendix D. The interfacial temperature T^. can be

found by equating the heat released on absorption to the flux of energy

into the liquid at the interface:

^^\ g 8T

^^ z=0

- D
3Z

z=0

Solving obtains an implicit equation for the temperature rise:

-a ^^Ai^Ti)
. (3.17)

Since H<- and the ratio 0/a are usually small the temperature rise due

to the heat of solution will usually be small. Using parameters as

reported for the chlorination of decane studied by Ding et al. (1974),

yields a temperature rise of three degrees Celsius.

When the reaction is instantaneous, all the reaction takes place at

a plane which moves into the liquid. The solution of the mass balance

equation is known and so therefore is the motion of the reaction plane,

see Appendix C. For the energy balance equation the heat generation is
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confined to the reaction plane and is known. The problem then is simply

to find the temperature field that disposes of this heat. If the gas-

liquid interface is assumed to be an adiabatic surface, which is a

reasonable approximation, then on the interfacial side of the reaction

plane the energy balance equation is satisfied if the temperature is a

constant, T.. That is, the heat generated at the moving reaction front

heats the liquid behind it to a constant temperature. On the bulk side

of the front the heat of reaction is conducted from the moving plane at

a temperature T. to a reservoir at infinity at temperature T^. The

corresponding temperature profile is known, see Appendix 0. The inter-

facial temperature T. can be obtained by equating the heat generated by

reaction at the front to the heat conducted away from the front:

.H, ol^^-ill atz = xfr .

R 3Z '^ 3Z
^

The result is complicated but if the thermal diffusivity is much greater

than the molecular diffusivity, a » D, and Cg^/(vC^^. ) >> 1 (which are

both true for most gas-liquid systems) it can be simplified to, see

Appendix D,

This equation is still implicit in T. because the instantaneous enhance-

ment factor and the solubility are functions of T^. . We expect the tem-

perature rise for instantaneous reaction to be much larger than that for

absorption not only because heats of reaction are usually larger than

those of solution but also because the enhancement factor can be much

greater than one, that is, the rate of absorption is much greater with

reaction.
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Both temperature rise results have the same form (i.e. the product

of the heat released and the rate of absorption) which suggests that the

instantaneous reaction result can be corrected for the effect of the

heat of solution by replacing the heat of reaction with the sum of the

heat of reaction and the heat of absorption. Using the data of Ding et

al. (1974), this prediction yields a temperature rise of 92 degrees

Celsius. Even though this is an upper limit, any rise of this order of

magnitude must be important.

In the intermediate regime where the reaction near the interface is

fast enough to be important but not instantaneous, we can not construct

the solution to the problem. Nonetheless we may deduce a reasonable

approximation as follows. Because a » D, the mass transfer process

appears to take place at a constant temperature T. with known result.

This implies a known release of energy due to absorption and reaction.

All that remains then is to find the temperature field which accommo-

dates this heat generation. In particular, the interfacial temperature

is maintained by the heats of solution and reaction which appear to be

released at the interface. That is, because the heat transfer process

takes place over a much greater distance than the mass transfer process,

the generation of heat via absorption and reaction appears as a surface

source for heat transfer rather than a bulk source. On this basis the

temperature profile can be found from the diffusion equation with

constant interfacial and bulk temperatures, viz..

3T 3^T
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Then the interfacial temperature is obtained by an energy balance at the

interface. The heat generated by absorption and reaction is equated to

the energy flux at the interface where both have been averaged for the

surface-renewal theory, see Appendix D, viz.,

3C,

("s^^R^-^ ^- °7r
11

"^ 3Z

The resulting temperature rise is

^S ^R Id
T. - T = ( -;:- + -r-f. ) >J- * C,. . (3.19)

1 Z pCp pCp 1 \ a "^ At

This result is similar in form to the two previous limiting results. In

each the temperature rise is the product of three terms: the rate of

absorption, the heat released, and the inverse of the heat transfer

coefficient. The heat released for each mole of gas absorbed is the sum

of the heat of solution and the product of the heat of reaction and the

fraction that reacts. The rate of absorption is <^ !c° C. . . The heat

transfer coefficient is \j a/D p Cp k° where \/a/D has to do with con-

verting a mass transfer coefficient into a heat transfer coefficient.

Eq. 3.19 also has the proper limits:

limit (T. - T„) =-7- J- C..

•^s
^

'^R rF
limit (T. - TJ =

;: J-
4>t

C,. •

U ^ CD ^ ^ P P ' '^

The first is the result for absorption without reaction. The second is

the result for instantaneous reaction, where f^. = 1 and 4) = (j)p with the

effect of the heat of solution added. Thus the general result for the

interfacial temperature rise, Eq, 3.19, seems to be reasonable, it is
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easily interpreted physically and gives the proper limits for slow and

fast reaction.

This result also agrees with what one might estimate from the

instantaneous reaction temperature rise by equating the ratios of the

reaction rates and the temperature rises for instantaneous and non-

instantaneous reaction. That is the ratio of the temperature rise for

noninstantaneous reaction to that for instantaneous should be equal to

the corresponding ratio of the interfacial reaction rates. The reaction

rates are the mass transfer rates times the fraction that reacts. Thus

we have

(^i
- \^ ^ ^ ^L ^Ai

The instantaneous rise is known, i.e. Eq. 3.18, so

(^i -\^ -^ J- ^ * Si •
1 * pCp V a '

'^'

This is the result obtained above if the heat of solution is neglected.

Thus the predicted temperature rise agrees with physical intuition.

The mass and energy balances for the reactor complemented by the

interfacial results for the enhancement factor, the fraction absorbed

that reacts, and the temperature rise, constitute a complete descrip-

tion of the reactor c(ynamics. The use of the averaged interfacial

results in a dynamic reactor model is justified because the charac-

teristic time for variations near the interface is much less than that

for the reactor. In Table 3.2 these equations are shown in their dimen-

sionless form. But as previously seen, a better understanding of the

physics of the processes may be obtained by writing the equations in
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terms of the time scales. Table 3.3. This will become more evident when

the steady state results are examined.

The scenario for oscillations, outlined originally, can be made

more precise. In the temperature equation, the generation terms,

containing the heats of solution and reaction, operate to decrease the

temperature at high temperatures and increase it at low ones. At high

temperatures the solubility x. is small hence the heat generated via

absorption, B- (x / t^) ijj (x. - x.), and interfacial reaction,

Bp (t / T^) (j) f. (x. - X.), can be small. Also the bulk concentration

of A, X., must be small for small x. , whence the bulk reaction term,

Bp (x / x„) X,, must be small. Thus as the heat generation decreases

and the heat removal increases for high temperatures, we anticipate

dT/dt < 0. Conversely, for decreasing temperatures the rate of absorp-

tion increases hence the rate of reaction may also increase because x.

is large. Thus we anticipate that for low temperatures, dT/dt > 0. But

we observe that the effect of the enhancement factor and of the fraction

that reacts on absorption is contrary to the above, viz., increasing

temperature increases absorption and interfacial reaction, hence the

generation of heat. So it may be that oscillations do not appear in

systems with enhanced mass transfer and that the most likely regime for

oscillations is the one that precedes enhancement. This discussion is

premature because before the dynamics can be adequately understood, the

steady state behavior must be known. The steady state results will be

investigated first to provide a basis for dynamic studies.
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TABLE 3.2

DIMENSIONLESS EQUATIONS

dV
(1 . D3 xg e^«/(l^^)) X, . ^3 (1 -f,) [

e-^^i/(l^^i) - x, ]

^ - (1 - xg) - S [ D^ x, X3 e^«/(l^^) . , ^ f. (e-^^i/(l^^i) - x,) ]

^ = - (1 + H) 9 . H 9^ . B„ D X, X, e^9/(l-f9;

(j-(-
1 ^ ' C K a A B

+ [ B3 + Bj^ f
. ] <(. B (e

-n9i/(l+9i)
H)

9t = 9 + [ B5 + B^ f . ] x/D/a 4' e
•n9i/(l+9i)

if
^

n a(T-2Mei/(l+9i)
^ °ai ^ < Xn

then *= /l ^ »., Xb
=^'^"'*'^'

f.
1

D . X, e^^i/(^^^i)
ai D

1 ^ °ai ^B
'
Yei/(l+9i)

or if

then ^ = 1 . (x,/S) e^9i/(l^^i)

^i = 1
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TABLE 3.2—continued

where

^A "
"^A / Sif

^B
""

^B / ^Bf
n = H3 / (R T^)

= (T - T^) / T^

= (T, - T,) / T,

M = (T^ - Tf) / Tf

t' = t / T

^a = ^ ^ ^Bf
^

e = T k° a

B3 = (H3 C,.,) / (p Cp T,)

Y = E / (R T^)

D . = T. k Cnf e'
ai 1 Bf

H = (U S^) / (p Cp q)

(Hp C,,,) / (p Cp T.)
'R

~ ^"R "Aif P 'f
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TABLE 3.3
EQUATIONS IN TERMS OF TIME SCALES

-^=- (l.x/T,) x^ . Mt /T,) (X. -X,) (1 -f.)

dXr

It'
(I - Xg) - S (t / T^) x^ - S (j, (t /t^) (x. - x^) f.

d6^ = - (1 + T / T^) 9 + (X / T^) 9^ + B3 (t / T^) + (X. - X^)

+ B^ [ (t / Tj^) x^ + <^ (x / T^) (x. - x^) f. ]

9. = 9 + [ B^ + Bj^ f . ] VD/a <), X.

if

Ri
Sx.

if

^Ri \
^ ^i

then

then

* -' J^ " 'i
I ^Ri

^- / "Ri

1 ^ "i / "Ri

(}> = 1 + Xg / (S x.

)

^- = 1

1 = D X, e^^/(l-^)
3 D

J- = D
, X, e^^i/(l^Qi)

"Ri

n9i/(l+ei)
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TABLE 3. 3--continued

where

S-
- ^Ai / ^Aif

T = V / q (sec) Ti
= D / (k°)' (sec)

Tr = 1 / (k Cg) (sec) T^. = 1 / (k(T.)Cg) (sec)

T^ = 1 / i^l
a) (sec) T^ = t/H = (p Cp V)/(U S^) (sec)

k = k e'^^^^ ^^ (cmVgmole-sec)



CHAPTER FOUR
STEADY STATE RESULTS

The steady state equations are obtained by setting the time deriva-

tives of the concentrations and temperature to zero in the model. In

terms of the time scales, see Table 3.3, these are

= -(1 + T/xf^) x^ + (t/t^) <^ (x. - x^) (1 - f.)

(4.1)

= (1 - Xg) - S (x/xf^) x^ - S (x/x^) <!, (x. - x^) f.

= -(1 + x/x^) e + (x/x^) e^ + B^ (x/x^) <}) (x. - x^)

+ Bpj { (x/xp) x^ + (x/x^)
(I)

(x. - x^) f. } .

The concentration of B and the temperature also appear implicitly; Xg

appears in Xp,
'i>

and f^- whereas e appears in t^ and in <i>, f^ and x^.

through their e. dependence, see Table 3.3. Only the concentration of

A can be found explicitly, viz.,

,l^x. (1-f.)

x„ = ^
. (4.2)

^
( 1 +I-+ *I_(1 - f ) }

^R ^M ^

Eliminating the concentration of A using Eq. 4.2 obtains two implicit

equations for Xn and e, viz.,

Xg = 1 - S ;^ ,
'

( -^ ) (4.3)

^R ^M ^ ^R

and

51
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(1 + t/t^) e - (t/t^) e^

( 1 + ^ + ^ I_ (1 . f ) }

^R ^M

^+ f.

{ B3 +
Bf^ (

'^
^ ) } . (4.4)

^ ^^

Although complicated, these balances can be easily interpreted.

The amount of A absorbed in time t is

<^ ^x. (1 + —
)

* 7~ (^i " ^A^
"

T ^r~, ^

—

^^-^^

^M ^ '^
{ 1 + — + 4. — 1 - fJ }

"R ^M '

and the total fraction of absorbed A that reacts is

x/in + f.

f. =
(
—

^

'-
) . (4.6)

1 ^ X/XR

Equation 4.3 then says that the concentration of B is its initial con-

centration minus the product of the amount of A absorbed, the fraction

^Because fo is the ratio of the rate of reaction in the bulk and in the

interfacial region to the rate of absorption, viz.,

f^V ^k°a (C^. - C^) (1 - f,-) ^fj V ^ k°a (C^- - C^)

^R V d, kp a (Cn,- - C
'

L ^ ^^Ai ^A^

fb (1 - fi) + fi ,

and fu is the fraction of A absorbed into the bulk that reacts in the bulk
b

V k C3 C^
_ ^/^R

'b V * k° a (C;^i
- Ca) (1 - fi) 1 + V^R

we obtain

_
x/x^ ^ f

R 1 + x/xp •
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that reacts and the stoichiometric constant S. The energy balance,

Eq. 4.4, is written in the classical form: the heat removed from the

reactor in time x equals the heat generated. The heat removed is the

sum of the energy lost to the effluent and to the cooling medium, viz.,

e + (t/t^) (e - e^)

and is linear in temperature. The heat generated is the product of the

amount of A absorbed and the total heat released via absorption and

reaction per mole absorbed. The latter is the sum of the heat of solu-

tion and the product of the heat of reaction times the fraction that

reacts. Inasmuch as the heat removal function is a straight line with

respect to e, identical to that for the single-phase reactor, it is the

shape of the heat generation function with respect to e which determines

the steady state multiplicity, as will be seen (see also Appendix A

where the same is true for the single-phase CSTR).

Classically the steady states are found by plotting the left and

right sides of the energy balance, Eq. 4.4, versus the temperature. But

Eq. 4.4 is complicated, so before doing this we seek a better under-

standing of the system and of the interaction between the physical

processes by considering a special case: an isothermal reactor with

the concentration of reactant B equal to its feed value (therefore the

reaction is pseudo-first order), see Sherwood, Pigford and Wilke (1975).

By varying the rate constant for this system, we can consider an ensem-

ble of cases without the complicated temperature equation and determine

how the reactor is affected. Inasmuch as the greatest temperature

dependence is through the rate constant, the results should give us an

indication of how the system will respond to variations in the temper-

ature.
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Because the heat generation is proportional to the rate of absorp-

tion, one should expect that a knowledge of this function will greatly

help in the understanding of the heat generation function and hence

the multiplicity of solutions to the steady state reactor equations.

The rate of absorption of A is

*^(qC,.) (1+x/x,)

Ra = * (V/x^,) (C.. - C„) = ^ ^— — . (4.7)

The effect of the solubility can be removed by introducing a relative

rate of absorption, viz.,

* ^ (1 + X/Xp)

^r
= Ra / (qC„

. )
= ^ (4.8)

•^ ^ ^' { 1 +^+ <{,
^ (1 - f.) }

^R ^M

where qC». is the rate of absorption if the liquid is in equilibrium

with the gas. Observing that 1/R can be written as a sum of resist-

ances gives

1/R^ = 1/r^ + 1/r^

:i + x/x

''^^'"^
''l

^
(1 - f.) = (^ ^ "/"R^ ^^ " "i/"Ri^

(4.9:

and r^ = * (x/x^) . (4.10)

Here we have scaled the system by x which is a measure of the flow rate

or, more specifically, a measure of the rate of flow of dissolved A out

of the reactor. Thus the overall resistance to absorption is the sum

of the resistance to the removal of A from the reactor , 1/r^, and the

resistance to the mass transfer of A into the reacting liquid, l/r2,

cf. Figure 4.1. The removal of A is accomplished in two ways, via flow

and via reaction, where reaction consists of two parts: bulk reaction
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and interfacial reaction. Because t >> t. always and ip - Xp. at the

onset of enhanced mass transfer, initially for low temperatures or small

rate constants r-, will go as (1 + x/xn). The resistance to mass trans-

fer depends on the mass transfer coefficient and the specific surface

area, r^ = T(t)kPa. This is a constant until the temperature or the rate

constant is large enough so that the mass transfer becomes enhanced.

The only temperature dependence in these resistances is in the rate

constant k, which appears in xp, xp,- and ^. If r^ and r^ are plotted

versus the rate constant k, then insight into the behavior of the rate

of absorption as a function of temperature can be gained because the

relative rate of absorption will approximately equal the lesser of v^

and rp. For small values of k,, r. is approximately one, cf. Figure

4.2. Only when i/in = 1 does it begin to increase and when x/xp >> 1,

it goes as x/xp = xk-,. This continues until enhancement begins,

x./xp. = 1, and thereafter r, increases even faster, eventually going

to the limit

X X .

r, —^ X X. k,(9) k,(e.) .

1 Xp Xp. 1 1 IT

For the mass transfer process r^ is xcjikPa and has no k^ dependence (or

temperature dependence) except through the enhancement factor, viz..

* = ;i + x./xp. = 71 +
^i ki(Oi) .

So r2 is a constant, xk^a, with k^ until x^./xp^. = 1, cf. Figure 4.2;

then rp goes as xkj^a /xJ<7 until ip reaches its maximum for instantaneous

reaction viz.

,

4>,
- 1 + ^^I Sx-

when
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Figure 4.2 shows r, and r^ and Figure 4.3 shows the relative rate of

absorption R versus the rate constant.

Figure 4.2 is drawn for a fixed value of x. Because t is ordinar-

ily an order of magnitude greater than t^., for small k, mass transport

easily supplies what flow can dispatch. Thus r, and r^ stand in the

small k, or low temperature relation shown in Figure 4.2 where it is

fair to say that flow controls, viz.,

^A " ^Ai
•

When the rate constant increases we have the following:

i) bulk reaction increases, opening a parallel pathway for the

removal of the solute which reduces the resistance, l/r^ without limit

and ii) interfacial reaction increases which reduces the mass transfer

resistance, l/r^, but it opens no new pathway and its influence is lim-

ited. This sets the general shapes of the curves in Figure 4.2. The

details follow.

Reaction can affect absorption in two ways, through the overall

concentration difference and the mass transfer coefficient, i.e. the

local concentration gradient. Reaction in the bulk liquid increases

the overall concentration difference from the interface to the bulk

thereby increasing the rate of absorption. Exceptionally fast reaction

steepens the local gradient at the interface, increasing the value of

the mass transfer coefficient as reflected by the enhancement factor.

In Figure 4.2 r, illustrates how reaction increases the overall differ-

ence and hence the rate of absorption. For slow reaction (small k^) we

have R^ =
i"i

= 1» hence R^ is (qC^-,-)- That is, mass transfer easily
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Figure 4.3. Relative rate of absorption versus rate constant.
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supplies all that flow can remove whence the rate of absorption equals

the rate of A flowing out of the reactor at the equilibrium concentra-

tion. This condition persists until l/xn increases to the order of

1/t. Thereafter the loss of A via bulk reaction becomes significant

and the rate of absorption increases due to the larger concentration

difference, viz.,

so that r, becomes proportional to k-,. Thus r, increases rapidly,

driving C» to zero and turning control over to r2. Of course, r,

increases even more rapidly when l/xn- increases to the order of l/x-,

but as shown in Chapter Three, this occurs only after r, is already so

large vis-a-vis r^ that it is no longer of interest, i.e. after absorp-

tion becomes mass transfer controlled. In Chapter Three we concluded

that when enhancement begins, t./to- = 1 and xn = Xq. (i.e. the inter-

facial temperature equals the bulk temperature because before the onset

of enhancement there can be no significant reaction near the interface).

Because x^. >> x. this implies x^- >> Xp and x/x^, << t/xq. Thus r2 << r^

when enhancement begins and r^ will be controlling R^. Therefore the

rate of absorption has two important subregions when it is under r,

control, one for slow bulk reaction and the other for fast bulk reaction.

The first is the physical absorption region where C, - C.. and is de-

fined by

x/xn << 1 or xk-j << 1 .

The second is the fast bulk reaction region, defined by

1 « X/Xj^ << x/x^

or
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1 << ik, << xk, a .

The critical point separating these two subregions of r, control is

defined by

x/x, = 1 :

We say that control of absorption shifts from the r^ or flow-bulk-

reaction regime to the r^ or mass transfer regime when

X/X^ = X/Xp or Tr = T^ .

Here R = ^2 and hence R^ is a constant with respect to k^ because the

reaction in the bulk has gone essentially to completion. It remains

constant until enhancement begins and the mass transfer coefficient

increases. This unenhanced mass transfer controlled subregion is the

second plateau in R , cf. Figure 4.3. Here the relative rate of absorp-

tion is x/x^- and the region is bounded by t^ = t^ and '^^/'^^^ = 1» i-e.

xm > xn > X. where xq = xn- here. So this subregion of the mass trans-
M — R — 1 K Kl

fer controlled regime lies between the fast bulk reaction subregion of

the flow-bulk-reaction controlled regime and the enhanced mass transfer

subregion of the mass transfer controlled regime. For larger values of

the rate constant the reaction near the interface becomes significant,

enhancing the mass transfer coefficient. Hence the enhancement factor

becomes greater than one, increasing r^ and R^. This region of enhanced

mass transfer is defined by

^R 2

^Ri ^^i
1 « - " ( s^

where xn- is now the variable and the relative rate of absorption is

approximately

Rr = ^2 = (^/^M^ v/^i/^Ri = (^/^M^ fTh^
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In this region the rate increases as the square root of k-, as seen in

Figures 4.2 and 4.3. The enhancement factor <^ has a maximum <pr, the

instantaneous enhancement factor, which establishes the upper bound

for R and establishes the final subregion. Here we have
r

R„ = r. = ^ ,, = ^ ( 1 + ^ )

X

which holds for

^i , ^B .2

^Ri ^^i

This is the third plateau in the figures.

The rate of absorption graph can now be divided into five operating

regions: physical absorption, fast bulk reaction, mass transfer con-

trolled, enhanced mass transfer, and instantaneous reaction, cf. Figure

4.3 and Table 4.1. In the second and fourth regions, fast bulk reaction

and enhanced mass transfer, the reaction increases the rate of absorp-

tion and R is an increasing function of k,, proportional to k^ and /k^

respectively. Otherwise R is independent of k^ In the first region,

physical absorption, the reaction is vanishingly small and the rate of

absorption is controlled by the gas solubility. In the third region,

mass transfer control, the reaction is so fast that it has essentially

gone to completion in the bulk, resulting in the maximum overall concen-

tration gradient. In the fifth region, instantaneous reaction, the

interfacial reaction is instantaneous, resulting in the maximum mass

transfer coefficient. The rate of absorption for each region and an

order of magnitude estimate for the critical points are shown in Tables

4.1 and 4.2, both in terms of the time scales and the reactor parameters.
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TABLE 4.1

OPERATING REGIONS

Region
Rate of
Absorption

Bounds
(Time Scales)

1. Physical
Absorption

(qC
Ai

x/ipj << 1

2. Fast Bulk

Reaction
xk^(qC^.) 1 << t/tj^ << t/th^

3. Mass Transfer
Control

:k°a(qC,.)
1 .^ 1 - 1 ., 1

"M
''

^R
'

"Ri
''

"i

4. Enhanced Mass

Transfer Tl<La(qC^i) yTiki(e.) 1«^«(^)'
^Ri

^ Sx^
^

5. Instantaneous
Reaction .k°a«,C,,)(l.^) (jL)

Xn 2 T.

^Ri
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TABLE 4.2

CRITICAL POINTS SEPARATING OPERATING REGIONS

Transition Order of Magnitude Order of Magnitude

Region (Time Scales) (Parameters)

1 - 2 t/T(^ =1 xk^ = 1

2-3 t/tr = i/xf^ ki = k°a

3 - 4 t./tr. = 1 Dk^(e.) = (k°)2

4-5 'i ./"l^N^ n^rfi^ = f!B_^2
ki(e.) =

( 3^) (k )^

Ri ^^i ^^iSx.
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Using this picture we can anticipate the structure of the results.

Because the rate of heat generation is proportional to the rate of

absorption, Eq. 4.4 may have as many as five solutions. This is evident

in Figure 4.3, where the relative rate of absorption is composed of two

s-shaped curves, suggesting that it may intersect the straight line for

the rate of heat removal as many as five times, once in each operating

region. Of course Figure 4.3 shows only the relative rate of absorption

which needs to be multiplied by (qC».) and to be corrected for varying Cg.

If the reactor is not isothermal, the relative rate of absorption

behaves with temperature almost exactly as it does with the rate con-

stant k, . The only difference will be in the area of enhanced mass

transfer. Here the rates may increase because of a higher interfacial

temperature which increases k, and hence (|). Also <^-^ increases because

of its dependence on the temperature through C» • . More importantly the

actual rate of absorption is the product of the relative rate and qC^^.

.

Inasmuch as the solubility decreases with temperature, the plateau

regions seen in Figure 4.3 will not be constant with temperature but

will decrease. The two regions affected by reaction will still increase

with temperature as long as the products k,C.. and vkT C.. increase

with temperature. But if the solubility decreases fast enough then the

rate of absorption will decrease with temperature everywhere. This

implies that only one intersection with the heat removal line is possi-

ble and hence only one steady state is possible, which leads us to

anticipate an uniqueness condition, viz. that (k^^C,^. ) decreases with

temperature. Because

p. -(E - H )
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this condition is

E £ H3 (4.11)

that is, if the activation energy is less than the heat of solution then

only one steady state solution exists. This is similar to but stronger

than Huang and Varma's (1981a) and Raghuram and Shah's (1977) results,

Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2. If the solubility is not so rapidly decreasing then

it will not significantly affect the shape of the rate of absorption

function. Hence five steady state solutions should be possible.

The final assumption used in the above is that the concentration

of the liquid reactant B is constant, i.e. Cn = Cg^. If this is not

true, the major effect is on ip which now depends not only on the rate

constant but also on Cg, viz.,

1/tr = k^ = kCg .

As seen in Table 4.2 this changes the critical temperatures separating

the regions. In general because Cn should decrease with increasing

temperature, this should shift all the critical points toward higher

temperatures except the critical point for instantaneous reaction which

should shift to lower temperatures due to the Cn dependence of 4)j. The

effect of Cn on the control regions is seen in Table 4.1. Of the three

regions independent of the rate constant, only that for instantaneous

reaction has any Cn dependence and this is through <p^. The two remain-

ing regions which depend on reaction, the fast bulk reaction and the

enhanced mass transfer regions, will not increase as rapidly with the

temperature as they did with the rate constant k, because the rates of

absorption in these regions are proportional to k-, = kCn and vkT = 7 kCg

and here Cn decreases as temperature increases.
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The heat generation function (the right-hand side of Eq. 4.4) is

the product of the rate of absorption, now well understood, and the heat

released. But the heat released also depends on temperature through the

total fraction of absorbed A that reacts, viz.,

T/Xn + f,-

Now f. is the fraction that reacts near the interface and is essentially

zero until enhancement begins. But it has been shown previously that

when enhancement begins, x/in >> 1. That is, bulk reaction is already

fast. Therefore fp goes as the s-shaped function

1 + x/x,

and is essentially one when enhancement begins. In the physical absorp-

tion region fp is approximately zero hence the heat generation function

is a constant multiple of the rate of absorption there. In passing

through the fast bulk reaction region f^ is an s-shaped function going

from zero to one. Thus in this region the heat generation curve looks

like the rate of absorption curve except that the rate of increase is

greater due to fp, so the curves should qualitatively be the same. For

the mass transfer controlled regime, viz. the last three subregions, fp

equals one so the rate of heat generation is another, higher, constant

multiple of the rate of absorption. In summary, the heat generation

function has the same critical points as the rate of absorption, see

Table 4.2, and is directly proportional to the rate of absorption in

all regions except the transition to the fast bulk reaction region, see

Table 4.3. Thus the time scale picture for the absorption process can

also be applied to the reactor itself.
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TABLE 4.3
HEAT GENERATION FUNCTION IN EACH OPERATING REGION

Region
Heat Generation Function
(right side of Eq. 4.4)

1. Physical Absorption B3X.

2. Fast Bulk Reaction
(^s-^ Vt^^

3. Mass Transfer Controlled

4. Enhanced Mass Transfer
^M ^^Ri

(B^ + BdJ — I— X.

5. Instantaneous Reaction
's * V ^ <^ * T
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Plotting the heat generation function, i.e. the right side of

Eq. 4.4, versus temperature gives a graph similar to Figure 4.3. For

the system studied by Ding et al. (1974)^ where the parameters are

given in Table 4.4, this function is graphed in Figure 4.4. The heat

generation curve (labelled Qq) has two s-shaped regions like the rate

of absorption and one can identify the five regions described. The

heat removal function (labelled Qp) , i.e. the left side of Eq. 4.4, is

a straight line of slope (1 + t/t^) and intercept (-(T/T^)e^). Although

Ding et al . found a maximum of three steady states for the conditions in

Table 4.4, it is evident from the figure that x^ can be chosen such that

Qn intersects Qg five times. Thus a maximum of five steady state solu-

tions is possible. Each of these steady state solutions lies in a

different region, that is, only one steady state is possible in each

region.

The first stability condition can also be seen in this figure.

This is the slope condition which says that if the slope of the heat

generation function is greater than the slope of the heat removal func-

tion at a steady state solution then that solution is unstable. Thus

for multiple solutions every other one must be unstable. Moreover if

multiple solutions exist then any one in either the fast bulk reaction

or enhanced mass transfer regions must be unstable.

At this point we can draw an important conclusion about approximate

models. If we assume that a reactor operates in a specific region, we

^The values of the parameters for this system have variously been

reported by several investigators (Hoffman et al . (1975), Sharma et al

.

(1976), Raghuram and Shah (1977), and Huang and Varma (1981a)) with no

two in complete agreement. The values used here are the most commonly

quoted ones from the above collection.
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TABLE 4.4
PARAMETERS FOR THE CHLORINATION OF DECANE

AS STUDIED BY DING ET AL. (1974)

k = 2.10 X 10^7 cmVgmole-sec T^ = 297°K

E = 30000. cal/gmole T^ = 298°K

Hp = 25000. cal/gmole US^ = 0.03 cal/°K-sec

1
'^A

^ -^
^^^

p = Cgf - 5.10 X 10"3 gmole/cm3 H^ = 1.12 X 10^ atm-cmVgmole

Cp = 85. cal/gmole. °K H^ = 4500. cal/gmole

jl = 3.35 X 10"^ cal/cm-sec-°K k° = 0.04 cm/sec

D = 6. X 10"5 cm2/sec a = 3.0 cm"^

V = 400. cm3

Dimensionless Parameters:

D, = 9.28 X 10"9 T Y = 50.8

D . = 3.48 X 10-9 S = 3.51 X 10-2
3.1

B^ = 3.57 X 10-2 ^ = 7.63

B3 - 6.43 X 10-3 H^ = 1.73 X 10"^ x

6 = 0.12 T e^ - 3.37 X 10-3
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1.2

Figure 4.4. Heat generation and heat removal functions versus

temperature.

Qp for system studied by Ding et al. (1974).

Qn chosen to give five steady states.
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can not use the corresponding balance equations to find the number of

steady state solutions. The full equations predict at most one solution

in each region. Thus if the approximate equations predict more than one

solution then all but one are surely meaningless. For example Huang and

Varma (1981a) propose an enhanced mass transfer model where <i>= V'^i/^Ri
'

y/t-kJe.) always. From this they determine that three steady state

solutions are possible and they deduce conditions for uniqueness and

stability. But we know that at most one solution may exist in this

region. The two meaningless solutions arise from the slow and fast

reaction limits of this enhanced mass transfer model, cf. Figure 4.5:

limit (})
->

k^-^0

limit (})->".

But these limits for the enhancement factor should be

1 1 * 1 *, = ( I - ^ )

.

As seen in the figure, the resulting steady state solutions are not the

slow reaction and instantaneous reaction solutions. Also the only mean-

ingful solution that is found is unstable (i.e. the slope condition is

not satisfied in this region if multiple solutions exist). So the sta-

bility conditions are meaningless as are the uniqueness conditions.

Thus models which are restricted to one region have limited capa-

bilities. These pertain to answering questions only about the one

steady state found there, for example, the stability of this state

could be examined. But uniqueness and multiplicity questions can not

be answered. If this information is desired and an approximate model

must be used to do the calculations then the approximate model must be
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of enhanced mass transfer region model and full

model

.

Approximate Model

O Approximate Solutions
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general enough to faithfully represent at least one of the two s-shaped

regions for the heat generation function. That is, for multiplicity

the existence of at least one of the s-shaped regions is necessary.

Because two such regions exist in the full model it could be divided

into two simpler ones of limited but overlapping validity. From our

description of the process, one would consist of the physical absorp-

tion, fast bulk reaction and mass transfer control operating regions.

Thus the approximations here would be that (}>
= 1 and f. = everywhere.

This unenhanced mass transfer submodel would correspond to the first

s-shaped region of the heat generation function. The second approximate

model would consist of the mass transfer control, enhanced mass transfer

and instantaneous reaction operating regions. This enhanced mass trans-

fer submodel would be for i/xn >> t/t„ and fn = 1 and would correspond

to the second s-shaped region of the heat generation function. The

uniqueness and multiplicity conditions obtained from each will apply

only when the model conditions hold. But it may be possible to combine

the results of the simplified models to get conditions which apply every-

where. This will be investigated when we look for uniqueness conditions.

The effect of the parameters on the steady state behavior of the

reactor is most easily understood by examining their effect on the heat

removal and heat generation functions via graphs like Figure 4.4.

Examining the critical points, see Table 4.2, and the values of func-

tions on the operating regions, see Table 4.3, for their parameter

dependence will show how these functions change. The results in these

tables depend implicitly on the concentration of B. But inasmuch as

this concentration should be relatively constant for a gas-liquid reac-

tor, we should be able to determine the important parametric effects
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assuming Cn to be constant (except for ^^ery large holding times, t,

where most of the B may be consumed). The heat removal function is

linear in temperature with slope (1 + t/tu) and intercept -(t/tl|)9 .

Increasing the holding time increases the slope but only significantly

when the ratio t/th is greater than one. Thus for small holding times

relative to the heat transfer time, the slope of the heat removal

function is independent of this parameter. But at large values of x

the slope becomes proportional to t. So the slope of the heat removal

function tends to increase with t, starting from a region of independ-

ence. This is the most important variation in this function. We also

note that it only varies with the three parameters: x, x^ and e^.

For the heat generation function we need to consider both the

variation in the magnitude of the function in the various control

regions, see Table 4.3, and the variation in the critical temperatures

separating these regions, see Table 4.2. The dependence of the heat

generation curve on the holding time, the reaction parameters k^Q and

E, and the mass transfer parameters k^ and a, is shown in Figures 4.6-

4.10. In summary we can see that increasing x stretches the first

s-shaped region and compresses the second s-shaped region. In the limit

of large x the second s will ultimately disappear due to the exhaustion

of the reactant B in the mass transfer controlled region; hence there

can be no enhancement, cf. Figure 4.4. The influence of the reaction

parameters, cf. Figures 4.7 and 4.8, is through the critical tempera-

tures separating each region, see Table 4.2. These parameters do not

affect the height of the plateau regions which are set by the solu-

bility and the mass transfer parameters, see Table 4.3. Thus increasing

the Arrhenius frequency factor k^^Q or decreasing the activation energy E
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1.2

Heat
Gen.

Func.

.4

Figure 4.6. Effect of x on the heat generation function.
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1.2 -

Heat
Gen.

Func.

,4 -

Figure 4.7. Effect of k-^, on the heat generation function.
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Figure 4.8. Effect of E on the heat generation function.
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Figure 4.9. Effect of k? on the heat generation function.
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Figure 4.10. Effect of a on the heat generation function.
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shifts an the critical temperatures to the left while the plateaus

remain the same, except for the larger solubility due to the lower

temperatures. The only effect of the heat of reaction, Bn, is to

increase the heat generated in all the regimes but the first, physical

absorption, see Table 4.3. It has no effect on the critical tempera-

tures. The behavior of the mass transfer parameters, k? and a, is

interesting because only their product affects the first s-shaped region

whereas they individually influence the second. These parameters have

no effect on the first critical temperature or on the first two opera-

ting regions, cf. Figures 4.9 and 4.10, and they appear as a product

through t^ when determining the second critical temperature and the

height of the mass transfer control region, see Tables 4.2 and 4.3.

For the second s-shaped region of the heat generation function, the

critical temperature for the onset of enhanced mass transfer depends

only on k? and the magnitude of the heat generation function in the

enhanced mass transfer region depends only on a. This is due to the

fact that the interfacial exposure time depends on k.° and not on a,

viz., T. = D/(kP)2. Therefore two systems which are identical except

for k° and a but have the same product, kPa, will behave exactly the

same until enhancement begins, which will be at a lower temperature

for the system with the smaller value of kP.

Inasmuch as the heat removal line and the heat generation curve

are complicated functions of the parameters and because their inter-

sections determine the steady state temperatures, we expect the depend-

ence of the solutions on the parameters to be unusual. Using the data

of Ding et al . (1974) as reported in Table 4.4 we can solve Eqs. 4.3 and

4.4 numerically for various values of the holding time. The results are
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shown in Figure 4.11 where we see that at most three steady states exist

and that this system exhibits an isola. The steady state temperatures

found experimentally by Ding et al. are also shown and our model predic-

3
tions agree closely with these. Ding et al. did not run their experi-

ment at large enough holding times to find the end of the multiplicity

region so we do not know if the experiments confirm the isola.

Unusual multiplicity patterns such as an isola are also found in

a single-phase CSTR. In Appendix A we review the types of patterns

possible for this reactor and how they are formed. For a single-phase

CSTR the heat generation function has one s-shaped region and hence a

maximum of three steady states is possible. This function leads to

three basic types of multiplicity with respect to holding time, cf.

Figure A. 2. The first is called s-shaped multiplicity and here the

locus of steady states turns back on itself over an interval in t. Thus

three steady states exist for this interval. This multiplicity pattern

is characterized by one ignition point and one extinction point where an

ignition point is the point on the locus where a change in t in one

direction causes a jump up to a higher temperature steady state and an

extinction point is where a change in x causes a jump down to a lower

temperature steady state. In some instances the locus can turn back on

itself a second time, cf. Figure A. 2b, giving two intervals of multi-

plicity. This pattern is called a mushroom and is characterized by two

ignition and two extinction points. If these two intervals intersect

^Our predictions agree most closely with the experimental results if we

replace the value of the specific surface area, a=3, given in Table 4.4

with a=2 cm-^. Both of these values have been reported in the litera-

ture for this experiment. The predictions shown in Figure 4.11 are

actually based on this latter value.
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Figure 4.11. T versus x for the data of Ding et al . (1974)
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then an isola is formed, cf. Figure A. 2c. Here two extinction points

exist but no ignition points exist, thus it is not possible to observe

the high temperature steady states when starting from the low tempera-

ture branch and varying t. More will be said about these patterns in

Appendix H.

Inasmuch as the heat generation function for the gas-liquid CSTR

exhibits two s-shaped regions, we expect all of the above multiplicity

patterns and possibly some combinations of these. We do, in fact,

observe all of the three basic types of multiplicity and some combina-

tions. This will be discussed next. Later and in Appendix I we will

show that certain combinations of multiplicity patterns are not possible,

If we vary the frequency factor, k,Q, and repeat the above calcula-

tions for solving Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 using all the values of the other

parameters as given in Table 4.4, we find several interesting multiplic-

ity patterns. Increasing k,Q by a factor of ten produces an isola with

an s-shaped region and hence an interval with five steady states, cf.

Figure 4.12. This is the maximum number we anticipated from the graphs

of the heat removal and the heat generation functions. If k,j, is

increased further, a mushroom is formed with an s-shaped region and five

steady states, cf. Figure 4.13. This mushroom has two ignition and two

extinction points, and two "jump" points which are indeterminant. That

is, the jump points which bound the region of five steady states could

be either ignition or extinction points. The same is true for the pre-

vious isola. If k,^ is increased further, the mushroom disappears and

we get double s-shaped multiplicity with five steady states, cf. Figure

4.14. The multiplicity regions can be summarized by plotting the loca-

tion of the ignition and extinction points on a graph of k.,Q versus t in
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Figure 4.12. T versus t: isola behavior.

k^Q = 10^7 sec
-1

I = Ignition Point, E = Extinction Point
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Figure 4.13. T versus x: mushroom behavior,
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Figure 4.14. T versus x: s-shaped multiplicity.

k^Q = 1018 sec-i

I = Ignition Point, E = Extinction Point



Figure 4.15. The locus of ignition points and the locus of extinction

points enclose the region of multiplicity. Outside this region the

steady states are unique; inside there are regions of three and five

steady states. The loci of the indeterminant jump points divide this

multiplicity region into regions of three and five steady states, as

shown. This figure also gives the type of multiplicity. For a given

value of k.g the number of ignition and extinction points determines

the type; one of each implies s-shaped (region a) and two of each imply

a mushroom (region b), whereas two extinction points imply an isola

(region c). From this figure we can find the critical values of l<^„

and T, above which and below which we have uniqueness. For k,Q these

are lO^o sec"^ and 3 X 10^5 sec"^; and for i these are 0.2 min and

800 min.

Any number of figures similar to Figure 4.15 can be generated but

they only apply to a subset of the parameters with specific values, viz.

all the parameters except k,Q and x are taken from Table 4.4. We would

like conditions that would answer the pertinent questions that the last

figure did for all values of the parameters without having to solve the

full equations, Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4. For example conditions guaranteeing

uniqueness and three and five steady states would be very useful. Also

we would like conditions under which mushrooms and isolas exist. We

will find such conditions next, beginning with the uniqueness problem.

The simplest uniqueness condition is that derived from the slope

condition: if the slope of the heat removal function with respect to

9 is always greater than the slope of the heat generation function then

only one steady state exists. This is true because, as the graph of

these functions illustrates, cf. Figure 4.4, the slope condition must
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Figure 4.15. k,Q versus x: multiplicity regions and type,

a. s-shaped, b. mushroom, c. isola
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hold for e\/ery other steady state when multiple solutions exist; so if

it never holds then there can not be multiple solutions. The slope of

the heat removal function (the left side of Eq. 4.4) with respect to

temperature is (1 + H) where H 5 t/t^. The slope of the heat generation

function (the right side of Eq. 4.4) is much more complicated, but we

can use our understanding of the reactor to simplify this. In three

operating regions this slope is negative, cf. Figure 4.4, so the above

condition holds everywhere in these regions. Thus we need only consider

the fast bulk reaction region and the enhanced mass transfer region

where the slope of the heat generation function may be positive. Using

the simplified expressions for the heat generation function in these

regions, as given in Table 4.3, we can calculate the slopes, cf. Appen-

dix E. These slopes depend on the steady state temperature so the

resulting uniqueness condition requires the solution of the steady state

equations. But if we use the steady state equation, Eq. 4.4, and the

bounds on the steady state temperature given in Appendix E, this temper-

ature dependence can be removed (of course with the cost of weakening

the result). This gives two inequalities in the reactor parameters; the

first guarantees uniqueness for the first s-shaped region and the second

inequality guarantees uniqueness for the second s-shaped region, viz.,

(y - n) (Be- + Bp) 6

(1 + H) > ^ (4.12)

(1^3-^)9^. ^-^^ }

and

^ W

D 1~ W

where

1 + H) > 6 /^ T-^ (4.13)
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(y - 2n) (B- + BJ
'3 V a 2S n „ ,-n
W^ = J^ oV

^
. (4.14)

The first condition, Eq. 4.12, divides parameter space into two regions:

uniqueness and possible multiplicity with a maximum of three steady

states; and this applies to the physical absorption, fast bulk reaction

and mass transfer controlled regions, i.e. a gas-liquid reactor without

enhanced mass transfer. The latter condition, Eq. 4.13, divides the

space similarly and is applicable to the mass transfer controlled,

enhanced mass transfer and instantaneous reaction regions, i.e. a mass

transfer controlled reactor with enhancement. Together these results

divide the space into three regions: an uniqueness region, a region

of up to three steady states and a region of up to five steady states.

The uniqueness region for the gas-liquid reactor is the intersection of

the foregoing uniqueness regions, i.e. where Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13 hold.

The intersection of the possible multiplicity regions for each condi-

tion gives the region where five steady states are possible, i.e. where

Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13 do not hold. A maximum of three steady states is

possible for the remaining regions, i.e. Eq. 4.12 and not Eq. 4.13, and

Eq. 4.13 and not Eq. 4.12. If we could visualize a nine-dimensional

parameter space we could show these regions graphically. Figure E.l

illustrates this in two dimensions for simplified versions of Eqs. 4.12

and 4.13.

Equations 4.12 and 4.13 yield very simple conditions on n and y.

n >_ Y and 2n >_ y- Thus uniqueness is guaranteed for the gas-liquid

reactor if n ^ y? i-e. H^ >_ E, which is the result anticipated earlier,

Eq. 4.11. This also allows us to interpret the result of Raghuram and
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Shah (1977). Their model is applicable to the enhanced mass transfer

region and so their result, Eq. 2.2, is the same as the simplification

of Eq. 4.13, 2H(. >_ E, which also holds for the enhanced mass transfer

region. Therefore their result is not strong enough to guarantee

uniqueness for a reactor that can exhibit a solution in each region.

For a single-phase reactor a stronger uniqueness condition than

that derived from the slope condition can be found via an idea of Poore,

see Poore (1973) and Uppal et al. (1974 and 1976). However in our two-

phase CSTR we can not write the steady state equation in the form Poore

(1973) writes his if we try to do the problem in its full generality.

But we can apply his idea to the first s-shaped region of the heat gen-

eration function, i.e. the first three operating regions of our model.

Here we know that the maximum number of steady states is three, a result

that we will rediscover, which is the result for a single-phase CSTR

that allows Poore to obtain explicit results from this analysis. For

the first s-shaped region, i.e. for an unenhanced gas-liquid reactor,

(j) equals one, f- equals zero and 9- equals 9. We also assume that the

concentration of B is a constant at its feed value and that the heat of

solution is negligible compared to the heat of reaction; this greatly

simplifies the algebra. The first assumption limits us to moderate

values of t but the second assumption is true for most systems. One

final approximation is helpful both here and in Poore's investigation

of the single-phase reactor, which simplifies the temperature dependence

of the rate constant and the solubility, viz.,

This is the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation which is often used in

reacting systems and which is accurate whenever e is small as compared
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to one. But this underestimates its usefulness because in reactor

analysis the approximation is usually made on functions of the rate

constant, e.g. Tk/(1 + xk), and here the approximation is more accurate,

cf. Appendix G. The steady state equation, Eq. 4.4, then becomes, in

dimensionless parameters,

D. Bp 6 e^^-'^)^

(1 + H) e - H e = -5—5 -—
. (4.16)

^
{ 1 + B + D, e"^® }

a

The basis of Poore's (1973) idea is that if the steady state equa-

tion can be rewritten such that one parameter equals a function of the

state variable e and the other parameters, where these parameters are

held fixed, then the variation of this function over its admissible

domain in 9 determines the multiplicity of the reactor with respect to

that one parameter. For example if the function is strictly monotone

over its domain in e then for any value of the one parameter, and hence

this value of the function, only one steady state exists, cf. Figure

4.16a. Otherwise if the function is not monotone, then for some range

of values of the one parameter (and values of the function), multiple

solutions exist, cf. Figure 4.16b. Therefore if we can determine condi-

tions under which this function is monotone, these will also be unique-

ness conditions. Conditions under which the function is not monotone

and the range over which it is not, give multiplicity conditions.

The details of this analysis are given in Appendix F; we summarize

the results here. We can rewrite Eq. 4.16 as

D^ = g(6; H, e^, E^, s, y, n) • (4.17)

Thus over the admissible domain in e, cf. Eq. F.5, g(9) varies from zero

to infinity which is the possible range of D^. g(e) is monotonically
a
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increasing if and only if g has no turning points in the admissible

domain in e, i.e. if

dg/de f

anywhere in this domain, cf. Figure 4.16. Thus whenever the turning

points of g are nonreal numbers then the reactor has an unique steady

state. This yields uniqueness conditions for the unenhanced gas-liquid

reactor which are given by the inequalities F.7 and F.IO. Graphically

we show that at most two turning points exist for g, see Appendix F,

therefore a maximum of three steady state solutions exists for Eq. 4.16.

If we call these turning points m, and m^ and calculate them from Eq.

F.6, we can define

°al " 5^® " "'l)
^^'^^^

and

°a2 " 9^^ " "^2^ ^^--^^^

which then allows us to divide the remaining regions of parameter space

into areas of uniqueness and of multiplicity. Thus we have the result:

1. if m, and m^ are nonreal, Eq. F.IO,

then the reactor has an unique steady state;

2. if m, and m^ are real and

a. if D^ < Dgj(H, 9^, Bj^, e, y, n)

or Dg > Dg2(H, e^, B^^, B, y, n)

then the reactor has an unique steady state,

b- i^ Da = Dal °^ ^a = ^32

then two steady states exist.

" ^^ Dal < Da < D32

then three steady states exist.

The results are most easily understood by examining Figure 4.16. These



a.

95

^a2

^al

Figure 4.16. D = g(e) versus

a. Uniqueness b. Multiplicity
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conditions are complicated but it is easier to use them than it is to

solve the steady state equations for all the different values of the

parameters. Also for 9^ = 0, i.e. T^ = T^, the uniqueness condition,

Eq. F.IO, can be approximated by Eq. F.19, viz. if

then uniqueness is guaranteed. This leads to two additional simple

uniqueness conditions, viz.,

yBj^B < 4(1 + H) (4.21)

and

n/Y 1 0.293 . (4.22)

These conditions are summarized in Table F.l. We conclude with the

caveat that these results are for an unenhanced reactor with B in excess,

Inasmuch as these results assume unenhanced absorption and are

thereby limited to the first s-shaped region of the heat generation

curve, they can not be compared directly with the results shown in Fig-

ure 4.15, which are based on the solution of the full equations. But

the multiplicity range found via Poore's technique for this special case

should be a subset of the multiplicity range found via direct solution

of Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 for the general case. We can check this. For

T = 10 min we can find m, and m2 via Eq. F.14, whence D , and Do ^'^o'^

Eq. F.3. From the definition of the Damkohler number we find the fre-

quency factor for the pseudo-first order rate constant, k,^, and these

are the upper and lower bounds for the multiplicity region, viz.,

6.4 X 10^^ £ k^Q £ 5.1 X IQia sec"i .

From Figure 4.13 we can see this is a subset of the range (7 X 10^^,

3 X 10^'^ sec"^). If we repeat the calculation for t = 1 min, the result
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is (4.3X1019, 6.0X10^9) v^hich again is a subset of the range (SXIO^^^

9X10^9), jhus the results of Poore's analysis for an unenhanced reactor

give a subset of the multiplicity region for the general reactor.

If we attempt Poore's (1973) analysis on the second s-shaped region,

i.e. the enhanced mass transfer controlling regime, we immediately en-

counter two problems. First we can not write the energy balance for

these regions, Eq. F.19, in the form D, = g(9) because of the compli-
a

cated dependence of * on D,. In fact when the reaction becomes instan-
a

taneous, <\) and hence the energy balance have no dependence on D at all.

If we attempt to use a different parameter than D , we are thwarted

because the bounds on e depend on all of the other parameters, cf. Eq.

F.4. This means that g(e) is implicit in all the other parameters.

Even if we could overcome this, we must differentiate the function g,

but g depends on cj) which is only piecewise differentiable in our model.

Thus this technique gives no information in these regions.

In addition to the transition from unique to multiple solutions we

must also investigate the transition from the more common s-shaped

multiplicity to the unusual multiplicity patterns, e.g. mushrooms and

isolas. Little has been written about this problem for a single-phase

reactor, let alone a gas-liquid reactor, so we will address the problem

for a single-phase reactor first, hoping that we can apply the same

technique to the two-phase reactor. The multiplicity patterns observed

in a single-phase CSTR as a function of holding time are shown in Figure

H.l. There are three basic types: s-shaped, mushroom and isola. Each

has its own distinguishing characteristics which should be useful in

deducing criteria for its existence. For example each can be distin-

guished by its corresponding number of ignition and extinction points.
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An s-shaped multiplicity has one of each, mushrooms have two of each,

and isolas have two extinction points but no ignition points. These

patterns have other distinguishing characteristics. The slope of e

versus x has one zero for an s-shaped pattern or a mushroom and two or

three zeros for an isola. This slope becomes infinite twice for an

s-shape or an isola and four times for a mushroom which is an observa-

tion closely related to the number of ignition and extinction points.

We can use such observations to identify the regions in parameter space

where each behavior pattern is exhibited.

Because an isola can be distinguished by the number of zeros of the

slope of 6 versus t we will investigate the function de/dx, see Appendix

H. The steady state equations for a single-phase CSTR can be reduced to

a single equation in 9 which we write as, cf. Eq. H.2,

;j;(e,T; parameters) = . (4.23)

It can then be shown that the zeros of de/dx are the zeros of dii/dx,

viz., Eq. H.6,

1^ (e,x; parameters) = . (4.24)

Thus the number of solutions for these two equations determines the

multiplicity pattern; one solution implies an s-shape or a mushroom and

three imply an isola. The transition from one to three solutions and

from three to one solution signals the birth and the death of the isola,

cf. Figure H.ld and H.le.

Examining these equations yields an immediate conclusion: isolas

are not possible in an adiabatic reactor, i.e. for H = 0. This result

agrees with past experimental and numerical observations, cf. Hlavacek

et al . (1970), and we believe this is the first time it has been proven.

For H > we use one of the above equations to eliminate t in the other
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and obtain an equation in 9 and the parameters which, if the left and

right sides are plotted versus 0, allows us to deduce conditions for

an isola. Three intersections of the left and right sides imply an

isola; one implies an s-shape or a mushroom. But when two solutions

exist this signals the birth or death of the isola. This occurs when

the left and right sides are tangent at an intersection point, which

leads to an equation for the critical temperatures for the birth and

death of an isola and to an equation for the critical values of the

parameters. What we have achieved is a simple method for determining

the region in phase space for an isola. For any assigned values of the

parameters e , y and B, we must solve a fifth degree polynomial equa-

tion, Eq. H.21, for the two critical temperatures in the admissible

range and from this calculate the two critical values of (H,/k^) via

Eq. H.22. Then if and only if (H,/k^) lies between these, an isola

exists. Thus finding the region of isola behavior is reduced to finding

the zeros of a fifth degree polynomial. We test this technique using an

example problem given in Hlavacek and Van Rompay (1981) and find pre-

cisely the same critical values of the heat transfer coefficient reported

there, see Appendix H, but at considerably less expense. Hlavacek and

Van Rompay must solve three simultaneous nonlinear equations whereas we

require only the zeros of a fifth degree polynomial.

The technique simplifies considerably if e = 0. Here the poly-

nomial reduces to third degree and we can deduce a necessary condition

for the existence of an isola. That is, if an isola exists then

By i 27/4 . (4.25)

A necessary condition in terms of the heat transfer coefficient and the

reaction rate constant at feed conditions can also be found, viz., if
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an isola exists then

H^/kf > 1/4 e3 = 5.02 . (4.26)

Thus the region of isola behavior can be identified by investi-

gating the number of zeros of de/dx and a simple technique has been

found for establishing the critical values of the heat transfer coeffi-

cient which bound this region. Similarly regions of mushroom behavior

can be found by investigating the number of times de/dx becomes infinite,

cf. Figure H.l. But the only simple result found is that mushrooms can

not exist for an adiabatic reactor.

This technique can also be applied to the gas-liquid reactor. But

even when reactant B is assumed to be in excess and its concentration

taken to be a constant, the results are too complicated for any result

except that isolas and mushrooms can not exist for an adiabatic reactor,

see Appendix I. Further simplification yields the conclusion that isolas

and mushrooms can not exist for unenhanced absorption with B in excess

and the heat of solution negligibly small. This is somewhat surprising

because the single-phase CSTR exhibits such patterns with just one

s-shaped region in the heat generation curve, whereas the simplified

two-phase model has one s-shaped region but does not. This paradox can

be explained by comparing the effects of x on the two different s-shaped

regions, see Appendix I, and this suggests that these multiplicity pat-

terns are possible in the two-phase reactor only when the concentration

of B is other than Cn^. Under such conditions all three state variables

are important. Thus the technique can not be easily applied and hence

is not as useful for the gas-liquid CSTR as for the single-phase CSTR.

An observation that might prove helpful in the future is this. In

the single-phase reactor analysis we found that the critical values of
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the parameters for the birth and death of an isola are such that the

slope, de/dt, has a double root, see Appendix H. This gives an addi-

tional condition, unused there, which might help identify the critical

values, viz., that de/di and d^e/dx^ vanish simultaneously.

We summarize the steady state results. The gas-liquid reactor

operates in five different regions which have been identified and

labelled as: physical absorption, fast bulk reaction, mass transfer

controlled, enhanced mass transfer, and instantaneous reaction, see

Table 4.2. A maximum of five steady states exists with at most one in

each operating region. If multiple steady states occur then the states

in the fast bulk reaction and enhanced mass transfer regions are unstable

by the slope condition. The model predicts three multiplicity types:

s-shape, mushroom, and isola, cf. Figures 4.12-4.14. For the experi-

mental reactor of Ding et al . (1974) it predicts an isola with a maxi-

mum of three steady states. The steady state temperatures calculated

agree with those found in the above in both magnitude and number but

from the data, the existence of an isola is indeterminant, cf. Figure

4.11. Uniqueness conditions for the reactor are found from the slope

condition, Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13, and via Poore's analysis. The latter

conditions apply only to the operating regions in the first s-shaped

region of the heat generation curve, i.e. for a reactor without en-

hanced mass transfer, but they completely specify the entire parameter

space, see Appendix F. A technique for determining the regions of

isola and mushroom behavior has been found that is ^ery useful for

single-phase CSTR's, but less so for two-phase reactors. However, it

does show that these patterns are not possible in an adiabatic reactor

and that the concentration of B must vary for their existence.
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Finally, we now understand that the multiplicity is caused by two

different mechanisms: the interaction of absorption and bulk reaction

and the interaction of absorption and interfacial reaction (enhancement).

That is, the bulk and the interfacial reaction are important in separate

temperature ranges because the physical time scales that cue their per-

formance are widely different. We might be able to put this idea to use

by dividing the model into two parts and treating each separately. Each

produces one s-shaped curve for the heat generation function and the

analysis techniques shown here are pertinent to such systems. Also each

separate model can be simplified further. In the unenhanced absorption

model, which covers the first s-shaped region, reactant B is in suffi-

cient excess that Cq = Cg^ is a good approximation. This reduces the

model to a mass balance on A and an energy balance. In the enhanced

absorption model C„ is not constant but C« is zero in the bulk. Thus

the model reduces to a mass balance on B and an energy balance. Thus

it should be possible to reduce the three-state variable process to a

sequence of two two-state variable processes.



CHAPTER FIVE
STABILITY OF THE STEADY STATES

We investigate the local asymptotic stability of the steady state

solutions of the model exhibited in Chapter Four. To do this we use the

first method of Liapunov and construct a linear approximation to the

dynamic equations in the neighborhood of each steady state. It would

be useful to be able to do this in some generality because every point

in the state space is a candidate for a steady state in view of the

large number of parameters that define a given problem. But the model

for (fi is only piecewise differentiable and this implies a piecewise

investigation. Thus we assume first that absorption is not enhanced,

i.e. that <()
= 1, f. = 0, and e. = e, whence the results we deduce are

pertinent to the first s-shaped piece of the heat generation function

and to its corresponding steady state solutions, of which three are pos-

sible. Of the two remaining solutions, if they are realized, we already

know that the slope condition implies that the solution in the enhanced

mass transfer region must be unstable and hence only the solution in the

instantaneous reaction region needs to be investigated. We observe that

all of the physics explained in the introduction is retained in this

unenhanced regime of the model

.

In the unenhanced mass transfer regime it is not unreasonable to

take Cg to be constant at its feed value and to investigate the dynamics

of the concentration of A and the temperature. With little loss of

generality we also assume that the heat of solution is negligible, i.e.

that H^ << Hn, and that the cooling water temperature is equal to the

103
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feed temperature, i.e. that 6 = 0. These greatly simplify the algebra.

The dynamic equations describing the reactor are then the simplified

versions of the equations in Table 3.2 and are given in Appendix J, viz.

Eqs. J.l and J. 2.

Liapunov's First Theorem guarantees that, unless the critical point

(steady state) is a center, the nature of a dynamic system in the neigh-

borhood of a critical point is that of its corresponding linear system.

Thus we need only consider a linear approximation to Eqs. J.l and J. 2.

Whence the necessary and sufficient conditions for stability are that

the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the steady state

have negative real parts. For two state variables this yields two con-

ditions: the determinant must be positive, Eq. J. 7, and the trace must

be negative, Eq. J. 8, i.e.

|A| > (5.1)

and

tr A < (5.2)

where A is the Jacobian matrix whose four elements are the partial

derivatives of the right-hand sides of Eqs. J.l and J. 2 with respect

to the state variables.

The graphs of the determinant and the trace in Figure J.l show that

a maximum of two zeros exists for each. We call these zeros m, and m^

for the determinant and s-, and s^ for the trace. We observe that the

determinant vanishes at just those values of e which are the turning

points for D, = g(e) in the investigation of uniqueness and multiplicity
d

in Chapter Four, that is, Eq. J. 9 which determines the zeros of the

determinant is identical to Eq. F.6 which determines the turning points

of D . Thus on resolving the uniqueness problem we in fact establish
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the sign of the detenninant. In particular whenever the steady state is

unique the determinant is positive; whenever it is not, the determinant

is positive for solutions such that e > m, or 9 < m^ and negative for

solutions such that m2 < 9 < m-,. The latter must therefore be unstable

by the determinant condition and, from Chapter Four, we know that these

solutions correspond to the middle steady state for the first s-shaped

region of the heat generation function. The uniqueness conditions and

hence the conditions guaranteeing that the determinant is positive, are

summarized in Table F.l.

The fact that the detenninant condition and the slope condition

give the same result, i.e. that the middle steady states are unstable,

and the fact that they are equivalent and related to the uniqueness

problem can be shown as follows. Consider the system of equations

dx/dt = f(x,y) (5.3)

dy/dt = g(x,y) . (5.4)

These are analogous to Eqs. J. 2 and J.l. At steady state the right-hand

side of each vanishes. Using the implicit function theorem we can

rewrite g(x,y) = as y = h(x), whence f(x,y) becomes

f(x,h(x)) B F(x) = 0. (5.5)

The derivative of F is

F' = f^ + fyh' (5.6)

where the derivative of h is

h' = dy/dx = - g^/gy . (5.7)

Substituting this into Eq. 5.6 yields

F- = f, - fy%/9y

f q - f q
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whence we obtain

F'=— . C5.9)

Thus the zeros of the determinant of the Jacobian are also the zeros of

the slope of F(x) and vice versa, provided that g is bounded. We can

interpret F' if we rewrite the steady state equation, Eq. 5.5, using

the heat removal function and the heat generation function, viz.,

Qr
= Qg (5.10)

where F = Qg -
Qj,

= 0. This is the same as Eq. 4.4. Now we can observe

that F' = is the same as

Qr'
= %' (5.11)

where the derivatives are with respect to e. Thus the zeros of the

determinant, m, and m2, are the points where the heat removal function

is tangent to the heat generation function, cf. Figure 5.1. If the

determinant is negative, i.e. m, < e < m2, then Qn' < Qq' (because g

is negative from Eq. J.l) whereas if the determinant is positive, i.e.

e > m, or e < mp, then Qo' > Qg'- We conclude that the determinant

condition is equivalent to the slope condition. Now the slope condition

is closely related to uniqueness. If the slope condition is satisfied

or not satisfied everywhere then there can be at most one solution and

hence uniqueness. Thus if the determinant is of one sign, i.e. whenever

m, and mp are nonreal , we have uniqueness and hence the system can have

but one steady state. When m, and m^ are real and hence |4l changes

sign, then the slope condition is not satisfied everywhere, therefore

multiple solutions are possible and any steady state such that m2 < 9 <
m^

is unstable.
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Figure 5.1. The relationship of the zeros of the determinant, m,

m,, to the heat removal and generation curves.

and
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The values of m,, m2, s, and Sp are the roots of Equations J, 9 and

J. 10. Inasmuch as the maximum number of roots for each is two, we might

estimate their values by approximating e~'^ using its MacLauren series

and then neglecting all terms of order greater than two. This gives a

quadratic equation for the roots which should be a reasonable approxima-

tion if n is small or, more precisely, if (nm-,) is small. We estimate

m, and m2, the zeros of the determinant, in Appendix F. We estimate s,

and Sp, the zeros of the trace, in Appendix J. There we write

tr A = ——

^

(9 - s,) (9 - sj (5.12)
{ BpB e""® - (1 + H)9 } ^ ^

where the coefficient for the quadratic term is always negative. The

second stability condition is satisfied when the trace is negative, that

is, when s, and $2 are nonreal , or when s, and s^ are real and 9 > s, or

9 < So (where s, >_ So). The steady state is unstable whenever S2<9<s-,.

The first and second conditions for stability are summarized in Table 5.1.

In Table 5.1 the first condition on the determinant and the first

two conditions on the trace can be evaluated independently of D, and 9
a

and they determine when the roots m, , m^, s-, and s^ are nonreal. Thus

these conditions guarantee that the stability conditions are satisfied

for all possible values of the steady state. These conditions are in

terms of the parameters other than D, and depend on the evaluation of
a

functions defined elsewhere via the equations cited in the table. Thus

these functions define regions in parameter space where the stability

conditions are always satisfied, cf. Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. The

first figure shows a region guaranteeing uniqueness and a positive

determinant. Because n/y is usually much less than one, its complement,

the region where multiplicity is possible and where interesting phenomena
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TABLE 5.1

STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR AN UNENHANCED GAS-LIQUID CSTR
WITH B IN EXCESS AND 8=0

Functions Defined
Stability Condition In Equation Cited

|A| > iff 1. ^ > ( ^ ), F.19

or

2. 6 > m, or e < m2 F.16

otherwise unstable.

tr A < iff 1. (Bf^3)2 < \^ < i^^^i ^-15

or

2. 1 > Ho or n > 14 J. 14

or

3. e > s-t or 9 < Sp J-12

otherwise unstable.
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Figure 5.2. Region where uniqueness is guaranteed and the first

stability condition is satisfied.
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H = 0.1038

T = 600. sec

tr A <
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By Trace
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Figure 5.4. Region where the second stability condition is guaranteed:

n/y versus B[^3.

(Data of Ding et a1 . (1974) is off the graph in the trA<0
region.

)
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might be anticipated, is a large part of the physically allowable region

of the plane. In Figures 5.3 and 5.4 regions where the trace is always

negative are shown. Thus to investigate the stability of a particular

system we must use Figure 5.2 and either Figure 5.3 or Figure 5.4. For

example the system studied by Ding et al . (1974), whose results are in

the unenhanced mass transfer regime, is shown on Figures 5.2 and 5.3.

From Figure 5.2 we see that multiple steady states are possible for this

system and Figure 5.3 shows that the second stability condition is

always satisfied. Thus the only unstable steady states are those that

fail the determinant or slope condition, i.e. the middle steady state,

which corresponds with the results found by Ding et al . (1974).

In Table 5.1 the second determinant condition and the third trace

condition depend on the values of m, , m^, s,, and $2 which can be

established independently of D and therefore of e. If either or both

of these conditions must be investigated because the preceding condi-

tions are not satisfied (hence two or all of the above roots are real),

then what happens depends on the ordering of the values of m,, m^, s,,

and Sp. In particular each of the ways that these values can be ordered

identifies a performance class for the system and this scheme for clas-

sifying the stability and the multiplicity of the critical points is

exhaustive.

We calculate the values of the roots via Eqs. F.16 and J. 12, or

if these approximations are not appropriate, via Eqs. F.6 and J. 10. It

then follows that the values of D^ found by substituting 9 = m^^, m2, s^

and Sp into D = g(e), Eq. F.3, define the interesting ranges of D^.

For example two classes of interest are shown in Figure 5.5 a and b. In

each figure there are regions of unique, unstable critical points:
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°a4 Dal ^a2 ^a3

^a4 ^a3

Figure 5.5. Steady state temperature versus Damkohler number.

a. S2 < iTip < m, < s, b. $2 < s^ m^ and m^ are not real

unstable critical points

stable critical points
* bifurcation point
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°a
^ (°a4 ' °al) ^ (°a2 ' ^aa^

^'^ ^^'9"'^^ 5. 5a and D^ £ (D^^
, 0^3) in

Figure 5.5b. It is in such regions that we expect to find the natural

oscillations that we described in the introduction. In particular the

points where the trace vanishes (9 = s-, or S2. the *'s in Figure 5.5)

are centers from which small oscillations bifurcate. If the bifurca-

tion is backward at D^^ or forward at D ^ then the unique stable solu-

tions shown for D < D ^ or D > Do are surrounded by small unstable

limit cycles. But as shown by Poore (1973) this implies that large

stable limit cycles may exist which enclose the unstable periodic solu-

tion and the stable state. This is precisely the type of oscillation

that we seek and because we have identified the location, proving exist-

ence should be possible although it will require numerical solutions of

the dynamic equations near the bifurcation points.

All of the foregoing is only for part of the full model but because

the determinant must be positive in regions of uniqueness and inasmuch

as the determinant condition is equivalent to the slope condition, we

may say more generally that the regions of interest for oscillations

are the physical absorption, mass transfer controlled, and instantaneous

reaction operating regions. But the first and the last of these do not

fit our physical picture of an oscillation depending on the interplay of

absorption and reaction. Thus the mass transfer controlled operating

region is the most likely place to look for natural oscillations. And

the foregoing results are pertinent to this region.

We observe that even if we succeed in establishing the existence

of an oscillation using a part of the model, the full model must be

used to establish quantitative information such as its period, ampli-

tude, etc. Also oscillations that exist under conditions where three
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or five steady states exist, may encircle more than one steady state.

If so the possibilities are three or five, see Minorsky (1962) and

Poore (1973), and in the latter case the orbit samples all regions

of the model

.

The search for natural oscillations will thus involve determining

if the roots s, and $2 can lie in the mass transfer controlled region.

If so, a study of the topology of the functions that determine the sign

of the determinant and the trace will be necessary. Finding the oscil-

lations might then require numerical solutions of the dynamic equations

near the bifurcation points s, and S2. This is the basis for our future

work.



CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS

Because two-phase reacting systems are quite complex in general,

the results shown here are for the specific class of gas-liquid CSTR's

where one reactant enters in each phase but reaction occurs only in

the liquid phase, and where the gas is supplied in excess and the con-

centration of the liquid-phase reactant is much greater than that of

the dissolved gas. With these assumptions the model is similar to

that for a liquid-phase CSTR except that the feed rate of the gaseous

reactant is a function of the reactor temperature, i.e. the rate of

absorption depends on the solubility of the gas in the liquid and hence

is a function of the liquid temperature. Thus the requirements for the

natural oscillations outlined in the introduction are met.

Six characteristic times appear in the model equations; two arise

in the absorption model and four in the reactor model. These times

scale the individual processes and thereby allow us to identify differ-

ent regions of reactor behavior. The reactor can be viewed as if it

were composed of series and parallel processes. First the gas is

absorbed into the reacting liquid then it is removed via two mech-

anisms: bulk reaction and flow. Thus two controlling regimes exist:

reaction and flow control, and mass transfer control. Initially at

low temperatures reaction is slow and mass transfer easily supplies

more solute than can be removed by the flow. This is the reaction and

flow control regime. At the lowest temperatures in this regime the

solute concentration is essentially the equilibrium concentration of
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the gas; we call this the physical absorption region. At higher temper-

atures the reaction becomes important and it opens another pathway for

the removal of the solute; we call this the fast bulk reaction region.

The rate of removal via this pathway is unbounded, so ultimately the

solute disappears faster than it can be supplied and we enter the mass

transfer controlled regime. Here all the solute in the bulk has reacted

but the reaction is not fast enough to effect the concentration gradient

at the interface and hence the mass transfer coefficient, i.e. (j)
= 1.

This is the unenhanced mass transfer controlled region. At higher tem-

peratures the reaction rate becomes fast enough to increase the mass

transfer coefficient and thereby enhance the rate of absorption, i.e.

4> > 1; this is called the enhanced mass transfer region. Ultimately

the reaction becomes instantaneous near the interface and the concen-

tration of the liquid-phase reactant becomes limiting. This puts an

upper bound on the rate of mass transfer and we call this the instanta-

neous reaction region.

Thus five separate operating regions exist for this class of reac-

tor, cf. Figure 4.4. This figure also shows that the maximum number of

steady states is five with at most one solution in each region. If we

construct an approximate model which corresponds to one of these opera-

ting regions then we know that this model can only give information on

the one steady state found in this region and can give no infomation

on multiplicity. This is an important conclusion because several approx-

imate models are reported in the literature that are appropriate to the

enhanced mass transfer region only, see Huang and Varma (1981a) and

Raghuram and Shah (1977). Their results on multiplicity are meaningless

because the above region can have but one physically significant solution.
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For this reason their stability analysis is moot, and it is also unnec-

essary because the slope condition says that the solution in this region

is always unstable when multiple solutions exist.

The steady state predictions agree with the experimental results

for the chlorination of decane as given by Ding et al . (1974), cf.

Figure 4.11. The model predicts that three steady states exist and

that enhancement of the mass transfer is not important. It also shows

that an isola exists for this system but there is insufficient data to

confirm this.

The model predicts three types of multiplicity when the holding

time is varied: s-shaped, mushroom and isola, cf. Figures 4.12, 4.13

and 4.14. Each can exist with a maximum of five steady states so we

can have a combination of some of the above. For example a double

s-shaped pattern or an isola with an s-shaped region is possible as

seen in the above figures. But only one mushroom or isola appears

to be possible.

Conditions for uniqueness and multiplicity are found via two

techniques. The slope condition yields the two inequalities 4.12 and

4.13 which divide the parameter space into three regions. When both

conditions are satisfied, uniqueness is guaranteed; when only one con-

dition is satisfied then multiple solutions are possible with a maximum

of three steady states; and when neither inequality is satisfied then

up to five steady states are possible. These inequalities can be sim-

plified to give weaker but less complicated results, e.g. if n ^ y. i.e.

H<, >_ E, then uniqueness is guaranteed. This condition insures that

the heat generation function has a nonpositive slope everywhere hence
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only one intersection with the heat removal function is possible, cf.

Figure 4.4.

A stronger uniqueness condition is found using an idea due to

Poore (1973). The adaptation of this idea yields the regions of unique-

ness and multiplicity for all parameter space but it can only be applied

to our model when mass transfer is unenhanced. This approximation to

the model, i .e. <{)
= 1, f • = and e^. = e, encompasses one of the two

s-shaped regions for the heat generation curve. Thus for an unenhanced

reactor uniqueness is guaranteed when inequality F,19 is satisfied or,

if it is not, when D^ < D^^ or D^ > 0^2 ^'^^''^
'^al

^"*^
^aZ

^"^^ defined

by Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19. Two steady states exist when D^ equals d^^ or

D 2 and three steady states exist when D^^ < D^ < 0^2- '^^^^^ results

also lead to two simpler uniqueness conditions, viz.,

YBpg < 4(1 + H)

and

n/y >_ 0.293 .

All these conditions are summarized in Table F.l. Inasmuch as they

assume unenhanced absorption and are thereby limited to the first

s-shaped region of the heat generation curve, the multiplicity regions

found are only a subset of the multiplicity regions which arise from

the full model equations. These regions have been identified for the

system studied by Ding et al . (1974) and are shown in Figure 4.15.

A method for determining when an isola or mushroom exists has been

developed and is based on the characteristic shapes of these multiplic-

ity patterns. For a single-phase CSTR the region of isola behavior can

be found by calculating the zeros of a fifth degree polynomial, Eq. H.21.

This is a great improvement over the solution of the three nonlinear
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equations proposed by Hlavacek and Van Rompay (1981). Our technique

gives the simple result that isolas and mushrooms can not exist for an

adiabatic single-phase CSTR. We believe this is the first time this

result has been proven although numerical and experimental observations

have led to its hypothesis, see Hlavacek et al . (1970). In addition

for 9^ = the above results simplify considerably to Eqs. 4.25 and 4.26.

For the gas-liquid CSTR the results are more complicated and only

allow a few general conclusions. If the liquid reactant is in excess

then isolas and mushrooms can not exist for an adiabatic reactor or for

a reactor with unenhanced absorption. Because of this limited insight

into the gas-liquid reactor, we have developed a second method for pre-

dicting the birth and death of an isola and this may prove useful in

the future.

The stability of the steady states is deduced via the slope condi-

tion and via the corresponding linear approximation. The former shows

that whenever multiple solutions exist the steady states in the fast

bulk reaction region and in the enhanced mass transfer region are un-

stable. For a reactor with unenhanced absorption the concentration of

the liquid-phase reactant is approximately its feed value and the linear

stability analysis then gives two conditions for stability, viz.,

|A| > and tr A < where 4 is the Jacobian matrix. The determinant

condition is equivalent to the slope condition and the same as the con-

ditions for uniqueness and mutliplicity which were found via Poore's

(1973) technique. A maximum of two zeros exists for both the deter-

minant and the trace with respect to the steady state temperature and

these are the solutions to Equations J. 9 and J. 10 which can be approx-

imated by Eqs. F.16 and J. 12. These zeros then determine the regions
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of instability. If they are imaginary then the stability conditions

are met. If they are real and the steady state temperature lies between

the two zeros then the state is unstable. These results are summarized

in Table 5.1 and are illustrated in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.

The ultimate objective of this study is to prove the existence of

natural oscillations as described in the introduction. This has not

been accomplished because of the unforeseen need to first develop a

model with the proper physics. But the results found here give direc-

tions as to where these oscillations can be found. Stable limit cycles

must exist wherever a steady state is unique (which implies the deter-

minant is positive) but unstable (which implies the trace is positive),

see Poore (1973). Because the determinant must be positive and the

determinant condition is equivalent to the slope condition we know that

these oscillations can only occur in the physical absorption, mass

transfer controlled and instantaneous reaction regions. Inasmuch as

the natural oscillations that we seek depend on the interaction of

reaction and mass transfer and because reaction is very slow in the

first region given above and instantaneous in the last region, we

anticipate that natural oscillations will most likely occur in the

mass transfer controlled region.

A more subtle case is that where the system exhibits an unique,

stable steady state, viz. |4| > and tr A < 0, but where the trace

is close to zero. Under certain conditions, depending on what happens

in the neighboring case where the trace equals zero, the steady state

will be surrounded by a small unstable periodic orbit. But as shown by

Poore (1973) a large stable orbit must also exist which encloses the

small unstable orbit and the stable steady state. Finding such
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oscillations will require numerical solutions of the dynamic equations

near the bifurcation points where the trace vanishes.

There are also important general conclusions which can be drawn

from this study. We know that multiple solutions are possible only

when the heat generation curve exhibits at least one s-shaped region.

For our gas-liquid CSTR this curve exhibits exactly two, cf. Figure 4.3,

hence we should be able to investigate this system using two submodels,

each having a heat generation curve with one s-shaped region, and then

combine the results to give the result for the full model. The two

submodels would be for a reactor with unenhanced mass transfer, i.e.

it would consist of the physical absorption, fast bulk reaction and mass

transfer controlled regions, and for a reactor operating in the enhanced

mass transfer regime, i.e. it would consist of the mass transfer con-

trolled, enhanced mass transfer and instantaneous reaction regions. In

fact this was done when finding the uniqueness regions from the slope

condition. This is extremely helpful because it simplifies the heat

generation function for each submodel.

In addition in the unenhanced absorption regime, reactant B in

excess, i.e. Cp constant at its feed value, should be a good approx-

imation and this implies a two state variable problem: C. and T.

This means that the stability conditions are just the determinant and

the trace conditions. For a reactor operating in the enhanced mass

transfer regime we know that the concentration of the solute is zero

in the bulk, i.e. C, = 0. This then is also a two variable system:

Co and T. Furthermore this removes the obstacle that prevented the use

of Poore's (1973) technique on this regime in our study. Our form of

the enhancement factor is only piecewise differentiable, but accounting
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for the variation in Cg allows us to use the fast reaction form for

the enhancement factor, Eq. 3.14, which is not only differentiable but

also gives the proper limits for slow and instantaneous reaction (see

the discussion on the van Krevelen-Hoftijzer approximation in Sherwood,

Pigford and Wilke, 1975). The results from these two submodels should

then describe the full model.



APPEMDIX A

STEADY STATE ANALYSIS FOR A SINGLE-PHASE CSTR

The model for a single-phase CSTR and Us steady state behavior

have been extensively investigated, see Poore (1973), Uppal et al.

(1974) and Uppal et al. (1976), We summarize the analysis and some

important results. The steady state model is given by the following

mass and energy balances:

= q (C^ - C) - V k^ C (A.l)

= q p Cp (T^ - T) - U S^ (T - T^) + H^ V k^ C . (A.2)

Because we are interested in the behavior of the reactor with respect to

the holding time, t, we make the above dimensionless except that the

dependence of t is left explicit. Solving Eq. A.l for C and substi-

tuting in Eq. A.2 obtains

(1 . H^ T) e - Hj , 9^ = B ( ^4^ ) (A.3)

where H, is a heat transfer coefficient and B is the dimensionless heat

of reaction. The energy balance, Eq. A.3, is written in the classical

form; the rate of heat removal equals the rate of heat generation. If

these two functions are plotted versus temperature then the intersection

points determine the steady states. The left side of Eq. A.3 is the

heat removal function and is linear in the temperature, 9. The right

side is the heat generation function and it has the form of an s-shaped

function with respect to 6. Thus it is the shape of the heat genera-

tion function that determines the multiplicity of the reactor, as is

seen in Figure A.l.
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Qp.- 3 solutions

Figure A.l. Heat generation and heat removal functions versus
temperature for a single-phase CSTR.
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Up to three steady states are possible but at most two are stable.

This can be determined from the slope condition: if the slope of the

heat generation function is greater than the slope of the heat removal

function at a steady state then that state is unstable. This can be

understood by considering steady state B in Figure A.l. If the steady

state temperature is perturbed to a higher value, then the heat gener-

ated is greater than the heat removed, hence the temperature continues

to increase. This continues until steady state C is reached. Similarly

if the temperature at B is perturbed downward then the steady state

moves to A. Thus the slope condition is a sufficient condition for

instability and its converse can be shown to be the first of two con-

ditions for stability.

If multiple solutions exist then every other one must satisfy the

slope condition and be unstable, cf. Figure A.l. Thus if the slope con-

dition never holds then the reactor has a unique steady state. That is,

uniqueness is guaranteed if the slope of the heat removal function is

always greater than the slope of the heat generation function at a

steady state, viz.

,

By t k,

(1 + H, x) > . (A. 4)
^ (1 + 9)2 (1 + Tk^)2

The steady state temperature can be removed from the above if the solu-

tion of Eq. A. 3 is known. Otherwise Eq. A. 3 and a bound for e can be

used to get a weakened form of Eq. A. 4. An upper bound for e is found

when the rate of reaction goes to infinity and a lower bound is found

when the rate goes to zero, viz..

Hi X
^ / "l M ^

1 + H^ T / " '"- " "" \1 + H^ x/ ^ (1 + H^ X
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Using this and Eq. A. 3 in the above condition yields the uniqueness

condition:

,1 . „ .) > li • (*-5)

1 + H^ T /
c

For an adiabatic reactor this reduces to the particularly simple form

that if

(A.6)

1 > Y B

then the reactor has a unique steady state.

The single-phase CSTR exhibits several multiplicity patterns with

respect to the holding time, as seen in Figure A. 2. The most common is

s-shaped multiplicity. Here there is one ignition point from the low

temperature steady state to the high temperature steady state and one

extinction point from the high to the low temperature steady state. A

multiplicity pattern with two ignition points and two extinction points

is called a mushroom. The third pattern is an isola which is charac-

terized by two extinction points and no ignition points. Thus if such a

reactor is operating at a low temperature steady state, no variation in

the holding time will cause a shift to a high temperature steady state.

Hence the high temperature branch may not be found experimentally in

such a reactor unless the reactor is started at a high temperature in

the multiplicity region. Whereas the maximum number of steady states is

determined by the heat generation function, these unusual multiplicity

patterns seem to be associated with the heat removal function in that

mushrooms and i sol as have never been experimentally observed for an

adiabatic reactor where the heat removal curve is a fixed straight line.

Thus these phenomena must depend on the variation of the heat removal
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a. s-shaped T b. Mushroom

c. Isola

d. Birth of an Isola e. Death of an Isola

Figure A. 2. Multiplicity patterns for a single-phase CSTR.

I = Ignition point, E = Extinction point
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function with the holding time, viz.,

(1 + H^ t) 6 - H^ T 8^ .

More will be said about these multiplicity patterns in Appendix H.

This brief discussion is intended only to introduce the reader to

certain standard ideas and to establish a continuity in going from one-

phase to two-phase systems. It foreshadows certain two-phase results

and suggests certain lines of investigation. It is not thorough or

detailed. In our investigation of two-phase systems we did discover

new single-phase results; they are recorded in Appendix H.



APPENDIX B

MANN AND MOVES' INTERFACIAL TEMPERATURE RISE: GENERAL RESULT

The general expression for the temperature rise, not given in Mann

and Moyes (1977), but using their technique will be derived. For a » D

the film theory equation for diffusion and reaction is independent of

the heat equation^ and becomes
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h° = k° y^;7F . (B.2)

Substituting the result for C. into the energy balance obtains the

equation for the temperature rise:

^S ^h_
pCp pCp

(T. - T) = foja

where

1 -

cos h yfW tanh JW
(B.3)

M = k^D / {k°)^ .

Using the isothermal film theory predictions for the enhancement

factor and the fraction absorbed that reacts in the film, we can iden-

tify factors in the above that make its meaning clear. Thus for B in

excess the enhancement factor is

<j)
= >/ir / tanh /m"

and the fraction that reacts is

f. =
1

-D^A
dz dz

dz

)sh JW

T.
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the heat transfer coefficient, \J a/d pCpk[. Inasmuch as f^. and <^

(through k,) and C.. are functions of T^ , this is an implicit equation

for T.

.

This result is obtained for the liquid reactant in excess. So for

small concentrations of the liquid reactant or very fast reactions the

above gives too large a temperature rise, viz.,

limit (Ti - T) = limit Jl llllJli /F C..

k.-*-" or f4*-«> "4> 'P J

which goes to infinity. This can be corrected for B not in excess or

for instantaneous reaction by using the corresponding enhancanent

factor, see Appendix C.

Thus Eq. B.4 is the general result found via the film theory.

Mann and Moyes (1977) report only the slow and fast reaction limits of

this. In Appendix D we will derive a similar expression for T^. but

without any of the annoying assumptions needed with the film theory,

e.g. two different films (one for mass transfer and one for heat

transfer) with different thicknesses which are necessary for the

relationship between h° and k°, Eq. B.2. Our result agrees with Eq. B.4

when B is in excess.



APPENDIX C

PREDICTION OF THE MASS TRANSFER ENHANCEMENT

CAUSED BY THE REACTION OF THE DISSOLVED SOLUTE

From the description of the gas-liquid contacting given in Chapter

Three a penetration calculation becomes necessary to describe the inter-

facial region. The details of this calculation are recorded in what

follows. In the region < z < » and t > the concentrations of the

dissolved solute A and the liquid reactant B satisfy

3C, 3^C

(C.l)

3t ^ 3Z^
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" n 2 _ k r r - c

3t
A

az^ 1
A 'B "B£

whence its Laplace transformation is

~
2

SL(C,) - C,, = D, ^''-^^a) - k^L(C,) .

dz

(C.2)

with the boundary condition given as

C,

L(CJ Ai

z=0
~ s

It follows that

/c
, , ,

Ai M
s s + k

s + k

d7~
^M

z +
s + k.

. (C.3)

The boundary condition at infinity is satisfied via the above, viz.,

as z > » L(C^) = C^^ I (s + k^)

SL(C,) - C^ = L(-k^ C,)

3C,

'1 "A^

3C^

\h •

We can invert L(C.) using the following:

whence

L-^ ( ie"^ ^^i^

/^

erfc(

ZvTdaT
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inasmuch as

/
3-zV4DAt

__ i_ ^^^^
_z ^

zf^^Dp^ at 2 /d^F

These results together with the shift theorem and the convolution

theorem lead to

C,(z,t) = e-^1^ [ C,^ . (C,. - C,^) erfc

^ h ^Ai ^l
^'^^^'

^''^'^

2yfW

ZVDAt

dt'

]

(C.4)

or

C^(z.t) = e-^1^ Cj(z.t) + k^
/J

e-^1^' C^Cz.f) dt

where C, and C_ are solutions of the diffusion equation which satisfy

C^(z.O) = CM
C,(0,t) = C,,

Ai

C^(«.t) = CM

CgCz.O) =

C2(0,t) = C^.

C2(«.t) =

To calculate the mass transfer coefficient or the enhancement fac-

tor the flux at the interface must be averaged over all possible expo-

sure times and equated to the mass transfer coefficient times the

overall concentration gradient. Assuming random renewal and an average

exposure time t. yields

3Ca

*^L (Si -s.) =
/;7i^"'^'' ^-''JT 2=0

) dt

Interchanging the order of integration and differentiation and using the

definition of the Laplace transformation obtains

*^L (Si -S.) = ^^Tl'^T-^o
'''^''

S*^ ^z=0
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£A ^L(Ca)|
Ti 3Z " 'Z=0, S=l/Ti

V T. (1 + T.kj)

Therefore we find

where

kf ^ ^ fC - C 1

{C.5)

1^1
I

= k° = 7Da/t. .

Thus if C. is zero then

Because C. is zero whenever (ji is not one (see the time scale argument

in Chapter Three) Eq. C.6 is our desired result. We also observe that

when the reaction near the interface is slow so that t./tq. (i.e. t.k,)

is much less than one, both Eqs. C.5 and C.6 reduce (j) = 1 as expected.

The fraction of A absorbed that reacts near the interface, f. , is

the ratio of the rate of reaction near the interface to the rate of

absorption. The average rate of reaction is the total rate in an ele-

ment of fluid with exposure time t, averaged over all possible exposure

times:

i- /; e-'/'i [ /; kj C, dz (Va) ]

1

Interchanging the order of integration, identifying the Laplace trans-

formation and integrating over z yields

T k

V * k° a C (

^
)

L '^l
1 + T.k
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for C. equal to zero. The rate of absorption is

V ^ k° a C^.

whence the fraction f. is

T.k

f = (—^-) (C.7)
1 . t.k^

where k, = kCn is evaluated at the interfacial temperature T. . The formId 1

of f. is identical to the fraction that reacts in a single-phase CSTR

except that t. replaces the reactor holding time. Thus Eqs. C.6 and C.7

establish <^ and f. for B in excess.

The second limiting case which gives a simple result is that of

instantaneous reaction. Here A and B react so rapidly that they can not

coexist in the liquid together. A reaction front starts at the gas-

liquid interface upon contact of the two phases and moves into the

liquid, cf. Figure C.l. To the left of the front B vanishes; to the

right A vanishes; at the front itself both vanish. Thus A diffuses

without reacting from the interface to the moving front, similarly B

diffuses from the bulk. At the front the ratio of the two fluxes is

equal to the stoichiometric ratio for the reaction. Thus we have

3C 3^C—^ = D, —r^ < z < X /t
3t '^ 8z^

2— =D,-:1 X;T<Z<-
at " 3z^

where

at t = C^ = Cg = Cg^

at z = C^ = C^.

at z = X /F C. =
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Gas Liquid

Interface Reaction
Front

Figure C.l. Concentration profiles near the interface for instantaneous

reaction.
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as z > »

which yields

^A = ^Ai 1

^B " hi

erf( z/y40")

erf{ X/JW)

C„ =
'Ba

erf(2/ /40") - erf(x/ J^^)
(1 - erf(\/y4Dg))

For the reaction

A + V B > Products

X can be found by equating the fluxes at the reaction front, viz..

-V D,
9Ca

3Z xft

9Cb

3Z X^

whence we conclude

^B. /^B

vC. ^ D,
— erf(X//4D^) e^ ^^^^ = (1 - erf(x/ ^/4D^)) e^ /4Db

and this establishes the value of x. Ordinarily liquid phase dif-

fusivities are very similar, so assuming

h - °B - D

obtains

erf(X /y4D") = 1 / (1 + Cg^ / vC^.) . (C.8)

The rate of absorption is equal to the flux of A at the interface,

averaged over all exposure times:

3Ca,

CAi

z=0

1 D

dt

>-t/ti

erf{X//W) ° n/T
dt
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= K (1 + c,, / vc^.) c^.

where k° = ^ D/t. ; whence it follows that

* = (1 -Cg^/^c^i) = h • ^^-^^

Because the rate of reaction is a maximum here, Eq. C.9 gives the

maximum enhancement. We can use this result, Eq. C.9, and the previous

result for noninstantaneous reaction, Eq. C.6, to obtain a criterion for

the onset of instantaneous reaction. Ihat is whenever (ji from Eq. C.6 is

greater than ()>, the reaction is instantaneous:

V 1 ^ ^i / ^Ri >^^^U^ ^^Ai
•

For enhancement t./tq. must be much greater than one and Cg^^/vC^^ is

almost always much greater than one for a gas-liquid system. To a good

approximation then the criterion for instantaneous reaction is

(CIO)

Ai

For instantaneous reaction all the absorbed gas reacts near the inter-

face, hence f. equals one.

Now the enhancement factor is known for two limiting cases and we

must determine how they are connected. The first estimate of ij) breaks

down when the concentration of B becomes small near the interface, i.e.

of the order of vC.. , but the second estimate can not be used unless B

vanishes there. In this transition region we must account for the

variation in the concentration of B. This can be done using the

van Krevelen-Hoftijzer approximation (Sherwood, Pigford and Wilke,

1975) in which the region of validity of the formula for B in excess

is expanded by estimating the interfacial concentration of B and then
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assuming the concentration of B to be uniform at that value. The inter-

facial concentration of B is found by equating the rate of diffusion of

B toward the interface to the excess rate of absorption of A, i.e. the

fraction that reacts. But as Sherwood, Pigford and Wilke show the tran-

sition region is small and is not greatly different from the extrapola-

tion of the two limiting cases. Thus in keeping with the desire for

a simple model and without sacrificing any essential physics, the en-

hancement factor will be approximated by extrapolating the two limiting

cases to their intersection in the transition region.

The results of the interfacial model can be summarized as:

if

or if

'r1 \ "'^Ai

^Ri ^^Ai

then



APPENDIX D

INTERFACIAL TEMPERATURE RISE

The interfacial temperature rise is caused by the heat released on

absorption of the gas and by the heat released on reaction of the dis-

solved solute as it diffuses into the liquid. To estimate the magnitude

of the temperature rise the energy balance

I^P ^ •=>5 * "r ^ =B "^A
("•"

3t 3Z

with the initial and boundary conditions

at t = ''' =
^A

at z = ^ =
^i

as z ->• « "*" " ^£

must be solved simultaneously with the corresponding mass balances.

This can be done simply for two cases, that of no reaction and that of

instantaneous reaction. For the intermediate case, i.e. that corre-

sponding to the B in excess calculations in Appendix C, we can use a

reasonable assumption to deduce an approximate temperature rise which

bridges the two cases above. In addition the no reaction case will show

how the effect of the heat of absorption can be added to the heat of

reaction results.

For no reaction the diffusion equations are satisfied by

h =
hi MC,, -C^i) erf( z//m) (D.2)

T = T. + (T^ - T.) erf( z/ J^ )
(D.3)

where C.. and T. are related through Henry's law, viz.,
AT I
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C,, =Jl exp( ^^
)

(D.4)
At h ^ RT. ^ '

1

The temperature rise is obtained by equating the heat released on

absorption to the energy flux into the liquid at the interface:

3C,

3Z z=0 ^ ^3Z lz=0

whence

For instantaneous reaction all the reaction takes place at the

reaction plane, on each side of which the temperature is described by

the diffusion equation. If the interface is assumed to be an adiabatic

plane, which is a reasonable approximation for a gas-liquid interface,

then the temperature on the interfacial side of the reaction plane is

a constant, T. , for all z and t (Figure D.l). That is, since there is

no energy flux through the interface, the heat generated at the moving

reaction front just heats the liquid behind it to a constant tempera-

ture. On the bulk side of the reaction plane the heat generated there

is conducted from the plane at T. to the bulk at T :

3T
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Interface Reaction
Front

Figure D.l. Temperature profile near the interface for instantaneous

reaction.
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'-\' (^i
- \^

[I - erf( 2/ ^4^ ) (D.6)

(1 - erf( X/ n/47))

The interfacial temperature can be found by equating the heat generated

by reaction at the plane to the flux of energy Into the bulk:

3C,

^ 32 Z=X \ft

p aT
'y^ 3 732 2=\ \ft

Using the results from Appendix C obtains

"r e"^
/"^^

J^ n c ^
(Ti - Tji) e

X^/4ct

/d" erf(x/ y4D) /T (1 - erf(x/ \/4^))

(D.7)

The position of the reaction plane and hence X are found by equating

the mass fluxes at the plane, see Appendix C:

3C,
1 = n 1

2= X yfT
-V D,

32

3Cr

= Or—
2=x/t- ^32

and if D^ = Og = D this yields

erf( X/ ^/4D") = 1 1_
1 + Cg/vC^. '

ti

(D.s;

Substituting Eq. D.8 into Eq. D.7 gives

H,

"'-V=7E /F *I ^M

1 1

(1 - erf
\/4^

-X
.^^ IT' 7(^-^)

(D.9:

where C,. and T. are related via Henry's law.
At 1

To find T. the last two equations must be solved simultaneously.

Their solution can be simplified by making two reasonable approxima-

tions:

for most liquids a >> D,

whence ( -=; ) ^ tt ;

D ct L)
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for most gas -liquid systems Cg/vC^^ » 1,

whence erf( X/ 740"
) « 1/2 and \/ 740" « 1/2 .

It follows that

x/ yi^ =
( x/ /4d"

) yST^ « V2 x/d77 « 1 .

This implies

erf( \/ ^^^ ) « 1

and

1 > e-^'/^t^ » e-^4 ^ 0.779 .

2

Because 1/2 is a weak upper bound for X/ 740", we take e" ' =1.

Therefore Eq. 0.9 becomes

which is implicit in T. through ^^ and C . .

.

The predicted temperature rise here is much greater than that for

no reaction because the heat of reaction is usually much greater than

the heat of solution and the rate of absorption is much greater with

reaction, i.e. (t).C.. > (C.. - C. ). For example the data of Ding et al

.

(1974) gives the values for the heat of reaction and heat of solution to

be 25000 and 4500 calories per mole. Also Eq. D. 10 gives the maximum

temperature rise inasmuch as all the absorbed gas reacts near the inter-

face.

When reaction near the interface is important but not fast enough

to be instantaneous and B is in excess, an approximate temperature rise

can be obtained. Whenever the thermal diffusivity is much greater than

the molecular diffusivity, a » D, it is reasonable to say that the dif-

fusion and reaction processes take place at the constant temperature
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T. and that the corresponding heat of reaction is released at the inter-

face. Thus we may use the results in Appendix C and the heat transfer

problem becomes

3T 3^T
= a —s-

3t 3z2
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From the differential equation the Laplace transformation is

L(T) = 1 (T. - T^) exp(- ^f^ z) + T^/s

whence the flux becomes

pCp ,fh~ (T. - TJ . (D.12)

Equating this expression to the expression for the generated, D.U, and

noting that

T,. = D / k°^, obtains

(0.13)

This approximation is very similar to the two previous limiting

solutions. In each the temperature rise is equal to the rate of ab-

sorption, (j) k|° C.. , times the heat released divided by a term which

describes the rate of conduction of heat into the bulk, k°.^a/D . In

this last term the factor ^a/0 converts a mass transfer coefficient

into a heat transfer coefficient. The above result also has the proper

limits for fast and slow reaction, i.e. the previous results, viz.,

k+O pCP V a '^i

limit (T, - TJ =-l—J!-Jl. C, .

pCp Va^ Ai

In the above derivations it was not necessary to assume that two

fictitious films exist, one for mass transfer and one for heat transfer,

see Mann and f-toyes' (1977) result in Appendix 3. Thus the results are

more consistent with our interfacial model and hence more understandable.

Eq. D.13 is the result that is used in our reactor model. Its accuracy
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has not been examined because of the lack of available data for inter-

facial temperature rises. The reported temperature rises have all been

found via indirect measurements and sometimes the results are filtered

through another model, see Beenackers (1978), Verma and Delancy (1975),

and Mann and Moyes (1977). But using the data from Ding et al. (1974)

the temperature rise can vary from 3°C to 92°C, using Eqs. D.5 and D.IO.

This is in the range that has been estimated for other systems.



APPENDIX E

THE SLOPE CONDITION FOR A GAS-LIQUID CSTR

The slope condition is a necessary condition for stability and can

be understood by examining the graph of the heat removal function and

the heat generation function versus temperature, cf. Figures 2.1 and

4.4. The slope condition states:

If the slope of the heat removal function at a steady state is

less than the slope of the heat generation function then the

steady state is unstable.

The graph of these functions shows that the lowest temperature steady

state can not satisfy this condition and that for multiple solutions

this condition must hold for e^^ery other steady state. Thus if it

holds for one steady state then multiple steady states must exist.

Conversely if it does not hold anywhere then the steady state must be

unique. Hence the converse of the above is an uniqueness condition

which we can use to determine regions of uniqueness, i.e. if the slope

of the heat removal function is always greater than the slope of the

heat generation function then the steady state is unique.

Because we have an understanding of our reactor we know that there

are only two operating regions where the slope of the heat generation

function is positive, hence only there can the uniqueness condition be

violated. These regions are the fast bulk reaction region and the

enhanced mass transfer region. This simplifies the investigation of

the uniqueness condition because we do not need to consider the right-

hand side of Eq. 4.4 in full generality, only the two limiting forms
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for these regions given in Table 4.3. But it also transforms the

uniqueness condition into two conditions, one for each of the s-shaped

regions seen in Figure 4.4. Thus for uniqueness everywhere, both must

be true. We will derive each of these after deducing some preliminary

results.

In what follows we need bounds on the steady state temperature 6.

An upper bound can be found by assuming that all of the gas A that

absorbs also reacts, so Eq. 4.4 gives

(1 + H) e - H 0^ = (B3 + Bp) 6 4. X. (E.l)

where e = t/tj^. To remove the temperature dependence from the right

side we use the maximum of <^x-, viz.,

where the last inequality is an approximation which is made because

X- << Xn/S and Xn ^ 1. Thus an upper bound for the temperature is

(^ ^ ^) ^ub - " ^c " (^S
""

^R^
^^/^^

or

For the fast bulk reaction region we can get a stronger result because

ii
= 1, viz.

,

U (Be; + Br)

^ub = ( r4^ ) ^c ^ ^f^ ' •
(^-3)

A lower bound for the temperature is found when there is no reaction.

Here Eq. 4.4 becomes

(1 + H) e - H 9^ = B3 B X. . (E.4)

Again in order to remove the temperature dependence on the right side

we use the minimum of x , viz.,

Xt ixi (6^^^) IX. (e -
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which is fair because the solubility decreases with temperature. Thus

the lower bound is

" - ' " ^ e + /?,,, . (E.5)
"«,b

-
^ T^Th ' °c "

(1 + H)

The slope of the heat removal function is, cf. Eq. 4,4,

Ql
= (1 + H) (E.6)

where H = t/tl,. The heat generation function in the fast bulk reaction

region is

(^S^^R^ ^ '-- ^h^h^ D^ e(^-^)^/(^^^) (E.7)

R

where we have used the fact that e- = e in this region. The heat

generation function in the enhanced mass transfer region is

(Bs . B„) X, I- /!r = (B3 . B,)b;D- ey''-2^)«l/(l^»l'. (E.8)

In what follows we assume that the concentration of B which appears in

Eqs. E.7 and E.8 via the Damkohler numbers is a constant with respect

to temperature.

From Eq. E.7 the slope of the heat generation function in the fast

bulk reaction region is

Q (B . B,) D^L-LJlLe(>-^)e/(l+e)
^ 5 R a

(1 + 9)2

But for the uniqueness condition we need Q^ evaluated at the steady

state temperature so the above can be simplified by substituting the

steady state equation, Eq, 4.4, for this region obtaining

Q , {y - n)
{ (1 + H) e - H 9^ } .

^ (1 + 9)2
^

Thus our first uniqueness condition is Q-, > Qg or

(1 + H) > ^^ ~ ^^
{ (1 + H) 9 - H 9 } (E.9)

(1 + 9)^
'

for all possible steady state temperatures. This is not a very useful
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result inasmuch as it contains the steady state temperature. We can

remove this temperature using the bounds on e but at the expense of

obtaining a weaker condition which still guarantees uniqueness but its

converse does not guarantee multiplicity. Substituting e ^ from Eq. E.3

into the numerator and q^^ from Eq. E.5 into the demoninator yields an

upper bound for Qo, viz.,

(y - n) (B^ + Bp) e

Q2I ^
IT • (E-10)

' i^^rrir) «c ^ Trnrr >

Thus uniqueness is guaranteed for the first s-shaped region if

(y - n) (B^ + Bp) B

(1 + H) > ^ ^ (E.ll)

"^(r4iT) ^c^ ihw'
where we have used Q, and Q^ from Eq. E.6 and E.IO. Thus if n >_ y>

i.e. Hj ^ E, uniqueness is guaranteed. This is the result anticipated

in Chapter Four, Eq. 4.11. More generally Eq. E.ll is stronger than

the corresponding results of previous authors, Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2, and

is capable of dividing the seven-dimensional parameter space into an

uniqueness region and a region of possible multiplicity (for a reactor

without enhancement).

The slope of the heat generation function in the enhanced mass

transfer region is more difficult to calculate because it depends on

the interfacial temperature, e.. Thus we need to know how 0. varies

with 9. From Table 3.2 the equation for 9. in the enhanced mass trans-

fer region is

1 s K V ct ' ai

Differentiating the above with respect to 9 and solving the resulting
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algebraic equation for de^/de obtains

de,
i_

de

l-( (B, .BJ /I;D-l(x.i^IlLe^^(^-2n)ei/(l-e,)
^

S RWa >< ai 2 ,^ ^ Q s2

1
(E.12)

1 - W

It appears possible that W may be equal to or greater than one for large

Y and hence that the derivative may become infinite. This suggests that

multiple solutions are possible for the interfacial temperature and that

when de./de becomes infinite we are at an ignition point. This possi-

bility needs to be investigated and should be a future research topic.

The slope of Eq. E.8 is then

where W is the quantity in brackets in Eq. E.12. Substituting the

steady state equation for this region, Eq. 4.4, gives

where

Wo = 1 /^i ^^ ' ^^^
{ (1 + H) e - H 9 ) . (E.14)

Thus the uniqueness condition for the second s-shaped region (i.e.

enhanced mass transfer) is

for all possible steady state temperatures. As before this is not very

useful due to the temperature dependence of W2. We remove this depend-

ence using the bounds on 6 and derive a more practical, but weaker,

condition. If 2n 2. y ('•e. SH^ > E) then Q2 £ and uniqueness is
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guaranteed. Otherwise Q2 is positive and (1 - W2) > 0. Then Qo is

maximum when ^2 is a maximum and this occurs when 9 in the numerator

of Eq. E.14 is replaced by e^^^ from Eq. E.2 and e^- in the denominator

is replaced by its minimum q.. from Eq. E.5. Thus we have

^2 1^3-;-
2s -—-Tr, (E.16)

( 1 + ( T^TT ) e. +
^

^ 2

1 + H ' c (1 + H)

and

The uniqueness condition for the second s-shaped curve then becomes

This result divides the nine-dimensional parameter space into regions

of uniqueness and possible multiplicity.

Together the results, Eq. E.U and Eq. E.18, divide the parameter

space into three regions: an uniqueness region, a region of up to three

steady states, and a region of up to five steady states. The intersec-

tion of the uniqueness region for each condition yields the uniqueness

region for the gas-liquid reactor. The intersection of the multiplicity

region for each condition gives a region with the possibility of five

steady states. The remaining regions are the intersection of the

uniqueness region of one condition with the multiplicity region of the

other. Hence these regions have the possibility of three steady states.

To illustrate this we simplify the conditions given by Eqs. E.ll

and E.18 by assuming that de^/de = 1 and that 9 ± 0. Then the first

condition, Eq. E.ll, can be simplified, viz.,

(1 + H) > (y - n) (B3 + B,^) 6 . (E.19)
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The second condition, Eq. E.18, becomes

(1 + H) > B v/^7d" W

or

(1 + H) > 1/2S (y - 2n) (B3 + Bj^) 3 . (E.20)

But inasmuch as (y - n) > (y - 2ri) we can write the last inequality as

2S(1 + H) > (y - n) (B3 + Bp) B . (E.21)

Because S is much less than one, Eq. E.19 is satisfied whenever Eq. E.21

is satisfied. Thus Eq. E.21 is an uniqueness condition for the reactor.

In Figure E.l the conditions given by Eqs. E.19 and E.21 are shown on a

graph of (y - n)/(l + H) versus 0(83 + B^) . In region A, Eq. E.21 is

satisfied so this is an uniqueness region. In region B only Eq. E.19

holds thus three steady states are possible due to enhanced mass trans-

fer. Up to five steady states are possible in region C where neither

condition is satisfied.

Each of the conditions, Eqs. E.U and E.18, also yields a yery

simple condition for n and y> viz.,

n >_ Y snd 2n ^ Y •

Thus uniqueness is guaranteed for the gas-liquid reactor if

n >_ Y

or

H3 > E . (E.22)

That is, the condition 2n ^ y is sufficient to guarantee uniqueness only

for the second s-shaped region. This is the result obtained by Raghuram

and Shah (1977), Eq. 2,2, using a reactor model which is only applicable

to the enhanced mass transfer region.

In summary we have two strong conditions, Eq. E.9 and Eq. E.15. If

both are satisfied for all possible values of the steady state temperature
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(y-n)

(1 + H)

^3 . B, }

Figure E.l. An uniqueness condition for a gas-liquid CSTR; S = 0.1.

A. uniqueness
B. up to three steady states
C. up to five steady states
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in the corresponding region then multiple solutions exist; three solu-

tions exist if only one fails and five if both fail. Stated this way,

these conditions require the solution to the steady state temperature

equation, hence more practical but weaker conditions are found and are

given by Eq. E.U and Eq. E.18. These depend only on the reactor para-

meters not the steady state temperature. If both are satisfied, unique-

ness is guaranteed. But if one or both fail, multiple solutions are

possible but not guaranteed.



APPENDIX F

THE APPLICATION OF POORE'S METHOD FOR DETERMINING
MULTIPLICITY TO A GAS-LIQUID CSTR

Poore (1973) introduces a nice way of viewing the uniqueness/

multiplicity question in his investigation of the single-phase CSTR.

In our two-phase CSTR we can not write the steady state equation in the

form he writes his if we try to do the problem in its full generality.

But we can apply his idea to the first s-shaped region, i.e. the first

three operating regions of our model. Here we know that the maximum

number of steady states is three, a result that we will rediscover,

which is the result for a single-phase CSTR that allows Poore to obtain

explicit results from this analysis. For the first s-shaped region <^

equals one, f^. equals zero and 9. equals e. If we also assume that the

concentration of B is a constant at its feed value and that the heat of

solution is negligible compared to the heat of reaction, the steady

state equations, Eqs. 4.2 and 4.4, become

„ -ne/(l+9)

^ ^ 1 + B + D, e^^/(l"^)
}

a

and

(F.l)

D B„ 6 e^^-^)^/^^'-^)

{ (1 + H)e - He^ } = -^—^
,e/fi+9^

(^-2)

a

where the dimension less parameters H, 6, and D, have been used in lieu
a

of the characteristic times. Like Poore we make the approximation

goo/d+e) ^ goe

160
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This is the so-called Frank-Kamenetskii approximation and is reasonable

whenever 9 is small as compared to one, see Appendix G. This approx-

imation simplifies the temperature dependence of the rate constant and

is surprisingly useful in the investigation of reacting systems where

functions such as Tk/(1+Tk) arise. Such functions can be approximated,

using the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation to k, accurately over a range

of e wider than that suggested above, see Appendix G.

It is instrumental to rewrite Eq. F.2 so that D,, the Damkohler
a

number, can be thought of as a function of the steady state tempera-

ture, viz.

,

{ (1 + H)e - He^ } (1 + 6) e"^^
D = ^ 5 g(e) . (F.3)
^

{ Bp 6 e""^® - { (1 + H)e - He^ } }

Thus for each value of D, the solutions to D, = g(e) are the corre-
a a

sponding steady state temperatures. The steady state temperatures are

bounded, see Appendix E and Eqs. E.l and E.5,

H H
B„ 6 e-^^^b

M + H '°C - °ib - ° - '^ub - M + H '°C (1 + H]

and on the interval (e . , Q^,^), g(9) is positive and varies from zero

to infinity. Thus if g is strictly monotonic then for each positive

value of the Damkohler number there exists an unique solution of Eq. F.3

and therefore from Eqs. F.l and F.2 an unique steady state, cf. Figure

F.l. If g is not monotone it must have an even number, n, of turning

points, i.e. zeros of the derivative, and there must be values of the

Damkohler number such that more than one solution of Eq. F.3 exists,

the maximum number being (n+1), cf. Figure F.l.

This is how Poore (1973) tells us to look at the problem. Arrange

the steady state equations such that a certain parameter, here D-.. is
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^a2

'al

Figure F.l. D = g(e) versus

a. Uniqueness b. Multiplicity
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explicitly a function of one state variable, here e, with the other

parameters being held constant. Then the variation of this function

answers the uniqueness/multiplicity question with respect to the para-

meter singled out. Assuming the range of the function and the allowable

values of the parameter coincide, if the function is strictly monotonic

on its domain then exactly one value of the state variable exists for

each value of the parameter. Otherwise for certain values of the para-

meter more than one value of the state variable must exist. This is

illustrated in Figure F.l where the Damkohler number, viz. g(e), is

shown versus temperature from Eq. F.3 on the domain of g given by Eq.

F.4. Because g(6) varies from zero to infinity, the function g must

have an even number of turning points, i.e. points where dg/de = 0. If

the value of D falls between the values of g at these points, viz. D^^

and D,,, then multiple solutions to D, = g(e), and hence the reactor

equations, exist. It follows that if we can find conditions on the

parameters remaining in g which make g monotone then these conditions

are uniqueness conditions. Thus we investigate the zeros of the deriv-

ative of the function g in Eq. F.3.

Differentiating Eq. F.3 with respect to 9 obtains

d^a
_ (1 + S) e-^« .

<^^
{ Bj^ 6 e"''^ - { (1 + H)e - He^ } f

{ Y { (1 + H)e - He^ >^ + Br 6 e"'^® { (1 + H) - (y - n) •

{ (1 + H)e - He^ } } } . (F.5)

The turning points of g are the zeros of this or the solutions of

Bo3 p,

{ (1 + H)e - H6^ }2 + ^ e"^^ { (1 + H) - (y - n)

{ (1 + H)e - He^ } } = . (F.6)
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If n >. Y then no solutions exist on the domain of g, Eq. F.4, and g is

monotone there. Thus the first uniqueness condition is

n i Y or H^ ^ E . (F.7)

If Y > n we observe that dD /de > for all e > e ^ and e < e u. Thus

the real solutions of Eq. F.6 lie in the domain of g: e £ (e . , 9|,k).

We can show that Eq. F.6 has at most two solutions by rewriting

the equation and graphing the result. If we let

4- E (1 + H)e - He^

where

£ ij; £ Bj^B

then Eq. F.6 can be rewritten as

L(^) .^2eW(l+H) ^ .(!B!^-nHec/(l+H)
^ .

{ (1 + H) - (y - n)!^ } = R(*) . (F.8)

The left-hand side L is an increasing function of ij and the right-hand

side R is a straight line with a negative intercept and a positive slope

(because for n ^ y we already know that uniqueness is guaranteed and

hence that Eq. F.8 has no solutions), cf. Figure F.2. From the figure

we can see that at most two intersections are possible and hence two

critical points for D = g(9).

We can also derive an uniqueness condition using Eq. F.8 and Figure

F.2. When R and L have no points of intersection for ii > then Eq. F.8

has no solution, hence g is monotone and uniqueness is guaranteed.

There is only one value of ip such that L and R are tangent (this will

be shown) and if R < L at this point then there can be no intersection,

and if R > L at this point then there are two solutions. The tangent

point, i)^, is the solution of a quadratic equation obtained by
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R: 2 solutions

R: 1 solution

R: solutions

Figure F.2. The left and right sides of Equation F.8.
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substituting Eq. F.8 into L' = R' and is given by

-(y - 2n) + y/y^ + 4nY - 4n2
4>. = (F.9)
^ 2n (y - n)/(l + H)

where the second solution to the quadratic equation is always negative

and hence outside our domain. Thus if

R(*t) < "-(.1/^) (F.IO)

then uniqueness is guaranteed for all values of D This is a strong

condition because it is independent of the steady state solution but it

is complicated. Simpler, but weaker, results can be obtained from this.

For example, L is always positive so if R £ at an upper bound for ii

then uniqueness is guaranteed. Because \ii <_ BnS we have the uniqueness

condition given by

BrSIy - n) 1 (1 + H) . (F.ll)

To characterize the remaining region of parameter space, i.e. when

Eq. F.IO is not satisfied, we must find the zeros of the derivative of

D = g(0). If we call these points m, and m2 and define

Dg^ = g(m^) and 0^2 = S^'^Z^
^''••^^^

then we have uniqueness when D, > D,-, or D, < D,i , two steady states
a ai. a a 1

when D, equals D , or D o, and three steady states when D,, < D, < D,,,
a ^ al aZ

-^ al a a2'

cf. Figure F.lb. Thus when the roots m, and m^ are found from Eq. F.6,

the uniqueness/multiplicity question is answered.

Because we can not solve Eq. F.6 explicitly for m, and m^, we

approximate the exponential for the solubility with a Taylor series,

viz.

,

•^^ = 1 - ne +^ (ne)
2

substitute this into Eq. F.6 and neglect all terms of order 6^ and

higher. This yields a quadratic equation for the critical points, viz.
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e2 { (1 + H) (1 + H + B[^en) - ^-^ { (1 + H) - He^Cy - n) } }

BpSn
-e { Bp6(l + H) + He^, { 2(1 + H) + (y - n) ^^—

} }

BrB Bp6
+ (1 + H) ^+ H9_ { He^ + (y - n) ^^ }

= . (F.13)

This will give a reasonable approximation to the roots whenever ne << 1.

In fact, even if n is large the above may be accurate because as n in-

creases, 9 decreases as we can see from the bounds on e, cf. Eq. F.4.

In particular for 9(.
= the upper bound for e satisfies

^ub (1 + H)
^

whence as n increases, e , decreases which suggests that our approx-

imation might yield useful results. If it does not we must solve Eq.

F.6 for the values of m, and m2.

The roots of Eq. F.13 are

-b„ + yb^2 _ 4a c^
„ „ _ 0-^0 fc ,.<,

'"l''"2 zT^
^^-^^^

where a , b and c are the coefficients in Eq. F.13, written as

^0^' ^ b^e + Cq = .

D is monotone if and only if m-, and mo are not real, hence the unique-

ness condition for all D, is
a

b,2 < 4a,c, (F.15)

This is a condition on the remaining parameters only and corresponds to

the condition, Eq. F.IO, for the full equation for m, and m2. Otherwise

if m, and m^ are real, we have the conditions, cf. Figure F.l:

1- i^ Dal ^ °a ^ Da2

then three steady states exist
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where D , and Dp ai'e given by Eq. F.12,

2. if D, ^1 '^ °a = ^2

3. if D^ > D^2 0^ Da

then two steady states exist,

Dal

then uniqueness is guaranteed.

Thus for any assigned values of the parameters y, n> Bn, s, H and

9^, we find a„, b„ and c„ and decide first if m-, and m^ are real. If
c 0' 12

not, we have uniqueness for all D . Otherwise we calculate D -, and D
2

from Eq. F.12 and these define the uniqueness/multiplicity possibilities

in terms of D,

.

For example, if 9 = 0, i.e. T = T^, then Eq. F.14 becomes

1

nil , m, =
(
-

)

tfi^ 4(^
4(1 + H)

, ^

yBrB
'1

-{-f + 2(^ 2(1 + h:

YBdS

(F.16)

whence m, and m^ are not real if

— „ <
Y 'Z

^ )

Y ^1

where

Y h,2 - ^ -\/ 2 yBd^

(F.17)

(F.18)

Eq. F.17 is then an uniqueness condition. Because (n/Y)i 1 1 and we

already know that (n/y) 1 1 is sufficient for uniqueness from Eq. F.7,

we conclude that uniqueness is guaranteed for all D if and only if

- > - 9 s 1
Y — Y 2 /F

2(1 + H]

YBnB
;F.19)

Conversely, whenever the above is not true, multiple solutions must

exist for D, in the closed interval (D,, ,0,,), but outside this inter-
a a. L OiL.

val we have uniqueness. This accounts for all of the parameter space.
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Two simple conclusions can be drawn from Eq. F.19, We observe

that (11/7)2 ^'^ negative if YBp3/(l + H) is less than four and that

(n/Y)2 has a maximum of 1 - -Jill = 0.293. This yields two simple

uniqueness conditions, viz.,

yB[^6 1 4(1 + H) (F.20)

and

( 7 ) ^ 0.293 . (F.21)

We summarize the uniqueness and multiplicity conditions in Table

F.l and conclude with the caveat that these results are for the unen-

hanced regime with B in excess, i.e. the first s-shaped region of the

heat generation function.

The second s-shaped region of the heat generation function, which

likewise admits the possibility of up to three solutions, is described

by Eq. 4.4 when bulk reaction has gone to completion, viz.,

{ (1 + H)e - He^ } = 6(63 + Bp)4.x^. . (F.22)

Here <j)X^ gives the characteristic s shape to the heat generation function,

To use Poore's (1973) idea here we must rearrange Eq. F.22 so that some

parameter is equal to a function of 9 and the remaining parameters. The

Damkohler number, D, , is the natural parameter to choose because we can
a

bound e independent of D^ and hence 9(655) and g(e 5) ai^^ independent of

D, . This can not be done with H, e^, s. Be- or Bq. But here D, appears
a C o K a

in the energy balance only through <}) and
<t>

becomes independent of D, in
a

the instantaneous reaction region.

Even if we find a parameter such that we can put Eq. F.22 into

Poore's form and bound 9 independent of this parameter, one major prob-

lem remains. We must be able to differentiate the enhancement factor

but (j) is only piecewise differentiable. An alternative which is
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TABLE F.l

UNIQUENESS AND MULTIPLICITY CONDITIONS FOR A NONADIABATIC,
UNENHANCED GAS-LIQUID CSTR WITH B IN EXCESS

Uniqueness Conditions:

1. If R('^^) < L(<j;^) Eq. F.IO

then uniqueness is guaranteed for all D,,
a

where R and L are defined in Eq. F.8

and ^^ is defined by Eq. F.9.

Approximations to this and simplifications which
insure the above are:

a. b^2 , 43^,^ Eq. F.15

'R'
5(y - n) < (1 + H) Eq. F.ll

for e^ = 0, ( ^ ) > ( ^ )2 Eq. F.19

or ( ^
) > 0.293 Eq. F.21

or yBr6 1 4(1 + H) Eq. F.20

2. Otherwise, if Eq. F.IO is not satisfied, uniqueness
is guaranteed if

a. Dg > D^2 ^ 9(m2)

b. D^ < D^i = g(m^)

where m-, and m2 are the solutions of Eq. F.6

and g is given in Eq. F.3.
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TABLE F.l--continued

Multiplicity Conditions:

1. If Eq. F.IO is not satisfied and if

'' Da=°al°^°a2

then two steady states exist,

al a a2

then three steady states exist.
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differentiable, based on the van Krevelen-Hoftijzer correction, is

little better due to its complexity. Thus we can not see how to adopt

Poore's idea to the enhanced mass transfer model.



APPENDIX G

THE FRANK-KAMENETSKII APPROXIMATION

In chemical kinetics calculations involving the temperature

dependence of the rate constant can be simplified by using an approx-

imation discovered by Frank-Kamenetskii , see Frank-Kamenetskii (1969).

This approximation and where it is useful will be discussed in this

appendix.

The Arrhenius temperature dependence of the rate constant is

described by

e-E/f^^
. (G.l)

By defining a reference temperature T , we make the above dimensionless,

viz.,

,-E/RT
__ g-Y/(l+9)

(g_2)

where

Y = E/RT^

and

6 MT - T^)/T^ .

The MacLauren expansion of the above exponent is

-Y/(l+e) = -Y (1 - 6 + 92 - 93 + . . . )

which is absolutely convergent for |e| < 1. Thus for small e, i.e.

9 << 1, we can neglect all but the first two terms and obtain

g-E/RT ^ g-Y g+Y9
_ (G,3)

This is the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation and, because it changes

the temperature dependence of the rate constant from exponential in

1/T to exponential in T, it greatly simplifies analysis, especially

173
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when derivatives of the rate constant must be found. But the above

derivation indicates that the approximation is accurate only for e << 1,

that is, for temperature near the reference temperature. Because of

this one might anticipate that its usefulness is limited to systems

with little temperature variation and that the choice of the reference

temperature is critical. We will investigate this and the effect of

the parameter y on the accuracy of the approximation.

First we calculate the error made by replacing the rate constant,

k, with its approximation, kpw, viz.,

E^,i_j!£l<=l.e^^^/(1^^)
. (G.4)

Thus we observe that the approximation overestimates the rate constant,

i.e. k < kpw, except when 9=0. But more importantly we see that the

error increases with increasing y and |e|. The fact that the error

increases with y is very important because it is often stated that the

approximation is most accurate for large y, see Frank-Kamenetskii (1969),

Uppal et al. (1974) and Huang and Varma (1981a). This false conclusion

is obtained by first defining the reduced temperature as e' = yS whence

the approximation becomes

g-E/RT ^ g-Y g9'/(l+e'/Y)

-Y 9'
= e ' e

It then follows that the approximation is most accurate for 9'/y << 1.

Forgetting that 9' depends on y. the false conclusion follows. But of

course 9' = ye and hence the inequality 9'/y << 1 is just 9 << 1,

which is independent of y- So as the error analysis shows the approx-

imation is best for small y, i-e. for small activation energies.

Using the data reported by Ding et al. (1974) we can calculate the

error in using the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation for the rate constant.
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The results in Table G.l show that the error grows rapidly as the

temperature deviates from T^ and that the approximation is poor for

6 > 0.1.

We can also use this approximation for the exponential dependence

of the solubility, viz.,

Pfl H^/RT P. „

^Ai
"

H„ ^ ' H„ ^ ^

and the resulting error is shown in Table G.l. Because n < y for this

data, the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation is much better for the solu-

bility than the rate constant, as anticipated by the error analysis.

We might conclude that the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation is of

little use. But with a little foresight the results of most reactor

analyses can be expressed as functions of k, which are much less

sensitive to the approximation than is k itself. For example the heat

generation function for a single-phase reactor is Tk/(1+Tk) and so we

are more interested in the error in approximating this function than

in the error in approximating k. Let

/, X Tk
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TABLE G.l

ERROR DUE TO THE FRANK-KAMENETSKII APPROXIMATION —
PARAMETERS TAKEN FROM TABLE 4.4 WITH T = T^ = 297°

T 9 Rate Constant Solubility Heat Generation

(°K) {%) {%) {%)

310 .033

325 .083

350 .17

400 .33

450 .50

k -
kpi^

k
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the approximation may be reasonable for all e. This is shown in the

last column in Table G.l where the error starts at zero, rises to a

maximum of approximately 35 percent, then falls back to zero. There-

fore we conclude that for some functions which appear in reactor anal-

ysis the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation is quite useful. Moreover

we anticipate that the approximation will be useful for any function

of k which is bounded for large k.

Inasmuch as we are interested in finding the steady state temper-

ature, and we know from Chapters Three and Four that this temperature

satisfies
,

(1 + H)e - He = Heat Generation Function

where the righthand side is a function of k and C«. , this last estimate

for the error is the most significant to us. For example in a single-

phase CSTR the heat generation function is g(k) given above, so the

error in calculating e using the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation is

essentially the error shown. For our gas-liquid reactor the heat gen-

eration function depends on two functions of k and C..: the rate of

absorption, Eq. 4.5, and the total fraction of absorbed A that reacts,

Eq. 4.6. The latter is bounded for large k so the approximation should

be useful for this function. The rate of absorption is s-shaped in

each of two regions; thus it is also bounded for large k. In the first

region it is bounded when tk >> 1 as is the fraction that reacts and

also the heat generation for a single-phase reactor, hence the error

should be similar to that produced for those functions. The second

region is the higher temperature region and the error might therefore

be larger. But inasmuch as the function is bounded, the absolute error
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can not remain large for a significant range of temperature. Also the

approximation predicts the correct trends.



APPENDIX H

THE EXISTENCE OF MUSHROOMS AND ISOLAS IN A SINGLE-PHASE CSTR

The multiplicity patterns observed in single-phase CSTR's as a

function of holding time are shown in Figure H.l. There are three basic

types of multiplicity; s-shaped, mushroom and isola. Their existence

has been established both experimentally and numerically, but little is

known about conditions for their occurrence. Hlavacek et al . (1970)

observed that isolas do not occur for e^ i but not until Hlavacek and

Van Rompay (1981) were any methods for establishing their existence

known. Even then the result is a set of three simultaneous nonlinear

equations, the solution of which is nontrivial. In particular explicit

conditions written in terms of the parameters which imply existence or

nonexistence are not found. But there are distinguishing character-

istics for each multiplicity pattern which should be useful in deducing

criteria for their existence.

A simple observation of this kind is that the various multiplicity

patterns can be distinguished by the corresponding number of ignition

and extinction points. An ignition point is a point on the graph of e

versus t where an increase (or decrease) of the holding time (or what-

ever parameter is being studied) causes the steady state temperature

to jump up or ignite to a higher temperature (see Figure H.la-b, the

points labelled I). An extinction point is similar except that the

temperature jumps down to a lower value (see Figure H.la-c, the points

labelled E). An s-shaped multiplicity has one of each, mushrooms two of

each, and isolas have two extinction points but no ignition point. The

179
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a. s-shaped b. Mushroom

c. Isola

d. Birth of an Isola e. Death of an Isola

Figure H.l. Multiplicity patterns for a single-phase CSTR.

I = Ignition point, E = Extinction point
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patterns also have other distinguishing characteristics. The slope of

6 versus x has one zero for an s-shaped pattern or a mushroom and two

or three zeros for an isola. The slope becomes infinite twice for an

s-shaped pattern or an isola and four times for a mushroom, which is an

observation closely related to the number of ignition and extinction

points. We can use such observations to identify the regions in para-

meter space where each behavior pattern is exhibited. Specifically the

birth and death of an isola for a single-phase CSTR will be investigated

here.

Because an isola can be distinguished by the number of zeros of the

slope, de/dx, this function must be found. The steady state model for a

single-phase CSTR is

= q(C^ - C) - Vk^C

= qpCp(T^ - T) - US^(T - T^) + H^^Vk^C . (H.l)

Eliminating the concentration and using dimensionless variables where

possible, obtains an equation for 9, the steady state temperature, viz.,

ip = Q + H^x(e - 9^) + xk^ Qy^/C^-^^)
{ e + H^x(9 - 9^) - B } =

;h.2)

where the function is designated i) and

"^
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iiid,-:; H^, k^, e^, y. B) =

we conclude that

where

1^ = H^(G - 9^) + k^ e^^/^^^^^ { 6 + 2H^T(e - e^) - B } (H.4)

and

11= l^H^ +xk^eY^/(^^^) { (l-HH^x)

+ y/(1 + e)2 { 6 + H^t(9 - 9^) - B } } . (H.5)

Evidently de/dx vanishes when either

li = or ^ ^ 0. .

3x 39

However dii/de remains finite for physically admissible values of 9 and

X, viz.

,

H,x

(
-—-r— ) 9. < 9 < B and < x < -
i + ni X i-

where B is the maximum temperature rise for an adiabatic reactor. It

follows therefore, that d9/dx vanishes if and only if 3i|;/3x vanishes and

hence that the number of solutions (e,x) of

^(9,x) = (H.2)

and

Ml^= (H.6)
3t

can be used to determine when i sol as exist. One solution implies an s

or a mushroom whereas three solutions imply an isola, cf. Figure H.l.

The transition from one to three solutions and from three to one solu-

tion signals the birth and death of the isola, cf. Figure H.l d and e.
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We investigate the number of solutions of Eqs. H.2 and H.6 by elim-

inating the holding time t and examining the resulting equation for e.

We do this because Eq. H.4 is linear in t and Eq. H.2 is quadratic,

whereas their dependence on e is complicated. But even before perform-

ing this analysis, the adiabatic result can be obtained. If the heat

transfer coefficient vanishes then H, = and if this is substituted

into the slope equation, Eq. H.6, only one solution is possible, 9 = B

and T = CO. But this is outside the admissible range, thus isolas are

not possible in an adiabatic reactor. This agrees with experimental

and numerical observations, see Hlavacek et al. (1970).

For a nonadiabatic reactor, viz. H, > 0, solving the Equations H.2

and H.5 for t obtains

- B - 9 1 /M 7N

2Hj(e - e,)
"

2kf
e-'«/(l^«) ' '

and

Hi(9 - 9^) k^ e^^/^^^^^

As a preliminary step we can eliminate the kinetics which results in a

quadratic for x, viz.

,

H^2^2(q . 9^)2 + 29H^t(9 - 9^) - 9(B - 9) =

then

if 9 > 9^

if 9 < e^

(H.9]
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whence for each temperature there exists one holding time and we con-

clude that eliminating t does not create or destroy solutions.

Thus we may proceed to eliminate x in favor of 9 and deduce an

equation for e such that ^ = 3i(;/9t = 0. Eliminating t in Eqs, H.7 and

H.8 and rearranging obtains a quadratic equation in the group n, viz.,

n2 + 2 VT S7 - (B - e) =

where

Hi(e - e ) ^

K^ e

whence the solution is

fi
= - >/T ± 7T .

From the Equations H.7 and H.8, it is evident that no solution exists

for 9£6 ore^Oores^B (otherwise x is negative or not real) and

thus that n must be positive, viz.,

HTx(e - Q)
"- ^ -°

where the kinetics have been eliminated using Eq. H.8. Thus the only

physically admissible value of Q. is

Q = JT - JT

and it follows that

/5 yi^l^e-^^-^^/^^"^) = V? - y? . (H.ll)

The number of solutions to this equation will determine the type of

multiplicity, three for isola and one for mushroom or s-shaped.

The solutions and the number of them can most easily be seen

graphically. Letting L) = 7T (which is real because > max(0,e^))

the equation takes the more easily graphed form
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L(u) .j5 JW^e-''''^'^^^^^'^ = /b"- U 5 R(U) . (H.12)

The right side R is linear in U and the left side L is the product of

an increasing function Vu^ - e and a decreasing s-shaped function

_i,^|j2/f 1+1)2 >

g 2r>^ /vx <j / -^3 5ggp ^-p Figure H.2. The range of interest is

< U < /b" if 6 < or 9j. < U < /T if 9^ > 0. In Figure H.2, L is

shown to be less than R at the ordinate. This is not necessarily true.

But if L is greater than R at the ordinate then the maximum number of

solutions is two, hence an isola is not possible. That is, if

L(U = or y/T^) > R(U = or /e^) (H.13)

or for 9 <_ where the lower bound of U is equal to zero, the above

becomes

H^(-9^) > k^B (H.14)

and for 6(- > where the lower bound of U is equal to /e^, this becomes

9^ > B .

Equations H.14 and H.15 are sufficient conditions for the absence of an

isola. An interpretation of these conditions is: if the cooling water

temperature is low enough so that heat is lost faster than it is gen-

erated, an isola is not possible; if the cooling water temperature is

greater than the maximum temperature for an adiabatic reactor, then an

isola is not possible. So in what follows we will only consider L less

than R at the ordinate, as shown in the figure.

Either one of three solutions are possible and when we find three,

the reactor has an isola. As seen in Figure H.2 there are two instances

when L intersects R only twice. We call these critical functions L* and

L*. When L is between L* and L*, three solutions exist and hence an

isola. So it is these critical functions that define the birth and
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Figure H.2. Number of zeros of de/dx.
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death of an isola. The corresponding critical conditions are that the

slope of L equals the slope of R at the point of intersection, viz.,

L(U^^) = R(U^^) (H.16)

and

(H.17)
dL
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Therefore given e , y and B we anticipate that Eq, H.21 implies two

values of U in the physically admissible range and that each of these

implies a critical value of (H^/k^) from Eq. H.22 such that if (H^/k^)

lies between the critical values, the system has an isola. Because the

polynomial f(U) is fifth degree it has five zeros. But the two solu-

tions of physical interest must be real and lie in the range

< U < yr if e <
c —

or

^9^ < U < VT if e^ >

(see Figure H.2). That is for U > VT, L is positive and R negative,

therefore no intersection exists, and from the Equations H.7 and H.8

we know that e > and 9 > 6 must be true for a physical solution to

exist.

Before going on, we test our results on the example problem of

Hlavacek and Van Rompay (1981) where

9^,
= -0.25 , Y = 20. , B = 0.5 and k^ = 1.0 .

The physically meaningful zeros of the polynomial f(U), Eq. H.21, are

U, = 0.1057 and Uk = 0.5237
a b

to which correspond the following critical values of H,:

H, = 1.727 and H,, = 4.751 .

la lb

For H, = H, we have the birth of an isola, cf. Figure H.ld, where the

separation point is located at

e, = 0.01117 and t^ = 0.1409
a a

obtained via Eq. H.9. Whereas for H, = H,, we have the death of an

isola or a point isola, cf. Figure H.le, located at

9|^
= 0.2742 and t^ = 0.0385 .

If H, < Hi < Hi, then the e versus t graph must exhibit an isola.
la 1 lb

^
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These are precisely the values found by Hlavacek and Van Rompay but at

considerably less expense than solving the three simultaneous nonlinear

equations which they derived.

What we have achieved thus far is to greatly simplify the calcula-

tion of the critical values of H,. But our results also can be used to

generate explicit conditions for the existence of isolas. First, we

have already shown that isolas can not exist for an adiabatic CSTR, i.e.

for H, = 0. For a nonadiabatic reactor the results are simplest if the

cooling fluid temperature is the same as the feed temperature, i.e. if

e = 0. For illustrative purposes we set 9=0 and, in the first

instance, make the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation, viz.,

gYe/(l+e) ^ gYe

(which is accurate for e much less than 1, see Appendix G) so that the

function L(U) is more easily graphed and understood, cf. Figure H.2b.

Here we have

L(U) = /-^ U e'^^^^^ = >/T - U = R(U) (H.23)

whence Eq. H.18 implies the third degree polynomial equation

f(U) = U3 - >/T U2 + /b"/y = . (H.24)

This is a great simplification over the earlier fifth degree polynomial

equation and it leads easily to important conclusions. First Descarte's

Rule of Sign tells us that one zero of f(U) must be real and negative.

Second we see that

^Using the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation and not setting 9c = gives

a fourth degree polynomial equation; setting 9^ = but not using the

Frank-Kamenetskii approximation also gives a fourth degree polynomial

equation; but neither is helpful.
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f(o) = f(>/T) = >rB"/Y

and that f (U) vanishes at U = and U = 2/3 /F , cf. Figure H.3.

Thus if the remaining two zeros of f(U) are real they are in the phys-

ically admissible range. Third we see that f has a relative minimum

at U = 2/3 /F and hence critical values of U exist if and only if

f(2/3/¥) <_ 0. This implies that an isola may exist if and only if

By >. 27/4. That is, i sol as exist if and only if

By 2. 27/4 (H.25)

and

(Hl/kf)a 1 (Hj/k^) < (H^/k^)^^ (H.26)

where (Hi/k^) and (H,/k^), are the critical values of (H,/k^) corre-

sponding to the real positive zeros of f(U), viz., from Eq. H.22

(
—

) K
=

(
— )2 e^^cr . (H.27)

If By < 27/4 then isolas do not exist.

Figure H.2b suggests that another argument can be made directly in

terms of L(U) and R(U) themselves. Inasmuch as isolas imply more than

one solution of L = R, conditions that imply not more than one solution

rule out isolas. In particular if the least slope of L exceeds the

slope of R, i.e. -1, then isolas can not exist, cf. Figure H.2b. The

least slope of L is realized at its inflection point, U = V 3/y , and

the condition that obtains is that isolas can not exist if

H^/k^ < l/4e3 = 5.02 . (H.28)

In summary then, isolas can be identified by investigating the

zeros of de/dx. For assigned values of 9 , y and B we can establish the

critical values of (H,/k^) (from Eq. H.22) which signal the birth and

death of isolas by finding the zeros of a fifth degree polynomial (Eq.
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Figure H.3. Zeros of f for e^ = 0.

df/dU = at U = and U = 2/3 TT .
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H.21) that lie in the physically meaningful range. For the special case

9 = 0, if we make the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation, we can be more

explicit and say that

i) isolas exists in some range of H^/k^, cf. Eqs. H,26 and H.27,

if and only if

By > 27/4

and

ii) isolas can not exist if

H^/k^ < l/4e3 = 5.02 .

Like isolas, mushrooms can be located by their characteristic

features. In particular the existence of mushrooms is related to the

2
number of times de/dx becomes infinite, where

de _ 3i|;/3t

(jT ~ '
d\i)/de

But 3iJ;/3t is finite for all finite 6 and x. So the problem reduces to

finding the number of solutions to

ij; =

and

3<J^/3e = .

The analysis is not simple because neither e nor x can be eliminated

easily, in particular both equations are quadratic in x. But the

equations simplify for the adiabatic case, viz.,

^= e - (B - 9)xk^e^^/(l^^) __ (H.29)

^The slope must become infinite four times for a mushroom but this is

only a necessary condition. Uppal et al . (1976) found that an isola and

an s-shaped pattern are possible together. This combination also gives

four infinite slopes. But what is important is that if the slope be-

comes infinite less than four times, a mushroom can not exist.
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1^ = 1 + xk, e^«/(^^^) { 1 - lii^^ } = . (H.3Q)
^^ ^ (1 + e)2

Eliminating t, which also eliminates k^e^ ^ , gives a quadratic in

e, viz.,

(B + Y)e2 - B(y - 2)0 + B = . (H.31)

Thus at most two solutions (i.e. points (e.x) where de/di becomes infi-

nite) are possible and therefore only s-shaped multiplicity patterns

are possible. Hence mushroom multiplicity patterns are not possible for

an adiabatic CSTR. This is consistent with experimental and numerical

observations. Also from Descarte's Rule of Sign we note that if y 1 2

then no solutions are possible and the steady state is always unique.



APPENDIX I

THE EXISTENCE OF MUSHROOMS AND ISOLAS IN A GAS-LIQUID CSTR

As in a single-phase reactor the existence of an isola in a gas-

liquid reactor can be deduced from the number of zeros of the slope of

the temperature versus the holding time, see Appendix H. But unlike

that for the single-phase reactor the heat generation function for the

two-phase reactor exhibits two s-shaped regions. The single-phase

results suggest therefore that two i sol as may exist. One is due to

the interaction of the rate of mass transfer and the bulk reaction, the

other is due to the enhancement of the mass transfer coefficient via

interfacial reaction. Thus more than three zeros for the slope might

be anticipated, e.g. two i sol as should have five zeros. Because the

model is more complicated than that for the single-phase reactor it is

necessary to make some approximations if correspondingly useful results

are to be attained. If the liquid-phase reactant B is in such excess

that its concentration is a constant with respect to the holding time,

then the reaction becomes pseudo-first order. This greatly simplifies

the analysis. This approximation is reasonable if the holding time is

not too large and hence the results obtained will apply only on a

limited range of moderately valued holding times.

To calculate de/dx we must first eliminate the dissolved gas con-

centration from the energy balance via substitution of the solute mass

balance, see Chapter Three. This yields an equation for e, the steady

state temperature, in terms of t and the reactor parameters, viz.,

194
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ii{Q,T; 9^, H^, k^, a, k^^, S^, B^; t^ , S, n, D/a)

= + tH^(9 - e^,)

(jiTk^ax^. (1 + Tkj) Tk, + f.

{ B, + B„ (
—

^

-
^ "^

1 + xkj{ 1 + xk^ + ^Tk°a (1 - f^-) }

=0 (i-i)

where the last set of parameters is implicit in the functions x^, <^,

f. and 9-, see Chapter Three, ij)
= implies 9 versus t for preassigned

values of the parameters and the pertinent slope is

d9 _ , d\\)/dr ^

dx " ^ 3IJ//99
''

*

This slope is zero when 3ijj/3t = because, as in the single-phase

reactor, d^/dQ is never infinite for finite values of 9 and t, see

Appendix H. We calculate the partial derivative and write the corres-

ponding conditions for the slope of the 9 versus x curve to be zero,

viz.

,

^(0,x) =

and

l^=Hl(^-^

xk, + f.

{ 1 + xk^ + (t>xk°a(l - f^.) }^

{ xk°ax.(l + xk^) + *k[ax.xk^(l + xk^ + 4>Tk°a(l - f ) ) }

^ k°ax.xk^B^(l - f-j)

{ 1 + xk^ + <j,xk°a(l - f^.) } (1 + Tk^)

=0. (1-2)

From this the first result is derived: no isola or mushroom is possible

for an adiabatic reactor (H^ = 0) with B in excess. That is, the
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remaining terms in Eq. 1.2 are negative so that de/dx does not go to

zero anywhere. Unfortunately the complexity of the above precludes

further results even at this level of approximation where B is in

excess.

However if it is assumed that no enhancement of mass transfer

occurs, i.e. that ^i = 1 and f^- = (so that only one isola is possible),

and that the heat of absorption is negligible, i.e. that B^ = 0, then

the Equations I.l and 1.2 are considerably simpler, viz.,

= (e + TH^(e - e^)} {1 + xk^ + xk°a} - xk^ax-xk^B,^ (1.3)

and

= H^(9 - e^) (1 + xk^ + xk°a}2 - xkjB[^k°ax.(l + {l+xk^+xk^a}) .

(1.4)

Eliminating H,(e - e ) yields

= - -^ {1 + xk, + xk°a}2 - xk,BDk°ax. . (1.5)
X 1 L 1 R L 1

But the right-hand side is strictly negative, thus no mushroom or isola

is possible whenever B is in excess and the enhancement and the heat

of solution vanish.

This can be understood by examining the graphs of the heat removal

and the heat generation functions versus temperature and how they change

with X, cf. Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Under these conditions the heat gen-

eration curve exhibits a single s-shaped region, as in a single-phase

reactor. A mushroom is formed on the graph of e versus x when this

s-shaped region "passes through" (that is intersects with one, three

and then one solution as x increases) the straight line for heat removal

more than once as x is increased and an isola is formed when the s

intersects the heat removal line but fails to pass completely through.
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These have been found to be possible only when the reactor is non-

adiabatic, so that the straight line can also vary with t. Note that

the straight line for the heat removal function for a two-phase or

single-phase CSTR is

(1 + TH^)e - xH^e^

so that the slope with respect to 9 is (1 + xH^) and the intercept is

-tH,6 . Thus as T is varied both the slope and the intercept of the

heat removal line change. It is the variations in the heat removal

line and the heat generation curve with changing x that cause the

unusual multiplicity patterns. But the s-shaped heat generation curve

for a two-phase reactor without enhancement behaves differently than

the generation curve for a single-phase reactor where isolas and mush-

rooms are possible. Herein lies the reason for no isolas or mushrooms

in such a two-phase reactor. First we will explain how these multi-

plicity patterns arise in a single-phase CSTR and then we will show

that this behavior can not occur in this two-phase system.

In a single-phase reactor the s-shaped region of the heat genera-

tion curve, xk^/(l + xk^), moves to the left (lower temperatures) as

the holding time increases, cf. Figure I. la. Thus for an adiabatic

reactor (H-, = 0) where the heat removal function is a straight line with

fixed slope and intercept, this region intersects and passes through the

line only once, cf. Figure I. la, causing s-shaped multiplicity on a

graph of 9 versus x, cf. Figure A. 2a. But for a nonadiabatic reactor

the slope of the heat removal function, (1 + xH^), and its y-intercept,

-xH,e , change on changing x. Different 9 versus x multiplicities arise

depending on the relative speeds of the s-shaped region of the heat gen-

eration curve and the accelerating slope of the straight line. The s
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a. Adiabatic -- s-shaped

c. Nonadiabatic -- mushroom
T-| , T^: 3 solutions

T2: unique

[ ^3 '2 'I

1 /f
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may never "catch" the line before its slope is so great that only one

intersection is possible hence the steady state is unique for all t.

The s can catch and pass through the line, causing s-shaped multiplicity

(Figure I. lb). In some cases the s may pass through the line only to

have the slope of the line accelerate so that the line passes through

the s-shaped region again (Figure I.lc). This causes two regions of

s-shaped multiplicity and the resulting pattern has been labelled a

mushroom, cf. Figure A. 2b. If the s catches the line but can not pass

through completely before the slope accelerates then an isola forms,

cf. Figures I. Id and A. 2c.

But for the two-phase reactor an additional change in the heat

generation function occurs. In the single-phase reactor the s-shaped

region of the heat generation function moves to lower temperatures

with increasing holding times but retains its shape. For the two-

phase case the s changes with holding time. Whereas the temperature

for the initial rise in the s decreases with increasing holding times

as in the single-phase reactor, the temperature at which the upper

plateau is reached is the same for all x, i.e. the upper plateau is

reached when the rate of mass transfer is controlling so t/t^^ = t/tj^

or kCn = k°a, which is independent of x, cf. Figure 1.2. Also the
ti L

height of this plateau increases in direct proportion to x, i.e. here

in the mass transfer controlled regime the generation function equals

xk°aC,.. Thus the slope of the straight line can not accelerate through
L Ml

the s because the slope only changes as (1 + xH^) whereas the height of

the s increases as x. For example if the line and curve intersect at

three places and the holding time is doubled, then the plateau height

doubles but the slope of the straight line does not, (l+2xH^) < 2(l+xH^).
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Figure 1.2. Steady state analysis for a two-phase CSTR.
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So the straight line still intersects the high temperature branch of the

s and can not pass above it (Figure I. 2b). Thus only s-shaped multi-

plicity is possible. However this argument does not account for the

change in the intercept (-xH^e^) of the straight line for heat removal.

If 9 < the argument might have to include the changing intercepts,

but from the isola analysis we guess that e does not have a signifi-

cant effect, inasmuch as only s-shaped multiplicity was found to be

possible.

If Cg were not constant then the temperature at which the upper

plateau is reached would change with holding time because when mass

transfer becomes controlling we have

and

kCg = k[a

'^B
= ^Bf " ^^Ai^^^

Thus this temperature increases with t, elongating the s. This should

make an isola more likely. In fact if Cg is allowed to vary we can

not show that an isola can not exist, moreover we have found i sol as

numerically. It appears that it is important to allow Cg to vary when

performing the multiplicity analysis. But as seen in Chapter Four,

Cn is not a simple function of x hence the analysis has not been useful



APPENDIX J

STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR AN UNENHANCED GAS-LIQUID CSTR

The first method of Liapunov will be used to investigate the local

asymptotic stability of the steady states in the special case of unen-

hanced mass transfer, i.e. <^
= 1, f. = and e^- = 9. We also assume

that Cn = Cp^, B^ = and 9=0 whence the equations in Table 3.2

become

^= -x^ (1 + D^ e^®) + 6(e"^^ - x^) (J.l)

and

|r=-(l*H)e.B„D^x,e''« (0.2)

where the Frank- Kamenetskii approximation has been used, see Appendix G.

The essence of Liapunov's first method is that conditions which

guarantee the local asymptotic stability of a linear system, also guar-

antee the local asymptotic stability of the corresponding nonlinear

system. The necessary and sufficient conditions then for the stability

of a steady state in a two-dimensional system are that the determinant

and the trace of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the steady state be

positive and negative, respectively, viz.,

|A| > (J. 3)

and

tr A < (J. 4)

where A is the Jacobian matrix of the system. The conditions J. 3 and

J. 4 insure that the real parts of the eigenvalues of A are negative,

202
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VIZ.,

^1 2 = 7 t^ ^ ± 7 v/(tr A)2 - 4|A| (J. 5)^1,2 2
^' = - 2

The Jacobian matrix of the system of Eqs. J.l and J. 2 evaluated at

the steady state is

/ -(1 + 6) Bp3
ne

\

{ Bj^B e"^^ - (1 + H)e }

(1 + e)Bj^(l + H)8

-y(1 + H)9
n3e

-nt

:j.6)

• ne
- (1 + H)9 }

(1 + H) (ye - 1)

where the state variable x. and the parameter D have been eliminated

via the steady state versions of Eqs. J.l and J. 2. The determinant and

the trace are

y(1 + b) (1 + H) I /, . ,.x.9 "R'
A =

{
'R^

(1 + H)e2 - ^^e-"® ((Y-n)e - 1)1

(1 + H)e }
*- ^ -'

(0.7)

[<

and

tr A = -Y
[(1 + H)2e(e - i;

{ BpB e"'^^ - (1 + H)e }

- BpB e"^^((l + H)e - (2 + 6 + H))] . (J. 8)

Because the denominator in each of the above equations is positive for

all admissible values of e, cf. Eq. F.4, the sign of the right-hand side

of each equation is determined by the sign of the last factor in brack-

ets. In particular we observe that if n i y then the determinant is

always positive.

In determining the sign of the determinant and the trace, the zeros

of these factors on the allowable range of e, their number and their

location are important and can be investigated graphically by rewriting

the factors, viz.

,
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e^^''=
(Tflo7^^^-

^^'-^^ ^^-^^

and

,e.„e- = ^(e-i^^if±5ill). (0.10)

The left-hand and right-hand sides of the above are shown in Figures

J.l a and b where we see that a maximum of two real solutions is possi-

ble for each equation,. Thus there are at most two values of e such that

the determinant vanishes and two values of e such that the trace van-

ishes. This suggests that we can estimate the zeros by expanding the

exponent in Eqs. J. 9 and J. 10 in a Taylor series and then neglecting all

terms of order e^ and higher in the equations, see Appendix F.

Because Eq. J. 9 is identical to Eq. F.5 with 9^ = 0, we conclude

that the determinant vanishes for e equal to m^ or m2, where m^^ and m2

satisfy Eq. F.16 which we used in identifying the regions of uniqueness

and multiplicity. Thus we see that whenever the steady state is unique,

the determinant is positive, |i| > 0; whenever it is not, \^\ > for

9 > m, and e < m2 and |4| < for m2 < 9 < m-^. The steady states such

that m2 < 9 < m-, are unstable, a result which also follows from the

slope condition which it turns out is identical to the determinant

condition, see Chapter Five.

In summary then the determinant vanishes for 9 = m^ and m2 where

m, and mg are given by Eq. F.16. Whence the determinant is positive

if, see Appendix F,

1. ^ > (
^ )p , cf. Eq. F.19;

Y
- y c

or if

2. 9 > m, or 9 < m2 when - < ( - )2 •
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Figure J.l. The left and right sides of Equations J. 9 and J. 10.

a. Equation J. 9 b. Equation J. 10
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The determinant is negative if

-<
( ^)o

Y \ Y 2

and

nip < 8 < m-i .

The uniqueness conditions and hence the determinant conditions are

summarized in Table F.l.

The zeros of the trace can be estimated by approximating the

exponential in Eq. J. 10, which yields a quadratic equation, viz.,

{ (1 + H)2 + (1 + H)Bf^6n +
I (2 + e + H)Bj^6n2 } 9^

- { (1 + H)2 + (1 + H)B^6 + (2 + B + H)B[^Bn } e

+ (2 + e + H)Bpe = .
(J-11)

If we define the coefficients in Eq. J. 11 to be a^ b^ and c^ and its

roots to be s-, and S2, viz..

-b-^ + J b^2 _ 4a^c^

^1
' ^2

=
2^;

(J. 12)

4

then the trace is

tr A =
'^

(9 - sj (e - s.) . {J.13)
^

{ B^e e"^® - (1 + H)e } ^

The trace is negative for all e if s^ and $2 are nonreal , i.e. if the

discriminant in Eq. J. 12 is negative, viz.,

> b^2 . 4a^c^ = -(2 + B + H)2(Bp6)2(n - n3)(n - n^)

where

-(1 + H)
^3 ' ^4 "

(2 + 3 + HjBp3 ' R'
- (1 + h;

+ y2(B 3)2 - 4(2 + 6 + H)Bj^3 + 2(1 + H)2 } (J. 14]
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and where n3 and 114 are nonreal if

(8^3)2 < Bp6 < (Bj^s)i

where

(BpB)^ 2
= (2 + 6 + H) + v/d + e)2 + 2(1 + b)(1 + H) .

(J. 15)

If s, and S2 are real then tr A < if and only if e > s^ or 9 < 52-

We can summarize: the trace is negative if

(Bj^6)2 < Bf^3 < (Bf^B)i

or if

n > n3 or n < n^

or if

e > S-, or 9 < $2 ;

the trace is positive and hence the steady state unstable if

n^ < n < n^

and

$2 < 9 < s, ;

the trace is zero if

9 = s-]^ or S2 .

We now have conditions defining the determinant and trace every-

where. In the regions where |A| > and tr A < the steady states

are stable; these are summarized in Table J.l. Thus by calculating

m, , mp, s,, and S2 we can determine whether any steady state temperature

9 represents a stable or unstable state. If the determinant is positive

and the trace is zero then the eigenvalues, X., are purely imaginary and

oscillations are possible. Also if the steady state is unique (implies

|A| > 0) and S2 < < s^ (implies tr A^ > 0) oscillations in the form of

stable limit cycles must exist.
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TABLE J.l

STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR AN UNENHANCED GAS-LIQUID CSTR WITH 6^ =

|A| > if 1. ^ > (
^ ), Eq. F.19

or 2. e > m, or < m2 Eq. F.16

tr A < if 1. (BpB)2 < 3,^3 < (Br6)i Eq. J. 15

or 2. n > n3 or n < n^ Eq. J.14

or 3. e > S-, or 6 < $2 Eq. J. 12
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To illustrate the foregoing suppose the parameters y. n, H, B^ and

Q are such that m2 < s^ < m, < s,. Then the steady state temperature

versus the Damkohler number will look like Figure J. 2, where we have

defined the following from Eq. F.3:

°al " ^^"^1^ °a2 " ^^"^2^

Da3 = 9(h) °a4 = 9(^2^ '

For D, < D^T the system has an unique stable steady state. Three steady

states exist for D, € (D,, , D,,); the low temperature state is stable
a a 1 a^

(e < m2 < S2), the middle state is an unstable saddle point (m2<Q<m^

therefore |A| < 0), and the high temperature state is an unstable spiral

or node ($2 < e < s^ therefore tr A > 0). For D^ € (0^2 » 0^3) the sys-

tem has an unique but unstable steady state ($2 < 9 < s^^), thus stable

limit cycles must exist in this region. An unique stable steady state

exists for D > D 3 (e > s^ > m^). Thus the stability character of all

possible steady states is known.

Bifurcation to periodic orbits occurs when the determinant is

positive and the trace is zero. Thus s^ and S2 are possible bifurcation

points. But for the system shown in Figure J. 2, the determinant is neg-

ative for 9 = Sp therefore 9 = s, is the only point where the steady

state can bifurcate into a periodic orbit. Because the steady state

is unique but unstable for D £ (D 2 . DaS^' ^'^^''^ ^^^'^ ^^ ^ stable

periodic orbit originating from 9 = s, for D decreasing from 0^3.

This is the type of region we seek for the natural oscillations dis-

cussed in the introduction.
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Figure J. 2. Steady state temperature versus Damkohler number.
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